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'HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY

4
i . , . r

Clark, Burton.. ".Knowledge, Industry, and .Adult Competence." In Sociological

- Backgrounds of Adult Education by Robert W.. Burns. Syracuse University,

N.Y.: Center.for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults, 1964: pp. 1-16;
. . ..

Chapter examined the rapidIY changing technology and knowledge from within a,
contemporary social perspective.,.

1 :

Purposes of chapter
1. Trace changed taking place in the world of work
2. Specify consequences of- these Changes for other institutions

3. Address the problem of personal competence. t
Changes in industry and occupations

:
. I:- ,

1. Shift from food gathering tp farming to bUsineSs and-industry which
demanded skilled manuar.labor .

. .

2. Advanced industrialism resulted in a growing division of labor
3. Increase in the relative number-of white collir workers in the work

force--are characterized by higher levels of experience ".

I

Consequences for other dnstitutions.
1. Impact of Research and Deve.opment(R&D) programs on industry, education,

and society' .
..)

a. R&Da producer of newindustifies , t

b. New industries usually located where therePis already a scientific-,
eduCational base in existence" gpwher4 the dompptenceis.

c. Such industrial.location affects the economic health of cities and
states

.

,

R&D sustains,a commitment to the institutionalization Of new
.

, knowledge

e.' Yleldi a new demand for.more highly trained people - -tbus the economy
and education are tied in a mutually profitable symbiotic relation...

ship. Clark says the supply of highly educated people are what A a)

determine"the pace of economic growth. QUOTE: -"...the possibility
emerges that education cannot overtrain and overproduce for the.
economy - -an-historic concern here but particularly in other countries.

For'if increased supply:of high competence means more and varied.
innovation leading to economic growth, then a rising pupply constantly
accelerates the demand for trained personnel. The greater the pre-

sent supply of such people, the greater theuture demand for them
(p. 8)." - -Is really, a dated statement, but is- rather interesting to'

- note that apparently ten years ago, thiwas valid thinking

.

I.
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2'. The abOlishment of jobg at lower level's- of skills is an irreversible
process in the technological society which in turn bears hard on
educatiOn'

Problems of adult competence
1, A century of,inddstrialization has resulted ..n great changes in the

nature of work an& in the defihitionS of adult-competence
2. Challenged to become reeducated for ever- ±ising levels of versatility

and retrainability--also. relates,to the problem of clarifying further
the whole meaning of work to thindividual

t
.,,

Implication's for secondary - schools and'colleges . ,

,

1. Torn between two directions: preparing youth for specific jobs or pre- ,,

paring youth for potential re-education at a later date
2. Author sees the answer in the latter alternative - -calls icalls n educating'for

adaptibility
. ,

.. ,,
.

,.,.:

Implications for man
1. Rather than bestowing wisdom and social status, old age in modern society

may.only-cause disorientation'
Z. Thus, educatinglor,ever-rising levels of versatility and retrainability

becomes an important'educational and social challenge
,!=

Action ,,to meet the problem of threatened adult incompetence
1. Sufficiently equip all people with a basic education before their

twentieth year so they.can later qualify for re-education and re-training
2. Society must predicate its future actions on twt beliefs

a. Educp.tIbn is more important than workoexperiences because the
expei-ienced worker may not be the most up-dated and efficent worker

b. Schooling is a normal part of adult life .:

;

Stern, Milton R. A.View From the Fifteenth Century. Paper preented at ttle
NUEAJoint'Regional Conference. San Francisco, California. November 30,
1972. 12 pp. ERIC: ED 069 965.c.

,-Is a paper presentedsata conference with Ae theme "A View
I

of the Future " --
. author states, 'Tv predictions haVe'the advantage of being.alreadytrue-l-or
almost.... I am indebted to. Novelist Kay Boyle and Poet Howard Nemerov for the
concept thatprophecy 'is less e.look intcthe future than it is an accurate 7

.recegnition of whAt is before QUI hesitant eyes (p. 1).!;
; . .

.
Quotes from a special rpport by the American Council on Higher Edlication:

To serve the nation.and_its people ih the decides.ahead, colleges and
universities and those who support them are, setting aside threetradititInar .

assumptions that ill the past have,controlleretuch Of what they have done:
.The absumptionftha;t.college students are all young and financially
.deppndent.

.
..--

.The assumption that there 1.4. a fundamentai'differencebetween what is
learned in,residenCe and what Is ;earned in extension courses or
independently.

. (
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.The assumption the.ideal,coliege serves:an essentially middle,
.

class clientele and has no important responsibilities to'disadvantaged
'urban and'rural popu- lations. ,

. A

Predictions .
. .

1. ,Foresees within the next 20 years, the 'turning oyer to the established
A '

. units of the university the?part-time credit, extended university, open
university activity, however'expressed in contemporary academic idiom.

2," Foresees the expanddd development of continued professional education_
as a hajor line of continuing education work as,Conpulsbry adult con-
tinuing education is becoming more rioticible in the professions--"We
must help. Professionals educate*themselves,*t merely add new skills
to old ,

.

(p. 3)..." , .
.

.
...

..,

3. Foresees an expanded development of general cultural education--"Such
activity will be even more than now dssntially credit free in

, character (p. 4)." :. . .4.-,

. .

"Lifelong learning is the. morJ responsibility of intelligence and the major
defense pf individual freedom (p. 5) ."

'Eric Ashby--20 years ago he poi ted out that just as drivers' licenses had to°

. be renewed on the basis of maintained skill, so should college.degrees (p- 5).
.

As to the fifteenthcentwh? universities --"Continuing education? The'se univer-

'sities, in addition to younger students, frequently housed meh who were taking
`sabbatica/s in reverse, leaving as they could, their country parishes or their
practicei as notaries, tO*foy the fleshpots of the large cities, and perhaps
..take higher degrees. There were many older students at the univeisities...,
In Paris, the rules'Peiiitted thatlthe doctorate of divinity be awarded only
after the age of 35 (p. .

v'
51eventh and twelfth century cathedral ,schools of Italy .

"Moreover.you will'recall that these (first Schools) were gilds of
students Who exercised authority to compel their professors to lecture to
their schedule and to, keep to student-dictated standards of perforniance.
The students even had authority to give their masters peimission to leave
the-city. How,'you may ask, did this-form of governance coMeabout?., It is

--, 'puzzling/ until you know one central.fact: that these first students were-,

mature men, they were adult, students. (p. 8)."'

"SO'the search into the past'rewards us with the disboVery that at.its
' beginning, the vinivelsity was first ot'allan action-program in adult and-

continuing vduction. It is. not hyperbole-to state,that the very first

`:Students of the university were thp same that we knowsin.extensiorl, mature
'people in search of knowledge to.clevelop solutidhs,:to urgen:t social

problems (p. 1) ."

.

44:
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.,e
White,.Thurman J. "Philosophical Considerations," pp.1 121-35. 'Chapter 8 iii

. HandbOi* of Adult Education` edited ;11 Robert M. Smith, George F. Ader,
,.

and

J.R. eIdd. New York: Macmillan Co., 1970,

a

Educationists' views (pp.'121,23)
1. John S. Diekhoff: "Year after ye

tion and committee and nod in sol
-there is a crucial need for a phi
a philosophy of adult education.
our tradition, we can't have.it.-
as.long as our public is made up
have philosophies of education`in
.Like the American ideology, the p
changing, and eclectic (p..122):"

2. -Chapter concerned withanytphilo
blems of adults who are learnin

r groups. of educators sit in conven7-
4agreement WEep someone says that

sophy of:American ucation, or for
ortunately,,in our society' and in
s long awe are a luralistik societyl

.f many publics, We hall continue to
fi

conflict with one nd anther
ilosophy of ed6ca ionyis tentative,

ophy that speaks'cogently alpadt pro-
(p. 123)._

,

problems (lop. -123. 727)

1. Who should learn ? -- learning e
labor education threatens,managem

2. Who dhould be responsible fOr adult
ii.ut the qUsaion still must take int
educatorsseek'tOproduce

.

.

3'. What is important fOr'adults,to learn?
0-

Y.

6
/

can be threatening, to some--e.g.,

t, exep -tive trairiing.threatens labor,
ing?--Carl saY everyone,

c nsideratiop the type of peOple
_ .

,a, The truth
'b. :Each. andwer.to-this question is wrong

to be the iiltimate response

to thedegree that.it prete

k

,q. Arg there eternal unchanging truths that need 4,ioe learned or is- no
knowledge. certain? .

NOW shoUid adults learn?- {method),
a.- "Everkt4ng which is enemy of communication.issubersive of.,

Society and is oppOsed 141 eiduCatiorOp.-125).!' John Walker Poivell
b, Mortimer and Alder--comm'Unication of,an idea is only thebeg:inning,-:

need to fOcui.in the learning process on What:a person does with' an>:-,-.
.

,.
idea once he.shas. it , : ,:. , . , , ,-

: `"

. ,

I (

Phiiosophy as a resource.(pp.'127-294-.
1. Kenneth Benne: .education 0Orks on the basis.of cluSters of assumptions

--deals with
a. The- nature of man .

'b. Na5ure-Of learning t .

c. -Nature of knowledge and the way.17,.#owledge-is acquired

2: Fredefigk C. .Neff: "Some fdrmal,knowledge of general philosophy is

.1. 4 necessary o the conduct, of education,, if only to lend logical respon-
. sibility to discussions,of a predominantly educational-nature.(p.. 129) ."

3. Robert Blakely: "We can..-,-and usually do--- refrain from Oking philoso-'

:phical questions, butte cannot.avo4 acting according to philogoihical
.

assumptions -(p. '129f .".,
;

, ti

I.

Far

4-*

'10

t
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. -

phi1osOpherspn adult education (pp. 129-32)
, ,,

1. gotable philosophical writing still absent in this area .

2. Ririlc Patterson:. main argument--the educatbr performs his mission in --

concord with his values: "Since every value judgment represents an

indivisibly personal cpmmitment, there can be no-uniform set of value

judgments which is 'objeCtively true' for - everyone con,cerned,wit4 adult
,

education (p. 130) ." -.
0 ,-

, .

Horace M. Kellen: Regarqs:adult education as a way 'of freeing-the adult..

mind. .
.

,

,/

1
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SETTING, WEDS, AND PURPOSES'

*' ,:
, . 1

Caldwell, John T. "Adult ucation for Unforld,ing" Lives," Adult.,Xe2-.19EhipA v.

,-

;
- .-22 (January, 1974Y, 22 -29. :

AddreSs delivered at the National Adult Education Confetence, Dallas, Texas,`
OcteBer 30, 1973-=is a special view of man as a growing, unfolding'ent, ty

Most of Aperican higher education has incorporated the basid thrustS of
4,, Land-grant eollege.mOvement

1. "The provision oea 'liberal and practical education in several .p(irsua.ts.
and professions of- life'.'"

'

2. Availability of education for alL who seek it,
r3. Extension of knowledge beyond the campus gatesto adults
4, dommunitycoileges- -the newest-manifeetatioh of the Land -grant idea,
5. Adult eduoation manifests the veering of the Land -grant'idea'

,-
'Every person is an-educationai,critio-IP. :228)."

.

Purposes to which the adult educator` iilcommitted 228)
1. Enlafge human, capability in soodety at' large 7 ,

I

2. Inhance fu 6ss of/individual lives
3: Adult edUe or serve the unfolding, lives of indiacidual human beings in

,the pUrsu't of appiness--enlarge their optiont, support their choices,
reoogni e thei ,accomplishments, regard and encourage their successes,
apP1 d their'ambAidWs-, help theni,see beyond their oWn experiences

e

Chartes, Alexan. N. "Continuing Education for the Profetions,'r pp. 487-98.
,p, Chapter 29 i andboo of Adult Education edited by Robert M. Smith, George*
i F). Ader; andr,1 R. Kidd., New York:.:Macmil-rfan .Co., 1970.

-i i
... ,

r .,Types of professions;JeP.'488). - ,r.

.

, . 1" Those'thatafe somewhat discrete unto,themseIVes--e.g., law'

V 2., Emerging professions-7e.g., adult education,

L
, 3. Those thgt lend themselves to grouping-7e.g.., Medicine

,), ,

'
'` -- Concept of lifelong Learning (pp.'488-89) -

, .

,--, , ,

-, /1. Adulteducatbrs view education as something,that should.be-a.process
.. .

.

extending over -the life.span', ,
41,

2. Education should bean articulated process, each stage relating to'the
ones before and after with flexibility being'the, watchword: liagfour

. ;-sr -

a
t

,,

1 2

t
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. :interrelated stages ''sc-c

.,a. 'Minimum level of education.fcr citizenship

,. b. Preparation for entering-a profession -,
,

c. 'Contact, with clients of the professIm. .

. - d. Post-graduate education
ft' . , . .

.

..

Characteristics of continuing eduCation for the professions (pp. 9 -91)
, It

1.. Frequently are no,legal.or profess,ional requirements to be et after:-

certification or licensing -.

, 2.. The'decision to.continud generally is voluntary , , i,

' 3. Need to study practicing profeSsionals° n9edS as a baiis,Por_plann
.

-- , -. ,learning activities
.4. Mu T- tinuing education relevant'

Developm e professions (pio.'4917,J4) ;, .

1. -Philosophical issues'- .

,2.- Questions of professional ethics .
.

, -

3, Teahnical_deelopments raising issues of individual and perional privacy
4., Methods ana materials:._ opportunities are readily Available in protes-

,.

sionarcontinuing education - , . ,

\ .
,

5. Role of goVernment: will increase with fUnds'prabab]y increasing

*-- accordingly 4 , . -,

6.' Finance: is directly related to the overall,: financing of education for -

theyrafessions -
,

,r
, -

7 Role of professional organizations: mayb4.-expressed in,many ways°.

(pp. 4937,90.
., .. .

a: Through accrediting bodies
IS: By approving university prograMs
.-

c. 'Joining with educational InstitutiOns to co-sponsor programs
d. 'Sponsoring, an entire program for a professional, staff '..

. 6., Providing fUnds for program development and scholarship
f: .Analyzing neads of a groupof professional people

f4
t

Related areas: -ConsiCieration should,be given to ilitrel-ation4 between

th4 professions and, vocations .'

Issues,(pp. 494-96)
,

- 1. Should prograds in continuing education be accredited as are professional

Programs?
.,

.

- c
. .

2. Should conti nuing education be a requirement to maintain licensing or

certification? ,

. ,

' ',..

3. Should continuing e4pdation be directly articulated with the total

,
.

educational pattern? - :

-4. What relationship should exist between generalists and specialists?
5....What constitutes appropriate sourcesf financing?
6. Silould.studentgptepare for independent study?.

,6.

7. Howhould informaLon,be dissimitiated?

13

.
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Davis,.B. Glen. !Zero PopdiatiOn Growth: Effect on Ad t Education," Adult

, Leadership-, 22 (January, 1974), 245.-46.

12,

"The.amount of knowledge av4ilable to ,an individual today
in the next eight years (p.,245)."-What does this mean,to

,..'light,of zero population growth?
.1. Marked decrease in the below 20 age.group.
2. The adult population is projected, to increase 75% by t

Society is going to be forced to reramp entire educatio
4. Less educational emphasis on children; more, on adults

5: All indiqatet a.growing need*for,professioftal adult educ ors'

.6. Growing mount of tax doIlars to be spent On adult edubat

Ip
s expected todo4le
duiteducators in

, .

year .2000

1 structure

Fiecher, Floyd B. "Coordination: The Need in Contihuing Adult Ed
AdultrLeadership, 221March,' 1974) 288-92, 312-14.

Background to the adult education movement (p. 288 -89)

1. Today's educational theme is open education for adufts=-emphasis on ,
lifelong learning

2. New influx of students and technology in post World War II era
3. kew teaching methods deeloped

cation," A

4.:-Statewide,boards and agenciesdreated to' coordinate educational
activities-=stAte master'plans beqame common

5. "The 60's saw the greatest amount, of financial attention continuing 1-

education had. Ild from government since the establishment of agriculture
and home economic's extension ,(p..288)." .k!: .

,

: kt ''.. N
'6. "When things looked secure, educators wefe ocntronted with new cries

for relevance in educatidhquestioned by students, the public, state

andand federal legislature , .

7. As a result, "State master plans are now dire6ted,:toward greater use
of existing resources, rather than expansion p. 289W '

Public demands (p. 289) ,

1. Greateraccessibility to educatiop at all levels .

2. Higher'degree of relevance in educational goals--education with a
,

purpose .
,

3. More accountability in education

4 \\I
. Increased productivity in education--increased efficiency

5. Measurements of outcomes
6. Cost of.restrictive procedureg and adopt new ones that better meet the

needs,of a mobile community

Curr4nt situation .(p. 28 -9 -90)

1. Slackened rate of growth
2. Paradox: "Today the concepts of extenson and continuing eduOation are

becoming a base for TRW definitions of the entire educational system
(p,.289)."

3. New thrust - -non- traditional study--e.g., open universities
4. Increasing educational opportunity for the individual

at,



'fk course of action (p. 290-91)
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1. Need for agreement on a course of action that can further 'the objectives
of lifelong learning

2. Ofl.necessity, we must become a learning society and continuing adult
educators must do their part in defining what a learning community
really. is'

3. BrUner==educition should be soMething that is selectively av ailable
throughout the life' cycle

- 4. Peter Drucker: "Extended schooling
the preparation for'life and work.
school becomes integrated with life

'00:

A new dimension (p. 291-92)

assumes that we will cram more into
Continuing education assumes that
(p. 291)."

1. .Whole new dimension of interinstitutional cooperation'needed
2.- Clear recognition of the new pressures faced by educators
3. Lifelong _learning and thd learning community should be more than

.rhetoric or a side show
4. Educator's must learn to cooperate with each other or be forced to do so

Levels of cooperation among institutions (p. 292:-S12)
1. Types

a. Routine exchange 6f information
b. bordination--commitment of both_sides to agreed upon goals
c. Formal ollaboration
d. Consortium -involving mutuat accomodation of some kind
e. Outright unification

2. Educators must seek both horizontal and vertical coordination

1

Goals (p. 312)
1. Defining the educator's mission in terms of people, clientele
2. Development of a national, state, and loc41 policy for funding the

educational needs of the part-time student
3. Developing articulation among the various segments of the educational "=,

community
4. DevelopMent of evaluation systems which provide adequate rewards and

recognition for ftarning
a. 'A measurement' system for programs in'continuing educatiOn,
b. Develop evaluation instruments that measure in both general

education and skills

Jensen,,Glenn. "Education for Self-Fulfillment," pp. 513726. Chapter 31' in,

Handbook of Adult Education edited by Robert M. Smith; Geope F. Ader,-and
J.R. Kidd. New York: Macmillan CO., 1970.

Robert Blakely: ."The purpose of American life and of American.education
is seen to be the development of individuals who fulfill themselVes and freely
serve thersociety which values individuals (p. 513)"."
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Purp9ses ofSdult education (pp, 513-15)
1. :Raul Bergevin in P, Philosophy of Adult Education lists certain'appropriate,

goalS-
a, Help learner achieve a degree of happiness and meaning iri'lite
b. Help learner understand hiiself and his relationships:with others
c. Help adults advance ip the maturation processthrough providing

`facilitatirig conditions %,

d. ;.Provide education for survival
,

2. Must agree self-fulfillment is also an important goal, but few administra-
tors have acknowledged this goal in designing their-programs

t

Problems and issues (pp. 515-16)
.

Faulty belief that Americans have more leisure time-therefore should be
receptive to fulfilling themselves through cultural.activities

2. Some groups do have increased leisure time--e.g., farm laborers, un-
skilled hourly laborers, tousewives, retirees

Program Success (pp. 516-17)
:1'

4
' . #

1. People fail to fulfill their potential often,because others fail to
recognize their potential; need to do so before person can restructure
self, image .

A

2. Program participants are the ones who really have the ultimate say about
whether a particular educational.e4erience has been self-fulfilling i..

Communication (pp.s517-18) .
,

".*
m

. , 4'41'7
1. Evidence supports the fact that individuals can greatly influence-their 14 r I

..,*.

- families, and workers, an civic groups 4 ., ,
2. C.P. Snow: "We live in a period marked by a 'fundamental breakdown in the

ability to communicate (p. 518)-." \
.

3. Adult educators havg been slow to encourage better social communication
through developing integrated socioeconomic study groupings .

Learning how to learn (pp. 518-19)
,

,

/ 1. Misconception: People after 35 yearS of age decline in learning ability,
2. Cu'e: maybe adult educators should spend mor,e time helpiPg people' learn

how to learn ,t' , \,. .

,

3. Adult attitudes and vales concerning learning are changing--are begin -.
ning to realize they can learn anything if they have the desire and
opportunity to do so

Social aspects of living (pp. 519-21) , ",
...

. :4
1. Adult educators especially successful in this area

\
2. But must remember that the subject matter does not ,necessavily have the 1,.

same meaning for the learner as for the teacher ,.

Learner's own solutions (pp. 521-22)
1. Too many adillt programs are uninteresting--leads to low ptrticipation
2. A vital function of learning prckrams is to help Adults to understa'nd

their own life"situations and develop soltitions to.their problems
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Research/implications (pp. 522-24)
1. 1959 study by Arthur Burman of disadvantaged studentsfouna fntellectial

development not a goal; mainly interested in improving standard of living
2, Earl C. Kelly--criteria essential to the fully functioning personality:

thinks well of self and others, tees self as part of a dynamic Woozy,
sees_value of mistakes, lives in keeping with personal values, is a
creatite person '

3. Ted Landsiaan-- fulfilled person requires deep feelings of relationship
4. uder and uiand -- characteristics that tend to inhibit adult learning:

'Ikienation/aNOidance, hostility, fear of school, rejection of desire to
learn, and self-image of illiteracy

-5. Rbnald G. Taylor-- fo}tfid positive relation between level of achievement
and

a. .Valde placed on ovn worth
b. Acceptance of peers
c: Ability to handle anxiety
d. Ability to confcrm to authority demands

Knowles, Mala.l?lm S. "Issues in Adult Learning Psychology," Adult Leadership,
-22 (MarCh, 1974) , 300-303, 31. 16.,

What is the purpose of education? (p. 390-01)
1. The answer influenced by our perception of the goodsociety
2.. Mechanistic model: purpose of education to transmit culture, fill the

empty vessel7-reflected by the-lock-step content- transmittal curriculums
3. Organismic model humans are inherently and spontaneously active

. organisms--source of acts rather than the collection of acts; purpose of
education is the continuous developmentof the person
'It seems to me that adult edutation has been schizoid about'these two
models. 'On the one hand, becuase of its marginality in the educational
establishment, it-has striven for academic respectability by holding on
to many of the curricular. and methodological trappings of traditional
mechanistic schooling. On the Other hand, because its survival has
depended upon its Satisfying the.real developmental needs of voluntary
adult learners, it has almost surreptitiously--and.often with a sense of
guilt--adapted bits and pieces Of its curriculum and methodology to the
organismic model {p. 3b1).".

be Stunted in next phase of growth unless.
education as a lifelong process.
be given for adult to be used to
verty, and raise .11e level of awareness of

4.

5. Issue: adult education,wil/
it.takes-i.a, stand in favor of

6. Issue: What priority should
help eliminate illiteracy, Po
oppressed people?

What is learning? (p'. 301-92f.

1. involves the entire sfructure of the organism, not just particular,
behaviors .

2. Learning therefore is the holitstic development of,an individual's
capabilfties,

. Need to shift focus from content to helping learners develop skills of
inquiry
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How do human beings grow and :develop natur ly? (p. 301 -03)' .s

1. knowledge of development during you is"deplorable;.for adults it ip

atrocious
. ,

2.. Issue: need to have better knowledge about fiuman development'..''
,

.. . ,

HoW do adults learn? (p.,303) '
_ ' .

1. 'Tootle:. Do adultOThearn,differently from the way 'children-,learn? And'

'consegUently, d6 they have to be taught differently?
. ,

2. Some prosesses essentially different,.hut the fundam7ental process of

learning is no. different ' -,

3. Discusses differences between pedagogy and androgogy 1 ,
4. Tough: deliberate efforts to learn common 'among adultd
5. Issue: have an obligation to proclaim the integrity of the adult learner

. . . .

London, Jack. "The-Social Setting for.Adult Education,",pp; 3-23. _Chapter 1
in Handbook of Adult Eaucation edited by Robert M. Smith,'George P. Ader,

,.. and J.R. Kidd.' New York: Macmillan Co 1970. , -
.

. Method of presenting social setting; analyze I -

, 1. Demograpiiic social trends and changed ..- ' .. '

2.' Issues Involved in working toward aqapting ,institutions to meet toda:s.e.
,

ndeds.(p. 3) .
, .. .- '

, c ,

. ,
..,..

, 4

Population okaracteristic1-(pp. 4-7) . :

1. .Six.characteristics of.U.S. population: hetrogenitye urbanization, ,
mobility, marriage; mortality, and education

?. :idettoganity,. ,
. ,. .''.:',

,, a. Variety of subcultures and racial groups : . ;
N, .

b. "When members of a minority gtoup experience rising expebtations
v,

Vend a.tense of their,own dignity and self worth, frustration of p..

4 s % the'se'exPectat'idnO will, enhance these feelings (p. 5).""
.

3. Urbanization 7. :
,. *,

,.

a. ',Dyer 703 of population live in urban areas .

.

.
.

-, ., b-',,Conseguences: increased educational opportunities, increased use-of

mass media, higher,rates of voting .

. , 4., 401obilit , ;y
.

'.

a. Estimated that 2,05Cof population change communities each year'

b. Results: -social didorganiZation, weakening,of traditional forms of

. 'social controllreduction pf,community spirit

5. 'Mortality and education: people living longer, number of college graduates

' ." in population rising which results in a population that is becoming more
-

sensitive. and receptive to the need for continued educatiop
.

,
. 4

Labor lor4-,e kpp./1710

..! ,l. Continues' to growalonTwithitherising population

,
. 2. CharaCterized by rapid growth of. white collar jobs since 1900

3. Women workers . -

.
,

a. Rettirn to work to insure desired family standard of living.

.-.

.b. Couloake child care'operationg much fore, educative

.4 '.
.4

,

*,

;
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Growing importance of.educatiolC(pp. 10-12)

0

17

.

, 4 .-

1. Dropoutsfrqm school now are also dropouts fi'om society. ,
.2. No lbnger can one "completed-his education - ' ".

3. ;'yet, the rapid growth of educational apPortunities outside the formal
system has been largely irivisi,ble and-virtually=uanotioed,(p.'10).." 1

4. Must reexamine prcvailing assumptions, existing.structures, programming,.
curriculum and make the.entire-edmcational e)epeiTenoe more relevant to

r.today's needs
"''',

Problem areas in American society(pp. 12-17) ,

1., Sdcial problems
la. Growing conflict of values- -e.g., between generatAbns .-.7-

b. Widespread.sociardifferences and aevels of inequality
. .c. Large povertydkets -. - -

,' d. Adult, education might be able to help people find meaningful solutidhs
.

t 1 to'these problems ,,_

2. Minorities: efforts to eliminate discrimination have not'advance suffi-
. clentlY-to allieVatasthe problem

. ,

.,

..:1'he aged ." .. .
. '7

a,".. Seldom Providedwith the resources needed to help them have a sense
- of relevande and self worth

,

.

. b.; We ten:&-to place them in leisure -town "playpens"
c. Athilt-education could 'dhhihelp nsure that the age persons contact with

.,

(
,
, ,other peoprle is if4rhtdilied

. -.

I, ? 4.. Poverty .
.

,... I . . .

a. .M.a9y.antilpoverty piOgrams have-been less than successful
b. Dehumanizatiodpf poverty Programs ,.

.

c. Rave given,handoufs, but"have-not worked toward helping the poor learn
.,

.

hoWe-to'help themselves ', - . ,
. \

d. Must involve the poor in decision-baking that'affects their lives
.:.

, .

Paraprofessional approach (P. 177%10: Adult educatican "canprovide a variety of
program'f:ormats for sub-professiona:ls who will need additional education to

, prove their skills and knowledge (p.. 19).'h
s.',

Youth and alienatI,Oh (pp.-19-20)
- 1. Rabid American social change a ma0r source of alienation

2. SYMptoms--powerlessnessdistrest anger, orlicism, cult of: the present,
need fot immediate gratification

3. Do not want..to be assimilated into society, but-want to affectisooiety
-Demand moreative-role's in thd educational process'

-a

....
Conclusions (pp. 20-21)

. 1
' 1. Purpose of eduCatioh--help student's ga

!.

%understandintpof the, meaning of
their lives . . . "- ,

2. Must strive o findteachers that.make'learning exciting

a

r
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Lifelong Learning: Paper presented at the annual
- -

Adult Education AssOciation. MissOula, Montana.-
ERIC: ED 068.833,"

Nieki, John A. The Meaning of a
:.COnferedce of the Northwest

'Cctder, 12, 1972. 11 pp.
e

. . . .

.
4

. V 4 ,

Author is an associate professor of adlilt education, Departmeht of Adult_Educa-
. ,,

tion, Llitversity of British Columbia, VanCouver, British Columbia

A colccept of qearning" generally accepteatoday is` that of a lasting change Of
. behavior as a-result of experieAce (p. 3).

.

The concept of -lifelong learning embraces both the,concepts of learning by chance
And learning by designrand according to J. Roby Kidd it had three dimensions--
perpendicular, horizontal,.'and depth .

Perpendicular--includes formal learninig throughout the life span
.

i
.

Horzontalcross disciplinarystudy
. . .

Depthtranscends all formal approaches to reach almost a metaphysic
. (p. 4).

Another approach tQ lifelong'learning to understand the,Frenchconcept pf
***education permanene" whlCh include

,

. -elements'Of basic education (. . in France from age 6 tb 16),
vocational schoOling (generallY,outside the period of compulsory'schooling)

'and furtkiei education 'in the dual forM Of fdither vocational training and
. opportuniti .for cultural leisure pursuits (p. 4)."

"A basic principle of:educationpermanantel iscontinuity between the educa-
tion of young-people and the education of adults--and not:continuitYin its
usual sense of no break or interuption. There is provision for the young:
person and the adult whOse education has been interr4ted to resume it at the
point where they left off (p.

. -

Problemand misunderstandings.that relate to the,concept-of. lifelong learning ..

1. In the past, such learning was regarded as voluntary; whereas now there
is a peiteptible trend toward compulsory adult educationthis-element
threatens to transform* lifelong learning, into lifelong schooling

2. "The instiutionaliied nature of suchactivity may well reinforce the
prevalent tendency among adults to confuse learning with §choolinbr., and
to resist -both '(p. 5) ." ,

3. A probleM threatens if.we treat the concept of "lifelong.learning" as a
kind Of popular cliche,or slogan to be used to promote.adult education"
offerings. "In fact; *lifelong learning,' appearing as-a banner'in our
propOtional material, may be totally incomPrebensible 'to most adults.
After all, our emphasis in education from nursery school thrOugh univerz-
sity and beyond is always on finishing our learning, not on,continuing
learn throughout thellfe7span (p. 5y--..T

4. "It seems to me that this problem - -this i4orth ,American obsessiop with
finishing our education or our work, as thdtgh getting done with eta

_unpleasant chOrethis Pioblem is a fundamental one that, by and - large,
we adult educators have riot faced up to (p. 6)." /

Andragogy=adult education. By Malcolm Knowles (p. 7).

,
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.p) 1965 Johnstone°and Rivera estimated that more than, one in five,aciults had

been active in one-form of learning or anotherduring the 12-month Peris5d of

their study (p. 8) . . .
. ,

..

.
.,

'
,

.
Perhaps the most difficult sub-group among the adults We are trying to reach
and convince of the value of.lifelong.ledrning is. the poor. (p. 9).ct ..,

..
1

'. ,

U. many adults lack the skills'or tools by whichto learn.
.

'This'lack, and

the anxiety it may engender, could be a real obstacle to Us in tryingid cony
vince adults of the value of lifelong learning -- skills such as listening Intel-
ligently; clocating, analyiing, and- synthesizing information; making inferences

judgments (p. 10).-" _ . .

Power, Hilton. "Education for Social and Public Responsibility," pp. 457-71:
"Chapter 27 in Handbook of Adult Education edited by Robert M. Smith, George-.
F.-Ader, and J.R, Kidd. New York: Macmillan Co., 1970.

Defined-(pp. 457,5q)
1. Abbott Kaplan: "Educational prOgraMs in serial and-public responsibility

are those that are designed to-develop understanding and knowledge of -

public issues and problems facing the country and its citizens domestically
and internationally in political, Wonomic, and social areas (pa 457)." t

2. 'Change in content of this tIpe'of,education:' the balance between domestic

and interhational Issues has changed

COmprehensive'national study (pp.4458-61)
1. National-Opinion Research Center (NOR) undertook:a national study with ,.. " ,

the 600peta:tion of the Carnegie Commkssionstudi was called Volunteers
for'Learning: provided the firsteliable statistical basis for examining
the role played by different. types of institutions and associations

2% "Participation in current evenis,"p114ic affairs, and citizenship programs

. .total =.; 1,080-,000; history and social science = 79.0,000; total partici=
pation equalled-about 7$ of all.a4;.11ts engagedin adult education

3. Methods of study(in-order of popularity): talkS or lectures, attended

Classes, Self education,' discussion gioups. ,

-4. Courses were taught (in ardei of preference) in pudic affairs orgenIza7
. ,

tioit, colleges and universities,., churOhs and%nagogues,government,4_
elementary and secondary schools, business and indpsery, armed for&eg, " 4i
private schools . . , . . ..,..,

Trends and developments (,pp. 461-63) ;"

1. .Carnegie tbraission organized wide range 'of rural ana .urt.;na programs .

2. The spillover of federal programs. has focuted new attention On he wider

gudience issues which are otheYwise'.onlY vieyed.on thS, late news ..
,

,

.

.

., .

Educational in4titutions pp. 463:-70)
.

.

.
.

c.

.

-1. Libraries and *TV .: .

p

% .
.

/ ../-
. ... .

a. Major purpoge: encohragins and,awakening ditizen interest in public
A

affairs ., :-+... - ., .
45. Transformation cif,educational-TV.A.rita Public XV ..

f,

/
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2, "Since we are not sure what toplorrow is going to be like the only

is to educate for.aaptab4ity 464)'."
,,

3.. Programs dealing witlinter,racial problems: usually concentrate upon

'expldring and identiiiing issues
4. 'Colleges and universities , .

, .

a. Producing programs fct national educational,TV
a *-

b. providing some vf:the best` programs for social and public responsibility ,

/
5. Public schools , ,

---

, . .

._ a. Acce).1eratingof drive-for universal'functional literacy
b. Can greatly exnandstheir efforts *' ,-', , '

6 ,
-6..- WorliaAffairs Col:if-mils, -areta total Of 59:With a membership of more than

P
1,

4

7. Cpurehe'S: concerned 4out(social and pUblic issues
4 ..

Ruch,David B. "New Priorities in'Adut Education,". pp. 1-24,- Chanter 1in.
in `Adult Education edited by David B. Rauch. New York:r.Macmillan.

.

,

4E-

,Problems- in advancing adult educati.on*in,the U.S. (pp. 1-2)

"1. hack of'identifiCation of_adult-education as afspepi
2. Almost complete absence of institutions, with a major

education
"Adult education -is everywhere and yet, in a sense,

it is no.one's specifictredponsibility (p. 2).*

fi
commitment to, adult

. ,

it is nowhere because

Big pus h, for adult education came after Florid War II; found that older veterand
perEormel,petterian yblinger students (p. 3)

,

Adults learn. best whew they participate in the learning situatioi;is (p.3)

Leargihg involves sUb3eg matter, content, and emotions p. 3)

:

2.1g

pdsh now to provide aduh educational orportuni.ties for peoPle Who' have not '

% . traditionally beenincluded in Such'endea;vors (p. 3) Must deal with the-fact.

that the'riare people
-

in this cbuntry with'little Or no education who cannot.-
*possibly make it, as ,tiley have nothing to make it with (p. 9). ,

.

. 1.. Sncreasing-diteracx only part of the problem .

_
-. --

.2. Abd to "meet other-needs
3.. lielA to convince, adults that they can stilliearn '-

4. Need to educate adults about the availabalit of continuing education
.

.

(pc 11) .

.

Need to plan for firttfce education projects with the pofential'pariicifsants--
they. must be.fairly representedand thOuld,consider meetingwith themon their

N4

WOme ground (p.'12) .. ,
.

.

*.e 4
-,

1., Be prepared for misunderStandings,'7communication lams, limitedtuin
...outs,..and venerel .confusion at meetings '

..

2. The usual method for conducting business meetings .oYteh is unfamiliar to

- ..- subcultures (p. 14)
, .

r
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3,. Treat,the receipientgroup with'comp1ete dignity (p. 17)
,4: Get something started's° it can'tp bUilt upon (p. 19)_

'
.

5. Deal, with people where they are, and hopef4Ily they canTbring them step
: ----

by step to a new plaoe.(p. ,19).- .- ", ". . !. ',jr
' '

6. Give careful consi4tationto 1,711°,1411; be in :Charge of-the learning group,
--pernapstwO leader's: one with greater subject -knowledge and one faith, _ , .

greateetipeople"'knowledge.(p.,21) : '. -."
.

...

'1. "Speed is not asgssential:asprogress'(.0"21 .-

8.4 Start small,,tot,plan big (p."22) , .
-

-. .
9. Try to have.6e0.nriing and end to all;educatianal programs-so pedple.can

...,
, .'plan acdOrdingl (p.:22) '.:se :,.: ', ,

,

,

,
. .. -,- ......

. I ' . ," `

"Education, and particularly adult education; can.ofer a person only learning.
What he apes with at le*Wg is. partially in his own hands and,partisally,in
the hands Of soci y (p,

1d.,
' Rkvera, William MoLe Entirepreneurial Achievements or Social Action? --Oiffer

ing RationaresiCf-.Adult:,Education Programs for Value and- Attitude Change.
1972. 14 pp:. Eli. 0'72 340

tit c. t.

Highlights three spCip P)s hologicAl.programs (p. 1-3) : cultdral
achievement motivation,- 441groOp dynaMics ,

-, p
1. Common aim: to p;0774.lv-

"values" and etti
2., Final objectitrcil \

Life -cycle -changeit

individdal due *"440

4. Gradua-l- changes-:\

5. Critioal 'change,:

'due to "critic4
-1

ization; can bk%
6., Also valde ch.4

,

',Cultural literacy" pi

"e .significant, abrupt changes in addlts that, affect

'orientations
alyze a practical-set of actions or behaviors'

,iefers to chronological shifts in the mentality of the
4.0 1pment processes or age crises

'with "the accumulation of experience over time .

.§1gAificant, abrupt alterations of'outlook and behavior
Wnekil'ii-or'heightened consciousness-- involves

;ak, '
4",!..4tItudal changes

oricaole Freiere (p. 4-5) ,
.

1: Places culture- idkiiti6. Old Politics in the forefront Of literacy programs. . .

2.' Purpose: liberatee t4or 'factOry worker from social oppression by
:informing him of 3i ,' 4ity to act ,as a transformative agent,-create a .

'cultUral/critical\` ' ets which leads to social organization and politi-.
. pal action .

\N

,

,, -

.

3. ,Thedriesto read, e for` higher social consciousness are main de-
, ,

-sired outcomes ;
..

", s
,

4.
-- -

. ' ,4. Employs key words ash a te4ping Oeparture point
.

. . ,
. .

AchieJement mpti;iatiori-prograMS (p. 5-64-
..-

1. Of McClelIandand Winter .
., ,...

, ,

2. Seek to increase the need forachievement,in entrepreneurs and professional
ipecii)le therefore elevating drive .

3. Believe that abrupt 'tivational change is not only possible bbt a moral
- . . . -"and practical recess}

7

,
-
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ThrougWresearah, .found that thlieffects of motivation training were not
only immediate; but long-term . .

- , . ,
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-77--. Grodp.dynamics programs (p. 61- .:,

.'

r. -. Laboratory education .., -,

--, 2.. T-groups- , .

. \

,'

- .

1 .

.. '.,-

Oritidal chapge and.adult development (p. 7-8) -

..- .

1. DeVelopment defined:' increA eing th'complexity.cf the organism - -

2.: Adult psychologists often-only consider the olinical aspects and patholog-
foal' outcomes of critical change; but such change frequently involves
positive, PuriodsefuI.transfornaei43ris, ,

f

1

-
s.

Adult change for entreprenelirial achievement ox social-action (p:,9-11)
. 1. Group dynamics program$ usually sidestep questions of political ideals,

but critical change programs -do not
2. ObjeCtives of critical change progtams are related to social realitieS

and'not just to group cooperation
3 ,"All education explicitly or implicitly is political Sp..10)b
4. "Certainly-when we seek to change an individual or group we mIlst be clear.

not only about our. objectives but how they relate to larger value .

'constraints (p. 10)."

-

Co nclusion (p. 11-13)

1., Adults are individuals whose personalities 4nd minds ckange
2. Education is-to narrow if it just transmits--must alsa promote social

,
criticism and social action

3. The values of those who decide others should change values determine the
directions pf their programs'

4. Political awareness and social action are vita/ objectives for adult
education programs

Schroeder, WayneL. "Adult Education Defined and Destribe,".pp. 25-43. Chapter.,
2.in Handbook for Adult Education edited by Robert M. Smith, GeOrge,F. Ader,
and J:R: Kidd, New'York: Macmillan Co., 1970.

I. grief history Ipp.2526), ,
. .. _

A. Evolutionary process of adult education has accellerated since World War
I--especially since 1930

B. 17-19th centurys; Adult education guided by society's concern for man's
salvation -- spec., teaching adults to read so they. could gain salv4tion

. ,

"through the Holy Scripture's. ,.

.,

1. Charity schools-- ,
. ,.

.

-2. Ben'ranklin's junto--"A collection of people whO gathered weekly to
discuis morals, politics and,natural philosophy-(p'. 26)."

..--

C. Betweeri the Revolutionary and Civil Wars--adult education iddntifIed with
the need to create an enlightened citizenry to participate in a democratic
society--agencies: 'American LyceuM, local institutions, libraries,
museums,.d-evening schools t
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D. Between CiVil War and World War I--accellerating growth in form and sub-'

,stance--substantive concerns "shifted from general knowledge and'enlight-

enment to speCific program areas such as vocational education, citizenship

:educationiAmericanization and public affairs (p. 26)." ' .

t

.

-. E. Cotten identifies three ,periods of growth (p. 27)

,l. 1919-29--one of idealism in which adillt education was ...iegarded as an

instrument of social reform .

2. 1930 -46 -- attempt's made to adjust ideals with realities

3. 1947-64--intensified movement toward greater.professionalikrt and

=institutionalization
' .

-II. Approaches to'a definition (pp. 27-30)
A. Since 1930's a trend toward greater precision in definition of adult.

education . .

.
..., V '..

Confusion between the-termS "adult education" and "continuing education"

1. .ContInuing education--encompasses educator's function within the ebn-

text of colleges and universities; identifys amideal ' .

2. Adult education--all other adult education activities outside the

Z 'university programs;-identifys a deliberate' means

3. ConfusZon between adult education,as a field of study and as.a field

of educational practice ...-

.

..

C. Is no universal' definition of adult education- .-

. D. Definition by classification -Gale Jensen: regards adult learning activity

as the universe or'genas where two species of activity that occur'in
.

different settings-
I. Natural societal setting
2. In learning organizations .

E. Definition -by structure -analysis (pp. 30-39): the.functional parts are

..identified, described, and related to form a Gestalt or functional unit

of which the points are leadership, goals, content, - processes,' agencies,

program areas, and clientele , .
.

1. Organizational-leadership: different organizations demand different.

leadership: organizations include graduate programs df adult educa-

tion; government and philanthropic organizations, professional,
.

associations ;

.

or.

B.

2. Goaks-..--four major:goals for the.fie;(1

a. ,Tersonal and family living competence
.1-0. Social and civic responsibility
c, 'Self-fulfillment
$1.- Major issue--i,ndividual vs. soaietal nee

e. Occupational competence .

Hallenbeck--"The goal of aault educatioh should be 'the mature
personality,'--further describes.as a persop.who is.able to live,

creatively with the persistent *paradoxes of huMan.existence (p.

3. ContentIn 1961-62 study bY. Johnstone and Rivera: one third'of all

courses were vocational, one fifth weie hobbies and recre4ion, one
.eighth,wdre general education, and five.percent each Were personal
development,,publiC and current affaira and agricultute

,

, aat
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.-; .

4. Processes: Verner.and Booth--three,separate elemerit of .process

a. Methodway in which people are organized to conduct an'eduCational. .

activity e.g.',,Class,"group discussion'
,,vb

, -- .

, .,.

b..Techniguethe,way in which the' instructional agent -establishes a
...

. ' relationship between2thelearner"and lArning task.- '' '

IP

if c. Deviceextends the effectiveness pf.Method and ,techniques but
f..

. . . , ..cannot itself instruct
d: Also need to consider the factors of, individual leadership,

agency bases4-prpqram areas, and'adult cliehtefe.. ,r,

'5. Individual leadership -- majority of.adult education ip supervised by

peciple who have no real career identificition with tkiefield.

6. Agencies involved in adult education: Knowles and Verner outline four.'

basic groups' , . . .

a.. Type I--Adult 0040ation is a central funCtion=-e., g.,' proprietary-

schools and incWendent adult education centers . -,. A

b. Type II--Primarily devoted to fulfilling educational needs of

, youth, but as a 'Lcondary.furiction are trying to meet edUdati'onal'-_

'needs of adults--e.g., community colpges. -
. At

c. Type IIIAgencies that serve both eAbcation-and-noR7education.

i1(
nee mmof the community - -e.g. libraries i (

d., Type IV--Agencies serving specialdnte ests with adult education

as a subordinate functione.g., business and industry
7. Program areasuse the term program inStead bf-the youth,oriented

. term "curriculum" (p. 38)`

8. Adult clientele -- defined as "Anyone who has either discontinued or
completed his formal education and isnow trying to re-engage the

educational process (p 39)." .

Defined by operation analysis -- defined as "Adult education isa relation-

'ship between an'educat±onal agent and a learner in which the agent seletts,
arranges, and,contimouslydirects a. sequence of progressivetasksIthat -

provide systematic experience'to achieve learning for those whose t

. participation in such activities is subsidiarYand suppl'emental to a
primary productive rolepin society (p. 40)."

b.

v4r

,

4,!
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Alford, Harold,J. "Assessements and Evaluation in Continuing Education: Four
Quick and Dirty Devices," Adult Leadership, 22 (April, 1974), 324-26.

"What continuing education administrators need is quick and dirty (lacking in
sophisticatedstatistical methods) feedback so they can improve programs in
progress, replicate successful strategies, and eliminate ineffective, elements
(p. 324)."

Devices (p. 324)
1. Participant daily diaries

2.$ Individual information request forms

a 3. End-of-courgeperformance contract
4. Open-ended forded-choice evaluation questionnaire
5. Provide for

a Day by day retrospective record
b. Immediate improvement of instruction.''
c. Longitudal measure of behavior change
d. Summative evaluation

Daily diAryllp. 324) .jot
1. Is a tape recorded by the participant
2. Program director listens to tapes-driving to and from work
3. Secretary transcribes critical passages for distribution to faculty or

program staff
1

Individual information requestforms (p. 324)
1. Handed out at-class orientation
2. "Jot:down a quickie note request every time something occurs to you that

you think would be helpful to you individually or to the group.as a
whole (p. 324).6

3. Program coordinator tries to respond to the requests within three hours

End of course performance contract (p. 324-25)
1. Written statement by each participant indicating what he has learned in

the-course thit can beapplied "back-home"
2. Provides a basis for longitUdnal .follow -up

Summative questionnaire tp. 325) , ? .

1. Given out at end of clash o be returned two or three weeks later
4. .

s,
--

47
2. Has five questions

a. Was the course responsive to your individual needs? Explain

27
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b.' What-was the-single most effective learning experience in,the course
for you? Why? i

. s
.

What was t the single leaseffective "learning experience in'the course
, -- u

for you? Why? , '-,.

d. What one,activity not included in the course Would you recommenA we
,

add in the future? Why?
e.. What is your overall evaluation of the course? Why?

Value of daily diary (p. 325) :.
.. -

1. Provides material for comparison with end-of-course contract
2. Cognitive transfer '

3. Records differences,in participants' perception of events
4. RevealS"change in participants' evaludtiOn of specific:activities and

of the whole prograth,,
, .

5.' Provides a record of the group process -, -

6. Gives some indiCation of,the emotional involvement of the participants

., .

ValUe of individuWinformation/reguest fotms-(p. 325)
1. Are not viewed by participants as evaluation devices ,.

2. Reveal gaps in Cognitiye structure additionsof course, suggest content a itions
.... .- "I. 4 ._ - .

.

Value of end-of-course performance contract (p:' 325) .

1. A clear behavioral statement that can be checked longitudinally
2. Provides some indication_ of the cognitive impact of the course

-t" .
.

. .

Value of mail-back?guestionnaire (io. 326) - i.-

1.-. Packs a maximum amount of useful information into a minimum of questions
2. Provides specific insights into individual participant perceptions
3. Provides information immediately useful for modifying the course

-
Dowling, William D. and Raymond Taylor. "Planning and the Adult Student in Non-

Traditional 4egree Programa,c' Adult Leadership, 22 (February, 1974), 272-75.

Degree programs (p. 272)

1. Available for a number of years for adults who cannot study full-time on
campus

2.' Independentstudy
3. Correspondence study

'4. Community college and private college programs
5, "Learning or knoWledge or expertise acquires by any means has not often

been legitimatized by the degree granters (p. 272)."

The student Cp..272-7 fr,
.

1. Tigre than 25%-of adults in continuing education programs have enrolled in
degree programs--remains to be seen whether they are interested in degrees
or just learning

..7

2. Problem in establishing admission standards
3. ,Students with narrow interests mitt be selected by & faculty member with-,

,equally narrow interests

2*.N

P.

aN

A
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Problem oqoaSseSsing the value of "learning from life" experiences

The program (p. 273=74)
41. USe of new resources encouraged

'I 5

a. Individualization of the course of study
b. Need deliberate processes that would accomodate individual processes

.

..

2. Problem of reducin4,costs--"We flaunt fate when we try to persuade ethers
_. ,

-c,
that educational programs for adults will be cheaper and therefore. viable

, (pir274)." f,

41

x

The faculty (i. 274) ,

. .

1....Might consider the use of a'faculty committee of two or three to advise
''students r '

2. Might consider hiring a coordinator of resource location
3

3: Should p5refully delineate criteria for selection of faculty members to
work with':adults

The institution,(p. 274 -75)

,l. Each should consider th4ir track record concerning innovative practices
2. Do not just jump onto the non-traditional education bandwagon without

carefully planning courses and actions
3. .boubtfUl that non - traditional degree programs will balance shakey budgqs,

ConciusionsApi. 275)
1. "The development of non-traditionaidegree programs

of Higher education which have the capability to do
2. "Theinttgrity of the adult and institution must be

innovative effotts (p. Z75)."

Griffin, Virginia R4
1.
into CourSes," pp.
Toronto: 'Ontario'
ERIC:. ED 067 527

in those institutes
them; well (p, 275):.

preserved in all '

"Alternative Starting Points for Organizing the PrograM
10-29 in Thinking about graduate Program in duft Education.

'Institute for Studies in Education. September, 1971.

-

t.

Problem (pp. 10-11)
4

1. Have to decide what courses will be included inTrogram
2. Too often do not offer explicit rationale for selection of particular_

courses

Purpose of paper (RD. 11-12)
1. Listing alternative starting points for organizing a graduate program

into courses.

2. Help sharpen thinking about the selection of starting points

Starting points (pp. 13-21)

1. Apprenticeship to a wise man--no courses, but observationan intense
one-to-one relationship

2. Audiences=-e:g., classes on women, the poor, labor, illiterategroups:
vary widely so need to be studied separately

)4
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.i. 1....,

Basic competenCieslearning to communicate effectively, tnderstand'condfr.
,

--..--
. .

. ,tions under which adults learn, ;earning to be a leader,
.

. Basic conceptsx=fe.g., anthrbpolog-ical, sociological: Assumption success
4,-..#.

-,:..,,, .-- , ;4
ful practionertmust know and unaerstand these_Concepts . ',,:..

BaSit processes- -e.g., gathering,and usingfee4bec& a4ing:the roductivgathering, and
,K. ..,-;

question, assuTption testing --z,, 'v.:V. 4,! . -,y,5,!:,_

6. Common practice--the usual, traditional system
.,..

,ove Aefepr
...;.' ;-

gram planning, small group prod` .',,, --,, ",-
N4 g.,

..,
. , '6

7.Competenciestfactatyinterest eaches his-.:area of spcial-,-f ,,, ;,
ization :'-'

. , ,,,
....42.,,,..,

... A.,,,. ..

8.,.Evolutionary community of scholars--no courses; free- floating learning and

-field work , .
. . .. .

9. Geography and-cultures--study adult education in a partic ar area--a .

country, a getto, a region ,
-

10. Government concerns and finance--Assumption: governmen priorities re-

flect
>
the most pressing social problems `

11. Institutions--study adult education as it exists in the- differ t i ti-

tutions--e.g., colleges, churches, community colleges
12. Problems in society--study the problems because adult education must

address itself to solving the problems
,

13. Job functions--study different adult education job functions--e.g.,
administration, teaching

14. Problems of the individual in society--study in order to
a. Help eliminate the problems
b. Create new problem-solving approaches -

15. Problems of the professional--e.g., how to motivate people,' create Change,
meeting dierse needs of individual students

16. Problems of students -- recognize that the learner is the best person to

know what he needs and is ready to learn
.

.

17. Prophets--analyze the minds of the most creative and productive members
of the field . .

, .

18. Related disciplines-- recognize-'that adult education is not yet a disci-
-,

pline,-but an applied field
19. Research findings--recognizes

a. Need to look at hard'data
b. Actual practices should be based on sound, tested findings
Timestudy.adtilt education at-particular points in history

The program that grows from more than two starting points is more likely to,

be 1p. 22)-

1. A stimulating and productive learning environment
. 2. Enable students 'toD more quickly become responsible, self-directed learners

3. Produce more competent professionals
4.' Provide stimulus for significant learning
5. Enable faculty to better explain and sell adult, education graduate

programs rY

6. Help student know actually what program is and if he .wants to be a part

of it

led

:10
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Integration of'starting points Cpp. 22-26)
1. Integrate with one another
.2. Select with consideration made for the student, teacher, institution,

society,'and subject matter
3. Give considertion to what want most emphasized'

C"),2

Johnson, Eugene I. "Technology in Adult Education," pp. 91-107.
Handbook of Adult Education edited by Robert M. Smith, George
J.R. Kidd. New York: Macmillan Go., 1970,

Basic assumption of chapter: Selection of aeaching method is
number of variables--stage in program development, character of
numbers afid availability of participants, time, cost, access to
ment (p. 91)

29

Chapter 6 in
F. Ader, and

e.
relevant to a
the insitution,
special equip-

;

Definitions (pp. 91-93) -

1. Methods -- activities seletted or developed by instructor to reach educa-
tional objectives (e.g., discussions ) :- ,

2. Techniques--attributes, methods or procedures to introduce variety, focus,
and clarity

. 3.'_ Devices - -refer to-physical equipment to facilitate learning

4. Terms must be used with sensitivity and common sense
5. Different methods for individuals and groups

New technology fpp. 93-102)

1. Computer -- potentially the most significant: greatest' value appears to be

in individualizing instruction
2. Broadcasting

a. TV colleges
b. Multiplex FM programming
c. Slow scan TV--uses phone wires to transmit still pictures at controlled

in

d. Dial information retrieVal systems
e. Audiotape and videotape recorders--espec'i'ally good for self study

Role of the federal governMent (0:102-104)
1. Adult Basic Education--chief affect has been to bring people into pro-

fessional training rather than introduce major changes in methodology
and will probibly continue in the 1970's in terms of teacher retraining

2. Arts,and humanities--National Endowment for the Humanities; has maintained
effective prograbs for the general public

3. Training local public officials

Conclusions (pp. 104-105)
1. The new techology generally cannot be easily fitted -into the existing

programs, practices, and systems
2. Obstacles

a. Resistance'of professional personnel fo change
b. Institutional and orianizatiorial rigidity
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Limitations; finance, lack of acc ess to new products, lack of training
in. their use

.
k
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Long,Huey B.' "prospectives Of.the Continuing Education Unit," Adult Leadership,q
22 1February, 1974),'268-70-F.

.

.:. .

/
'Article foduses attention on (p.

4 1. 4-Definition and background'
. 2. Possibleperceptions from
i

. 3. PosSible'perdeptions'from
4

k Possible'perceptions from; ,

De

7

268)
' ,

Of continuing education unit
the academic perspective
the."user gi*p"'pertpective
the individual ledrner)s perspective

./

; \

initiokend background (p: 268-69)
.Defined: hThe continuing education unit is a standard unit of measure
for continuing education programs representating 10 contact tiburs of
participation in an organized -continuing education experience 'under
responsible sponsorship, capable direction, and qualified instruction4

t'-
. ."7.-definition evolved out of the work of the NationalTask Force

in 1968
2. -nts a- t this point relate to accounting and recording dimensions

-,..
, .- .- '

_of the ,, , .

. - -

1 -Impact on inditidUal learners appears to have received the least attention

Possible perceptions from the academic perspective (p. 269)
. 1. Three per4ptions '-' .

.
a. CEU perceived as a Ltandardized unit that.pay be an illegitimate '.

cousin or distant cousin to the credit hour

,, !
b. An accounting device not related to the credit ho ur

2e. Arguments . i', ,
.i

a._ -CEU can provide, a means of recoklition and, I. an eventual cer:tifi.ca-
tion instrument- - . .., . ,

b. CEU also,perceived. as just a record-keeping device for Budgetary :
. . .

,
. ,.reasons ,

.

;

Possible perceptions for, the user grOup perspective
1. User groups defined as those who use the CEU.as a measure of participation
2. Perceptions

a. May offer a way of documenting participation
b. CEU a means for maintaining control over members,
c. Use of can strengthen .financial picture of group
d. Use of can mean quality control of education,
e. CEU used as evidence of professional improvement for re- certification

Possibleperceptions from the individual's perspective (p. 270
1. Positive perceptions - -see CEU as providing a uniform standard
2. Negative perceptions

a. Learning is important-in and for itsaf:not for credit klours
b. Believe that continUing.education has:advanceepgyond the credit hour

mentality

3

,

ti
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c. Hold that "uniformity breeds' mediocrity"
d. Efforts to.measure quality will moye continuing edtiOation'intosost--
-_-

test area

f

Summary and conclusions jp. 270+) ,,

1. "The CEU may thus be best conceived as a multi-dimensional concept ratber
than a uni-dimensional concept (p. 260)."

2.' CEU is valueless within itself . i -
.

3. "The-flexibility of the CEU may be one of its strongest attiibutes

(p. 270)."
4. :Cal personifies. the movement toward non-traditional education .

t

McKenzie, peon. "Simuldtion Games and Adult Education," Adult Leadership, 2i

`, (March, 1974),.293-95. a
1

Origins (p. 2931
1.., Today'sreducational,games are directly descended from games invented by

instructors of military education--e.g., chess
Play7and gathes have been employed throughout history as a means of

instruction. .

3 Complex simulation games originated as early as 1798

4. Games simulating war and battle most popular at first then in 1950's

buginess and industry, developed simulation games for management training

5. Since 1950'g, toe popularity of simulation games has reached a, peak among

teachers of children and adoleicents

Whaeis a simulation game? (p.' 293-94)

1. According to Abt: "A game is essentially an activity that takes place

among decision makers who are seeking to realize objectives within the

framework of a limiting context (p. 293)."--"A simUlationgame is an
activity of decision makers. whorare.seeking to gain objectives, under the

constraint of rules, in a make-believe world: . . . usually simulate

real life, situations . . . (p. 293)."'

2. Basic elements of simulation games

a. Game goals.
b. A simulateduniverse
c. A scenariodescription Of the simulated universe

d. Profiles--describe player roles during the game
-e.' Rulesnorms which legitimize certain gaming behaviors
f. .Resources--means used to attain game goal

g. Game dividends or Payoffs

3. The goal of the game is the outcome that identifys the winner

4. Simulated universe--the make-believe world in which the games take place

Instructional use as identified by Twelker (p. 294)

1. Present information (referential simaStion)

2. Elicit responses (contextual response simulation)

B. Assess.performance.(criteron simulation) _

I

r
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Content areas--(p. 294) - .. - )

'I:. Content %eas -- generative gramMars and the scientific method, innovative
urban planning, concepts in the field of genetics, interaction between'
science and politics in designing the future, presidential Politics,
development of questioning skills, survival in educatipnal institutions,
change's in e' developing society, drug education, and tge principles of

nutrition - . ...

'2. Kinds of games--resolution of conflict, teacher preparation. for the
inner city, familyfinancial management, workings of the stock market.,

. . ,

,. processes of ecology,.C-7bmen's,liberation, decision making in'a small

.-- community '-t

Games and learning (p. 294)
1., Generally, are,effective educational tools
2. Based on a pun3rr.of significant learning principles

a. sAr,e highly motivating,.

b. /nviteactive riicipation in the learning Process

c. Facilitate learn interaction
d. Encourage decision ing and problem solving

-,r
.t,.

Games and adults (p. 294-95) '

,l. Value.of play for middle-aged'adults; expend surplus energy, need for- .
relaxation; outlet for emotional'tension, need to identify and construct
other personality patterns .

.

.
2. A gratutious.assumptlon that simulation games are only for children

.

Game design (p. 295)

1. Consult Zukerman and Horn%s The Guide to Simulations /Games for Education

and Training -

. 2. Time and effort needed to design own gapes IDut is a highly enjoyable

activity.

Parker, Glenn M. "Getting Your Adult

in Adult, Education edited by David
.

Defining the job: 'include what group
wants to .do in his position (p. 108).

Education Program Started;" PriOiities

B. Railah. NeW'York: MacMillan Co.; 1572,

expects Of:A.eader and what the leader

Define the community; determipe who is to be served (pp. 109-12)

1. Define basic target group then periferal group

2. Programs which involve training in spedificskills are most appropriate

Check available resources;-see what is already being dbne in.the community;
attempt to avoid duplication (pp. 111-12).

Assessing needs (pp: 113 -21)

1. Should have continued recycling of the needs assessment process

- 2. Survey needs prior to program initiation

a. Questionnaires

n4
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:
,l , b. ,Survey interviews: use meMpers of:argetlzgroAps as interviewers

c. Group needs assessment-program

.

d. Observe group'ih g real meeting", .:4 g
f o.., ,' .

a ---
.. . , I...- .

p.

.

.

planning program (pp. 121-26)
1. Call it' their pr4gram . .

.
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2. Set gdals, list expected yutcomesshould be clear and specific inters
'of the participant

'3,, Prepare curriculumshouldclearly-define direCtion,
4. Get-training resources: people and, materials
5. Locate meeting rooms

. =

6. Gather supplies and equipment
,

7* Design an evaluation system to measure degree to which objectives were
Jnet.and note'-what thingg worked well,and whih didnot-l-sources.Of
_evaluation
a. Participants--use questionnaire; tests, note behavior changes
b. 'Speakers and trainers: haire them record their evaluatidns
c. Leader,: record evaluations and keep careful records

Advisory committees (P 126) , !

. A-working_comMattee cap provide useful ideas and feedback,
Composition ought to, be weighteid infavor of the participants,
The committep task should be deicribed in detail

4. Meetings should be brief, and well panned
5. Mail materials ahead of meetings

Pesson, L.L. "Adults Education Projects in Sc
Chapter 6 in Priorities in Adult EduCattioh
York: MacmillanC0.,-1972.

.

11 Group Settings," pp'. 129-166.
edited by. David-B:' Rauch.: flew

14

. . . ,t
. 5,., . .

, ., .

Small'group defined: group
,

with Yo-3s, members,who will continue to be with each
.of time (p. 130):/

.*

ers share one or more common goals > .

etting and attaining goals on a continuing bagis
.

other on occasion over a peri
1. Becomes a group when m

E.:
Leader 'alder group in

*04

...
.

Group process (pp. 131 -33)- -'ask functions:. must be performA for the continued

. existence of group;, include . ' .

1. Production of satisfaction .' ,
.,

'2. introducing new ideas; clarifying and elabbratins - ... .

'3. Opinion seeking and givihg . . ,

4. Consensus takkhg ,
.

.
.-

.

5. Group goals support maintenance of structure; must set goals and make
forward progress 1.'.

'Glgoup effectiveness -- determinants (14'133)

,l. Satisfaction of'itembers .

2. Maintenance of groupurity
3. Maintenance of poSitive group climate

..

l

4
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-

Problems with groups (pp. 134-38)
,1. Apathy, indifference, inclecision or disagreement
2. Means of resolution ,

a. Various types of pressure- -can be ineffective because of incomplete
1 ,

membership and crosscurrents in group
b. Leader as a force for change
c. Reexamination of group code and customs
d. Reexamination of social structure--how "equal" are members
e. Program content--is it serving a limiting or expanding purpose

'The leader (pp. 138-42) .

1. Concepts of leadership
a. .Act of influencing others
b.. Process of aidipg group to set and attain goals
c. Differences are the result of different leadership tyles-,-e.g.,

relationship - oriented, task-oriented
d. Factors to be considered

(1) Leader-member relationships--kinds.of leadership that exist
(2) Task structure--degree to which jobs are organized and defined
(3) Position power -- degree to which leader has control

2. Leadership functions
a. Leader must be

(1) Identified with the group
(2) Acceptable as aleader to the group
(3) Considerate person concerned with group welfdre

-(4) Generate enthusiasm and.cheerfulness'
(5) Exhibit stable emotions
(6) Be concerned about his effect on others-,

b. Leader must do
(1) Help gr6up pull together
(2) Create pleasant atmosphere

(3) Aid group in problem analysis
-,(4) Assist group irf achieving goals
(5) Help initiate new ideas and.projeCts
(6) See that everyone knowswhat is happening
(7) Establish structure for group

Planning concepts (pp. 142-47)
1. "Planning is a decision-making process (p: 142)."

2. Sources of'Objectives7learners, experts
-3. Involve people=who are going to take part in, the program.in the planning
4. identify key leaders in target grou.0 who can supply ideas'

Planning procedures' (pp. 147-50) 'r .
A. Step determdhation of the situation
2. Step ':.-identifigation- of deeds and peoblems' -,

, 3. Decisions about objectives and gOals--classify objectives; those based
on the needs and interests* members as. individuals, of the group,and
of thecomMunity ,

4'. Should continuevtWo parts-icontent:and behaviOr

.,



..'-Objectives (pp. 150-53)
1. Become,the program base
2.. Behavioral aspect -- thinking, feeling, acting'.
3. Concepts--the base units by which people think
4, Two levels to intellectual behavior ..

4
a. Knowledge -- knowing that soMething exists,
b. Understanding- -being able,tq think witka concept, to apply it to

new situations : ,
1

,
..

=

5. As a result of,the learning process,.material must be learn0-and_.
behavior must, be developed . -:-.."

,

Concepts of learning (pp. 153-55). - ,'
1. Practice--means through which behavior is learned

.,(Reinforcement-,means of feedback, folloW-up a` Part
.

3. 4-Satisfactionmust 11;e present for learning to be effective ,

4., Leaining curve , r
a. Learping at first slow, then rapid, then slow
b. Retention--normally goes downquickly: concepts remembered longer

than facts
5. Material highly applicable to individual's problems.will be learned more! ,

readily
6. Different learning experiences can produce tile same behavior changes

, 7. No one best method to.use in teaching
8. If more than one sense involved, the learning experience is more

efficient -

9. A variety of repeated exposures to an idea enhances learning

Teaching procedures (PP. 155-57) - , '

1. Identifi, concepts -- define knowledge to be learned, organize material

2. Stage 1--knowledge acquisition
3. Stage 2--moving toward understanding
4. Stage 3--help learner evaluate adequacy of behavior

.

35
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Useful methods and techniques (pp. 157)
1 - .

1. No one best method of teaching -
- - _

'2. Types: cliniC, forum, film forum, panel 4discussion,. Symposium, workshop,
'discussidn groups, role playing . .

Semas, "'Workers' Sabbaticals 'Eyed as Key to Lifelong Education,
Chronicle Of Higher 'Education, N;III (March 18, 1974), p. 1+.

I. Introduction (p.. 1) .

A. European experience called workers' sabbatical being studied in U.S.
as a possible means through which to reduce worker dissatisfaction-and
a declining desire among youth to attend college

B. Twenty-nineth National Conference on Higher Education (Chicago):
Speakers assailed the traditional idea that people should be educated
:when young, work as'adultt, and enjoy a life of leisure updn becoming
old

.4.
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C. Germahy,,France, and Belgium have the worker sabbatical programs--
paid educational leaves financed, by government and employees
1. In 1972; 10% of 'French workers took part in the program
2. Thus far, devoted primarly to short,, predominantly professional

training courses
3. In Europe, a growing demand for the right to further education;

not yet really felt,in U.S., though

.

Problems created by separation between education and work (pp. 1 & 2)
A. Work is the Only fully legitimate activity for adults. Those who do

not work suffer economically an psychqlogically from their second-
. class citizenship

B. One-shot educational opportunities, likely may cause ayariety*of
consequences throughout life

C.. Current system has segregated the gen eratiOns: Youth in,school; adults
at work; and elderly cut off,, from mainstream as they increasingly live
in leisure comMunities

D. System perpetuated by desire to,minimike unemployment for white,
'middle class males: keep kids in school; forced retirement

E. Workers complain of absence of on-theIjob learning; ethics,of conform-
ity and obdience, not inguiry,'Predominate

'F. "No 'productive relationships' have been established between educators
and butiness and union leaders (p. 2)."

G. Few colleges give credit for work experience; employers fail to
encourage continuing education for loW-level employees

H. Few transitions exist between. schbol-work-retirement
I. Financial value of education is beiny challenged

III. Steps to rectify situation
A. Role of Colleges

. Make undergraduate. education more relevant to jobs
.2.- Continue the liberal arts traditibn, but improve it ,

3. Establish specific programs aimed at specific groups
. B. Role of professional schools.

1. ,Bring knowledge to bear,on-practical problems
2., Separate granting of degrees from credentialing so' education can

becorde more learning centered, and less licence oriented

Schmidt, Warren H. and Elfgin V. Svenson: "Methods-in Adult Education," pp.
92-95: Chapter 9 in Handbook of Adult Education edited by, Malcolm S.
Knowles. Chicago, Ill.: Adult Education Asspciation of -the U:S.A., 1960._ .

I. . Questions '(o. 82)

' A. "What are the-conditions.which-facilitate adult learning ?"
B: -"Do different educational objectives require different methods?"
C. "How-should methodi of'adult education differ from those of institu-

tionalized elementary, secondary or highdr:education?"



II. Background (pp. 82-3) .
A. Beginning in 1920, adult educators began experimenting with methods

uniquely designed to facilitate adult learning.
B. Found that the adult learner does differ Significantly from the child

learner-the adult ,

1. Has more and different qbality ofexperience
2. Is ready to learn different things'than children because is develop-

. mentally ready -to do so
- :

3. _Tends to be more autonomous
4. Interested in immediate usefulhess of newknowledge

III.= Conditions for learning (pp, 83-93).
,

A. Understanding and. accepting objectives and procedures--must
objectives sufficiently clear

B. Making ideas availabledepends on the presence and communication of
ideas-
1. May be in the form'of new facts and observations
2. May come from:the learner himself
3. May come from books,-

C. Focusing ideas and experiences--relate to objectives, help learner to

See relationships
D. Integration of ideas with learner's past experiences--can build bridges

between new ideas and known experiences
'E. 'Facilitating,a climate for learning
F. Methods for,dreating conditions for learning

1. Orientation of 1parners by leaders is-a key responsibility
2. Mehtods,for orientation,.

(a) Orientation talk with visual aids, discussion, and follow-up
CO' Informal orientation sessions

3. methods for making ideas and experiences available
(a) Single-person-based experience

(l) speech or lecturemost widely used method

(2) Speech with auaiznce Participation:-question and answer,
buzz groups, reaction panel

(3) t'Interview

'6) Expression of ideas- by more than one` person

-- (1) Symposium- -two or more speakers present different-infor-

mation the same subject; uses moderator
"(2) .Panel discussion

(c) Experiences that foags on the learner as the-major source of

:

-
program content

(1) Problem census--learning group asked to establish
priorities :

(2) Dramatic presentation
(3) Case study-
(A) Analysis of group'experienceused to produCe insights

about learning
(d) Other resources: field trips, reading materials, films and

TV presentations
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G: Methods for bringing ideas and experiences into focus
1. Steering committee ,

2. Thread person function-Lone individual (e.g., chairman)persohifys
the unity of the program'

3. Observer-summarizer-7awign one or more people to devote their
attention to particular aspects of the learning situation then

report to the group-e
4. Informal "psyche" groups -- groups of same individuals that meet

regularly to share experiences
5. Focusing sessions

H. Methnds to aid it,-..inner in integration of program ideas into past

experiences
1.'1Dractice activities -- enable learner to try out new skills

2. Simulated field situations--play role then explalh actions

t3. Projects and field work--still are practice activities
.

4. Learner-centered interviews, discussions, and gueStions---integrate
idea through.articulation

5. Time for reflebtionan absolute necessitA

IV. Creating a climate which facilitates learning (pp. 90-93)

A. Must give attention to the psychological, intellectual, and physiologi-
c 1 .environdent

B. M thdds-
Accepi:ance and recognition
Inquiry and experimentation--all learning is such
Informality-formality--find right level
Cultural island7-sOme learning best accomplished in residential
arning centers

C. Steps in developing an adult learning experience

1. Assess needs. and state objectives

2. Identify available, resources and their limits

3. Solicit souees of ideas
4. Develop general design and select method to reach goals

5. Orient learners and leaders to purpose of learning program,

6. Plan for evaluation '

V. Current.issues in adult education methods (pp. 93)

A. Should the. departure point for learning be peoPleror subject matter?

B. Are major goals in adult education process or information centered?

C. Is,there a single best method or methods for achieving a leaning goal?

D. How should responsibility for program development be ahared?,1

E. How fully schedulod-should a prOgram be?
F. What constitutes effective, meaningful learner Participation?

Smith, Robert M. "A Case Study of a Programming Failure," Adult Leadership,

22 (February, 1974), 266+.

Case history of a metropolitan area university which offered a mid-life

alternatives course for over-40 males

Apt
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_ .
I. course descrited in catalo'gtie mailed to 3,04, 600 people

. ' 2. . .
Spot promotions in newspaper adYertisements, radio and TV' announce-

-

ments, publid service .announc eats, and talk shows .

, A. s

a 3.,_ .1.'inderwhelining reerbnse to this sarefully planned course
..... ., '7. -

-Frl'', 4, . i .

.4. -. \ Why.did it fail' , - - -

1. Perhaps overpriced (S-60;00: for Aix weeks)

if

k

1,

'
2. ',Men more reluctant than yeomen to admit their need for be.1:p, counseling

or self- understanding ... .
3.. .Course description in actuality negative arid punitivetends t6, put

''prospective participant on the defensive :
4; Learner is not promised specific rewards or ' outcomes .

5. CoUrse description seems to imply that an individual must have a
variety of problemsin order to 'enroll ,,v

...
g,,. , Perhaps course was ,"ahead of its time": ',

.

. , ,-
7.: 'Publicity problems

.

.

-

' a

.

c.

4

i

4

';'S
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%!/NSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Griffith., William S. "Adult Education Institutions," pp. 171-89. Chapter

in Handbook of Adult Education edited by Robert M. Smith, George Fl. Ader,

'and J.R. Kidd...New York: MacMillan Co:, 1970.

As
.Chapter conveys general and specific information about institutional forms and

arrangements for adult education (p. 171).

,yaZiety,of majorAdult eduCation institutions (pp. 172-73)

1. The histOry of adult education is reflected in the. growth and demise of

'institutions serving special'interests
The majority of adults learn in institutions pot usually regarded as

..

, 'adult educational institutions
3. ". . adUlt education in a pluralistic society-"ought to be pluralistic

in aim, in content, -and in method (p. 173)."

Approaches tottekIing with the variety of institutional forms (p. 174-76)

1. classification approach

Pt

a, Houle: -two groups -- institutions' that are-primarily educational and

_ ,those that are partly educational -

b. Associationspf adult educators oriented to five bases

(1) Sponsoring:agency: adultoeducators identified with a'particdlar

-:v'";method

(2) COritqnt: adult educatorg who, have a commitment to-a *partidular

message -

(3) Method: adult educators who are committed to a particulak

'7/ - method-

(4) Place: adult educators forthing groups on the basis of their,.

concern for a given- geographic area

(5).1- :clientele: adult educators who form groups on the )!Oesi'S of

= their identification with -a particular'clientele

(6) Sollicators who, belong to these different groups experience some

-signiXicant differences regarding
(a) ,Process ofprogram development
Ab) Proceduresforacuring esourc'e's

'
(c) 'MethOds of evaluation

;Id)Routines for program modification-

' --(a). Procedures for arriving,at objectives, .

,2. DevelopMental'model approach (p..176)... -

a. William Griffith: sought to develop a growth model

b.' At present, not refined for practical use'
3. Making use of idle facilities

,,

C

.42
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4._ Public school adult education gains its, strength from taking education
to the people (p. 177)

Interinstitutioehl coordination (pp. 178-79)
1. Currently is primarily the result of the working of the free enterprise,

system
4. Only tax support will.make adult education available to-all
3. Adult educators are beginning to realize that the autonomy of th4r

organizations may be enhanced through cooperation with other organiza-
tions

4. The uncoordinated approach to adult education has caused students to
have quite a task sorting out programs

Adult education councils. and neighborhood-denters (pp.,179-80)
1. Adult education councils being developed in some pitiessoma.-securing

foundation backing
2._ However, government tuppOrted information centers seem to hold promite

of being a better program--is likely to develop because -: -

a. Council models have not been economically viable
b. If legislators'v-i-ew adult education as a means to accomplish social

purposes, they will vote funds

Federal and state government influences (pp. 180-85)
1. -Have-developed and supported adult education institutions
2. 1914 Smith-Leiier Act created Cooperative-Extension in the land grant

colleges
3. Legislative attempts to strengthed community college programs has led"to

a reduction in general community programs
_4. Need approach that will reward institutions for creating programs not

- ,

alreaq in.existence, .
, , - ,

-.-,7-

, . ,

5. Problem: needs_ perceived byj.egisiators,are not always the same as
,_ ,..,

. those perceived by adUlt'educators '
,-7,

6. Higher,EdUcation- Act of 1965 -- federal support of special projects raper-
,-;,..

g
,

... ,..... than prorams 6

:'
. -.

.

6# N6

Insti tional'perspeotive of ,,,,Evaluation (pp. 185-861,: '.
. .

, , .,-

..,:: 1. Adult Educatiod,Association dIf'U.S. says too often-program evaluatioh5:.
, . haveNot measured progress.toward student goals, but, have merely been

.-
<,

' head counts 1

2 , Lack_ of evaldation'i s xncompatible with developing:spiofessionalise
4. .-

'

Professionalism and the institutional structure of"addit.education (p. 186)
. r .

1,,,Adalt educition hasjeark more of a movement thah a professipir-has an
- .absence of universality. ,

- . ,k.
. ,, .

2. Prc5blepr: ad__ Ceptable _professional! 'staricrarcts need ,clefiniiig' -.

:3, 1.1ac.4c of ,& professional society ,, \ .
, .,,, '- ,

.
.

e: .-

#

.
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Johnston, , Lynn D. "The New Setting in New York," pp..22-31. In Adult Part-
Time Students: Individuals in Higher Education ed. by Jerrold I. Hirsch.

s ,Proceedings of an,APGA convention workshop.. March 26 -3b, 1972. Washington,
,D.C.:-. American College 'Personnel Association, March..28, 1972. 59 pp.

.-,
. '' 'ERIC: ED 070 981.

,=f2-7
--.. , .-

Changes in the educational system that affect adult education
41. Alternative goals for education
-2.. New variefx and acceptance for-instructional technology .,

3. Anew look -at4 class eize and-its_impact on educational eXperience,
4. Traditional views of academic'Schedules,and sequences are'being questioned
5.._Alternative'means of financing education are being considered

. c.6% New physical facilities designs :, , .

7. Alteration of admissions criteria,
8. -Counseling becoming a more.integral part of the academic program ..

9. Criteria for staff selection And reward are changing,(p. 43).-

,
SUNY at Brockport: Instutitddi as pa r4 of its Changes, the B.A. of Liberal
Studies program Which is a special baccalaureate curriculum designed for adults...
Its academic gdls.x,nay be,obtained largely through various forms of independent,
study--has feresidential reqUirements and is administered by the university's
Office of Continding Education (p. 24).

:1, The degree progr4m is based On the assumption that-adults are different
frdim the yOungsstudent,'the crucial difference being the degree of

4,. amassed life experience (pc. 24).
.

2-.-"The adult-enters college with intensely serious motivation. . . . His:. . .

Imotivations, moreover,-. are not only-more serious than that of the younger.
college student, but are' also more diverse (p. 25)."

.
...

3., CurricU13.1m : -. ' . . .
.

.

a. Believe that-to require-ah-adult to, pursue a curriculum planned fqr
the younger college student is inilipropriate--"We believe it is more
valid for him to be guided into the discipline and integration which
he seeks within a cutriculbm built on his accumulated life experience
'(p. 24) ." 10 -

.b. Is divided into four areas of st.dy
. .

SQC.i,ai 'Sciende Area Humanities' Area

1.

Natuxal.,Science Area Integrating Area
One fourth.o the adult students' studies are completed min each area
(p. '25) 1.

;

c: The four study areas are composedcf three parts: A periodof
in4ividua1stUdy,'Ema area seminar,'-and an area project (p. 25).t,
*In each area, the-choice,Ofcontent is as br4d as the area pekmits
angsis student selected as,lare the time,schedules and sequenceS in
colkultation with student advisors (p. 25).

e.' Seminar section: Is designed to aCcomodate studedts who are employed
full-tite;seminars.are scheduled in either a series o &-.weekend
meetings or in a.compact three'Week period (p.' 26).

. f. Students may, fulfill the requirements of portions of the deserree
`%_program by taking courset other instieutions'(p..26).
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Empire College Program:. No catp*s; only a central office at Saratoga Springs

1. Operates frpm a series of learning centers scattered throughout New York
state.(Rochester, Albany, and New York City with plans to open 20
others)--gre resource centers which organize the various resources of
the community in which they exist to meet the educational needs of their
studentsresourcei must be organized in a way to facilitate the crea-

tion and coMbletition of an educational program (p. 26).
2. Offers A.A. and B.A. degrees (p. 26).
3, After being admitted

a. Students undergo an orientation.to the learning center

b. Identify self with one of the flaitlty members at the'center and begin

creation of their study program "
Study-program written into a contractual agreement between student
and mentor=- outlines course of study, evaluation methods, time
'Sequence (p. 27) .

4. Three Modes of learning experiences
a. Disciplinary modefor students who wish to pursue a special,ized:.:

body Of knowledge.
b. Holistic made -- allows the student to work in several areas of know--_-_

ledge and to employ various interdisciplinary methodologies.
c. Experimental modeincludes a number of diverse activities which

generally are not part of the resources of the learning. center
"(p. 27).

Regents Extended Degree Program: Is an outgrowth of the successful 10 year
old College Proficiency Examination Program for people" who were unable to
attend classes but acquired knowledge equivalent to that taught on the campuses
--obtain college credit through this program

1. The new regents. program will be open to anyone who is interested-and

has no requirements of age, residence, or prior preparation (p. 28).

2. Offers an A.A. and a B.S. in Business Administratioas well as an A.A.
in` nursing (p. 28).

"3. Degree requirements' can be met in a number of ways

a. Taking required courses from regionally accredited colleges and

universities
.Successfully completing collage level proficiency exams.

C. Request special assessments if e*ams,are not available (p. 29).

rr

tangy Daniel R. "Are the Lights Going out in Evening Colleges?" pp. 32-39!

In Adult:Part-Time. Students: Individuals in Higher Education.ed.by Jerrold

I. HirsCh. Proceedings of an APGA convention workshop,. March 26-30, 19/2.

Washington,.D.C.: American College-Personnel Association, March 28, 1972.

59 pp. ERIC: ED 070 981.

Advocates, the creation of a two-college Concept in, which the separate evening colt

legethathas all the rightd, privileges, and responsibilities normally charac-

teristic of a day school or college.. The evening dean .would only be responsible

to a provost, dean offaoulties, or college.president.(p. 33).



Concludes from his own experience and responses froM.23,persons associated with
evening colleges that . the traditional evening college will alMost com-
pletely disappear in the not-too-distant future because of'changes now taking

place in higher education,(p. 33)." .

"The dominant factor that determines the success or failure of an evening pro-
gram is the attitude of the-president and other top administratoisand the

attitude of the dayean and his faculty (p. 35)."

Problems associated with plaeing evening programs under the administration of

day, deans .

Evening programs-slowly are phased out.
2: Evening programs die, from neglect.

3.. Incompetent full-time professors often are assigned to the evening pro-
gram or part-time off - campus instructors are hired for the purpose-:-
many',of which are inadequately prepared_to teach evening college

.courses
4. Inexperienced, graduate teaching assistants are assigned-to the night

classes.
5. Inadequate.budgetinge,-money is pumped into thitay program at the experise

of the evening prograM.
6. Restridted adMissions--being expected to go tAtough the same admissions

proceedureas day students often barS many adults from entering the .

evening programs.
_7. Nightfaculty iscoilrigivejl the day overflow classes; therefore have

less time to devote to the evening classes.

8. Student personnel services, are almost completely lacking for evening
students-.

9. Evening students often receive unsuitable counseling from stalf.memberst
who only are prepared to meet the needs.of day students (p. 35).

. -
-

:I... . .

.

Okes, Imogene E. Adult Education in the 'Public Education System,. States -

Summaries, 1968-69 and 1969 -70. Itrogress,Report. Washington,.D.C.: U.S.

Office of Education, November 16; 1972. 4 pp. ERIC: ED 070 919.

Every state and outlying -area are included in the report. Only state-provided

data are repotted. SurVeysonductedunder the auspicies of NAPCAE and the ,'

NaticinalColinCil of State Directors of Adult Education (p. 1).

\
4

In 190748, /enrollments in public

the U.S. residential population.:
4.18%

'A
for 196'9765 (p. 1)-

. .

VIN THE,1-YEAR PERIOD FROM,-1968 -69 TO 1969-70, ADULT EDUCATION.ENROLLMENiS IN

THE - PUBLIC EDUCATION, SYSTEM INCREASED 10.8% - -SEVEN TIME$ FASTER THAN THE

INCREASE -IN ENROLIANT FOR CHILDREN IN THE SAME TIME (p. 2).",

school adult educatioit.amountedto 1.49%,tof
The'figure rose to 2.70% in f95t-57; and to

.

b.
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Study revealed that there'were about a million more registrations in public
school adult education than registered students in colleges and universities.
More than 8million adults Were reported enrolled in adult education in the
public system in 1968-69:

15.3% in community college adult education
30' .% in adult vocational education
15.T were fullytime students spendingmore than 15 hours a week:in :

class (p. 2) .

Increases in adult education staffing'did not keep pace with enrollmentg: The
percentage increase from one year to the next in the number of teachers was
'9.2% as compared to 10.84% increase in numbers of adult students (p. 2).

Author concludes. that "As population shifts.so that there are more persons in
adult age brackets, and as-better educated adults seek more education,'and as
school districts consolodate and become larger and have more resources, it
would appear that adult ed'ucation in the public education system isbound to
grow. -(p. 3)."

Reich, David D. The Da llas Public-Library Independent Study Project.
Sponsoring agency: Council 9a Library Resources, Inc., Washington,'D.C.

..._
August, 1971, 21 pp.; ERIC: 'ED 068 12.1. ,

.

. . .., .N. %
.

Reportson
I

the invol7ement pf the Dallas Public Library with the College-Level
Examination Program .(CLEP) (p. 2-5). -:

-

. .
.

,

. 1. Library to act as a center for CLEP information and provide assistance
toCIEP candidates . . . ,.

2.' Library' concerns ,

. .

.,

a. Would this be an..appropriate _role for thelibrary? :v .

JD. Mbilld the library be accused of'transgressing on the professional
educators' territory? .

3.t Southern Methodist Upiversity offered support and. peciar academic
,

%-services '. . ,4";

t- . -,.. . .

0
.,

P'unctions'of the library, adbordingto the-proposal (p.'5-6) . .

,

1. Stile as an information center foithe'examtnationlorogramof CLEP ,
2. Serveas%a distribution 6dhter for CLEP materials ,.

3. Serv4 as a collect j.nforMation center for local folleges'
.

4. Serve as ac! advisory center for-4 adults interested in pelf- education

5. Serve as an.gducational resource for motivating business and industry to
.

-a te-- . '-,encourage employees toward independent
1,

,.-..

4.. . , , . ''. ,

SMWS-responsibilities (p. 6-8) .,
.

'.4i's
1. -yrepare.atudy guides for CLEP 5Woject areas

... Preptreannotated readipg lists oh non-textbook materials available in
.the Dallas'pUblicLibrary system

'. Make available appropriate resource people for tutoring, leaders,,and
.

'
C

seminar' planning
-x

a
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Propotal also calls for a local advisory council and a National Interest

Council in which AAJC is very'ihteregted (p. 8-9).

Copy of the prowsal is included--$100,000 funding request was granted.
;

Venn; Grant. "VOcational-4Technical Education'," pp. 473-86. Chapter 28 'in'

Handbook of Adult Education edited bY'Robdrt M. Smith, George F. Ader,

and J:\R. Kidd. New York: Macmillan-Co., 1970. .

"The 'vocat ional-technical education Of adults is considered by many to be a

-process rather than a programa process that inyblves the development of the
\ individual for social, economic and o'ccupationai competence,(p. 473)':"

lion-federall aided programs (pp. 473-76)
1. National,Home Study COunciltmore than 300 courses offered by 120

affiliated schools
2. Nationa2,1 Association of. Trade and Technical Schools

'3. Mott Foundationvocational-technical education one of its activities.
,

'Federally aided vocational technical education programi (pp. 476-77) , ,

1. Since 1917,programs have been developed, through federal grants7in-aid

programs , .

2. VObational'Sducation Pict of 1963continued.existing programs but
POitted'States to transfer funds from one category to another,-
amended in 1968,to-proVIde more "people Oriented" programs

r3. Federally supported programs provide-funde primarily to public schools

4.-, Purpose: to,insure youth and hdults of all ages access to tuition -

'free
.

= free vocational-tebhnical prOgrams : ..
.5. ,Lebal baiit: Vocational Education Actof'1963 and earlier Smith-Hughes

and George-Barden Acts , ,

I

Organizing to accomplish the task (pp. 477-79)
1. Has been a long established,' smoothly functioning federal-state-local

relationship '' . . ' ,

* o 2'. State organizational patterns .
.

' a. Eacifstate-responsibre for its own programt,

b. State.advisokx councils that must have at least one annual public,

meeting - ,

3. Local organization:, often a lot of county activity , .

.

Expanding-nature pf adult programs (pp. 479 -81)-

1. Mobile units to bring eduCation 'to those

,'2 Areat of greater than average growth
a. Agriculture education :.

b. Consumer education and homemaking for

1- from low inco'e neighbOrhoods

v . ,Ofq,ce,e in
lk

duc o ,

,

.

3: Distributive ucation gaining acc Lance
.
. which course content is taylored to a specific situation

\

ft,

,

who cannot reach classrooms

working mothers and people

are packaged programs in

Alit a-)

0.*
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Manpower development programs (pp. 481-84)'
1. .Have had three major foci,

a. Help the disadvantaged gain employment and decent pay
bo Involve private' ndustry in training the 'hard core poor
c. New program development to meetineeds of different groups

2. Concentrated employment'program
a. Enlists aotive support of business and labor

Provides wide range df sociaQmedical services an individual basis
c. Develops employment,oppiortunities for those in the program
d.. Provides follow-up to insure Progr.am participants keep theiz' new-

found "jobs

3. CAMPS program: Cooperatiye Area Manpower. Planning System
. 4. Others: Model Cities Program, Neighborhood Service.Centers, Specia).

IMpact Program, Human' Resources Development
ROTE:, Adult education prografts also may be funded under the Eddhomic Opportunity

Act A

5. New fobus
a. Emphasis on serving the disantaged
b. Needs- of those remaining jobless in time of high demand usually

extend beyond training
c. Instruction in the program usually provided through the local schools

.Awarenesv,of adult education process: "Adults can have a wide range of real
handicaps .that must be met 'and overcome' before stable. employment can be
anticipated or training for employment undertaken,(p. 484)."

of

O

II
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COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Calfahan, Lois, and Vern Gillmore. "Cooperative Education;'An Articulating
Zgent," Community and Junior College Journal, 44 (February, 1974), 32-341

Authors discuss the cooperative education program at the College of San Mateo,
California.

Goal of the San Mateo program: ". . . to close the gap between 'town and
gown,' between theory and practice, by expanding the college into the community;
by creating a channel of communication for the college coordinator, the student
and'the employee; and by changing the curriculum in response to needs identified
in the world of work (p. 32)."

The.effect of the program has been to interlace college and industrial facilities,
equipment, personnel, and knowledge (p. 32). ,

1. Students can learn their skills on the most updated equipment.
2. The regular visits college instructor-coordinators of the cooperative

education program make to the employers to observe students on the job
-enable .

a. The teacher to get out of the classroom and into the industrial -
setting where changes are occurring.

b. Provides the opportunity for positive interaction.between the college
representative and an employer

c. Joint evaluati,on, of'student performance opens the door for discus-
sions,of classroom and laboratory activities as a basis for job
performance (p. 32).

Programs has generated requests from several companies and public'derviee
agencies to have the college develoi'in-house training programs for their.

,employees--has been done partially through having students working in. the
org'anizations to identify a problem related to their work and draft a solution
for it; have often led to changes.within the organizations (p. 32).

Coordinators of the program see it reducing the practice verses theory contro-
versy, as the students are acquiring both theoretical and practical training

Learning objectives
. 1. All eooped students develop specific, meaSureable learning objectives

to be ac ieved. in the course of their working assignments. ,

2. Objecti are prepared jointly by the student and his instructor -
coordina or and validated by the employer.

54
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3. The objective specification form becomKs an implied<contract (p. 33).

Effects of the cooperative education program
1. Hat produced articulation within the educational community, as well as

with the business community
2. "A direct:relationship has been establiihed between the college and

local high-schools by interviewing high school seniors and placing them
in coop ed jobs pribr.tortheir matriculation at the college (p. 33)."

"Cooperative education at College of San Mateo is an integral part of the total
academic program (p. 33).7-800 day and evening students are employed by 500'
employers in more than 110 different jobs each semester (p.33).

/

Draper, Edgar D: "Cooperative Education," Community and Junior College Journal,
44 (August/September, 1973), 26-27.

Good summary: "When Herman Schneider inaugurated the first cooperative educa-
tion plan at the University of Cincinati in 1906, there were less than two
dozen students in the program. Today, there are cooperative education programs
at all levels in some 400 institutions of higher education--from the'technical
institute and the two-year degree program through the doctorate. Some 90,000
to 100,000 students are currently enrolled in broad varieties of engineering,
business, health, and liberal arts prOgrams4p. 26)."

City University of New York Borough of Manhattan Community College Cooperative
Extension Program

1. Students are epgaged in learning programs outside the classroom through
the sponbprship of local employers--helps student learn his trade in the
"real" world of work while simultaneously helping him to move toOard
financial independence.

2. Students also have a new dimension added to their educations when they
get to work in an environment previously unfamiliar to them--e.g., the
minority, disadvantaged student working in an office building or a
student from a white-c011ar family gaining work experience in a Manufac-
turing plant.

"Such work blocs offer the faculty the possibility of more creative
educational programming and greater varieties of opportunities for students
(p. 27)."

, ,

However, faculty members must be used mope effectively through such means as
1. Being available off-campus with students at varying periolds during the-.

year.

2. Faculty work leaves so they can get in touch withtheir professions
3. Encourage faculty co-op experiences.

.

Also. most striveta provide cooperative education experiences fdr students Of
all ages, as community colleges are in the business of'educatihg all people
(p. 2Z).

Si
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"The process of cooperative education isthe most effective of all educational-
patterns for achieving affirmative action in employment (p. 27)."

-

Harlacher, Ervin L._ " Community Colleges," Pp.,213-29. Chapter 13 n Handbook
of AdultEducation edited by RobertIC Smitheorge F. Ader, an J.R. Kidd.
New York:.Macmillan Co., 1970.'

,

.- ,

, .
"The community college is a uniquely Americal) institution (p. 213)._"

1: Performs many traditional addlt education functions
2. Also'involved in the new community service programschapter-discusses

these programs, how they can be,develOped, and evaluated ,

3. A true community college,seeks full partnership with the community it
services (p. 214)---to become involved in community service, must
a. Become a center of -community li?e

b.' Provide educational services for all age groups-
c. Extend college leadership and coordination capabilities t 'the

.-community
d. Contribute to and promote cultural, intellectual and social lifi of

. .
the community .

.

4. Community services-programs must be founded on certain principles
- (pp. 214-15) . '

a. "The 'campus' is'coincident with the length and breadth of the college -
district. ComMunity service id'-"a. process and not a place (p. 214}."

b. ."The college is obliged
c

to go to the community-at,least as aggfes-
.

sively as the community ii:;encouraged tolcome to the college (p. 214)."
c. -"Education Cannot and must not be limited to'formalized classroom

.

215) ,instruction (p. %
.

d. "The community college should be a. catalyst for community develop-
went (p. 215).4 . -

,

e. "Community college service programs-sAtuld meet community needs
while avoiding useless dllidication' of existing services (p..215)."

,
-. ' e

Organization and administratiori of corm:m.11aq* service programs (p. 2157-17),
1. Need sound knowledge of communityneeds
2. Is essential to have adequate-long range'pianning
3. Define program purposes and objectives-.-program statements shOuld en-

compass.writtan.policies ,/ . _
4. Must encourage vigOrous,dommunity participation in all aspects,of

.
development, executing,-and evaluating progiams'.

J . .
,

, .

Methods and approaches in community service programs (pp.:217-21) '

1. Should promote long-term growth as.well as neeting,gurrent needs
. -

2. Programs should be. inclusive rather'than exclusive -

3.- Consider the use of short-Course- method -
4. Adequate 'lead;,tiffiemust be allowed for thorough prdgram planning

Must recognize that the community can be used_as a valuAble'laboiatory
for enrichment of the total college curriculum

6. Institutional synergism: The community-college working closely with
other community agencies to accomplish what no single institution might -
achiemon its own 1:
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Evaluating community service programs (pp. 221-251

1. Evaluation must be something more serious than just determining what the

community will buy
..%Sample programs

a. Provision of physical facilities and services- -e.g., Foothill College
'makes-facilities available for a wide range of cultural programs

b. Community educational services--e,g., Abraham Baldwin Agricultural
College(Ga.) offers a series of short courses for 'farmers 4

c. Community cpunselifige.g., Rockland Community College operated. the
N.Y: State Guidance Center for WOmen

d. Human resources develop lent- -e.g., N.Y. City Community College runs

an Urban Center to help disadvantaged youth secure job training and -

placement
e. Campus radio-TV stations-=e:g., Chicago City College offers 26 hours

weekly of credit and non-credit courses
f. Cammunitydevelopmente.g., Abraham Baldwiri Agriculture College

promotes creation of community committees to prepare goals and
objectives for five year community development programs'

g. Cultural activities

Problems in development (pp. 225-27)
1. Communications--improvement is a never ending task,

2. Gaining continued 'support from boards of
,N

trustees, admiAIkration, and

faculty
3. Coordination ,of services with other xegional.and community groups- -

regional coordination is bedoming essential
4. Identification of communityfleeds and intdrests
5. Planning and evaluation - -too often. neglected

6. Phtaosophy and objectives
7. Administration and supervision
8. Physical resources

Major trends in community college service programs (pp. 227-28)
1.: Development of aggressive, multiservice outreach prOgrams
2. Increased emphasis being placed on community education for all ages
3.. UtilizatiOn-of a great variety o4media
4. Utilization pf college's catalytic capabilities to assist the community
5. Increasing.Fonggh with the cultural growth of the community
6. Placement of greater emphasis on community. interaction
7. E. ecognition.of:.need to coopeate with other agencies

ti
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COOFERATIVE.EXTENSION.

I

1

*
Boone, Edgat J. "The Cooperative Extension-,Service," pp. 26$-81._ Chapter, l6

in Handbook of Adult "Education,edited'by Robert M. Smith, George F. Adei,,
and J.R. Kidd. New York: Macmillan o., 1970:

Cooperative Extension--"World's largest pub 'oallY support4d infdrmal adult
6ducation:and development organization (p.4.26 "--is AmericAn's first and only.

, -

national educational system (pp. 2,65-66)
1. Dedicated to the development 6f individuals so they can Solve their own

problems
2. Cooperative designates the relationship between the-Department of Agri-'

culture and Land-Grant collegesevolved from the passage of the Smith-
Lever. Act in 1914 e

3. ,Distinguishing features
a. Informal teaching
b. ,Extensive use of lay advisory committees
c. Works with new'and existin4 organizations
d. Training of local lay leaders. - .

e. Reciprocal relations between services and research.

Evolution, legislation, and finance (pp. 266-68)
1. Legislative acts iifluencing establishment of the extension'SerVice:

Organic Act of 1862, first Morrill Act of 1862, patc8 Act of 1887,
Smith-Lever Act of 1914

2. Smith-Lever Act
a. Established the Department.of Agriculture, Land-Grant colleges,

experiment stations, and the Cooperative Extension Service
b. _Authoriied funds to carry but act--funds do 0=e from federal, 'state,

and county,tax appropriations; federaf funding declining in'recent.
years A

Scope and o jectives (pp. 2-68-70)
1. Has b en_willing to undergo rigorouS internal and extern41 evaluation

and ke adapbions as social nebdS chAngehag greatly contributed to

2. Clintele: identified by the Smith-rLever'Act as he population of the
U.S, and its territories who are not formally atte ng c911eg,

3. Content: "Agriculture and home economies and subjects relateOttpereto,
(p. 270)."--one third of,efforts have been directed toward agriculture,
one.fourth td educational programs and training volupteer leaders, and
the remainder to human resources deirelopient 0. .

its success

I

, -
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Qrganization'and structure (pp. 270-72) .

,

61. .Land-Grant colleges are the heart of the extension system ...

.

2.. Overall roIe'Of"the federal extension services . ,

'a. Educational-aim orfirnction ,t ,,

b: State pro'gram'supPet function -" '

d.: EstablishTehlt and maintenance of relations.withother,governmental
agencies ,- .",. ' - . --s

County is'the basic nit - -is the level at.which most programs,are
developed

,

',.

*Programming (pp. 272:176) -

1, Uses "the collaborative efforts of, professionai and lay.leadere in
,

developing, educational programs desigded to
.

imeet mmediate and projected
needs of the peciple"

,

(.,:. - , 4'

.$

< 2. The variety of-approaches to'prograthming has, some common elements
. ' ..

.

-

. , a. Formation of a broad program framework
. p. Adaption and nkage of the program,frameWorka74,f

,

. c,. Formation and thaintenance ,of; -leadership structures .

44..-use,of lay leaders'i diagnosingdiaing
- ,

- ,' .

.

- , . e. Development'of a long-range program prospectus
. f. -Development'of an annual(plan of-work - .

g. Implementation Ofthepr'an o -work
h., Evaluation of,accomplishmen

.
accomplishments

,
.

. i. Summary--programming consists of planning, executing,'ancrevaluating
.3.. .gethdds: -indluae,indirect contact, group and mass' media methods (p. 274)
4. Evaluation: deterthining the extent to.Which objectives' have been met
5. Programmin4 areas : , "A` = ..

a. Agriculture .

b. 'Community develoPment
c:. Anti-poverty activities
d. Youth through Ti'/

.--

Professionalism r(pp. 277-78) , 'a

1.'_Cooperative Ektension employs some of)the most competent adult educators
. 49 'the World ,, .

:s' ,

. ,

.,
f4,2. -Runs a= coOprehebeive: professional development program-

3. aubliaation'taf tfie Journal of Cooperative Extension since 1963
,,

, .,

since

'

,

..
problems;trelp,'afid oppOr.tUnities (pp,-278 -60) ,

. 1. Aust::remai% a people's progiami ....'" , ,- ,,
.7i,, I-.

..., , ,

.

2. 'Extension agent enjoying'the increasingly important position df being,an '

agent for change ' "' '
,

3. NastelO continue,to make use:of program aids and sub-professionals\ in the
i.

-conciluniti, , .!

'
. , : +% -, ,

c.

.

!NS
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. HIGHER-EDUCASION- PROGRAMS

g

Haygood, ienneth. "Colleges arid Universities," pp. 191-212. Chapter 12 in '
Handbook of Adult Education edited by. Robert M. Smi,th, George'F. *Ader, and

" J.R. :Kidd. New York:' Macmillan Co., 1970.
- .

,"The interaction.betwen 'youthful growth and increasing
izes the field.of adult -eft-Cation at this time Ap. '191)

urity character-

'Background (pp. 192-.94) (- , -'- . -'. -,
1, Adult education hae,.sprung up like a weed in the university
2. Summer school: started in 1869 at Hariard and well established By -1910
3., Evening colleges, grew greatly dump immediate post-World War I and

World War- II eras .' - .

. 4... Was a gradual de6ision to specifically design programs tof* adult learliers
5: Institutional forms of aduit'education that emerged, -4.

,,

;*

a. General university extension
b. Cooperative extension
c. Evening Colleges
d.:.' Residential continuing ed ation

Correspondence education
Q. Mass media pro'graMs_

6. Schoenfeld: "It has always. been 'extension' s role to ploneer to fill .

gaps, sand then to 'work' itself out of a job' by creating or encouraging
substitute agencies (El. 193)."

Current and recurring issues (pp..194-96)
1. Question of purpose

a. Flow far should a college,go to meet the growing variety of adult
,education, 'needs?

)5. Some colleges have designed degree programs to meet adult needs.
c. Traditional demands of research and scholarship verses adult educe-

tion.and community
over2. Still issues exist over how iristitutitns interpret' their. objectives de-

fine and derve their clientele,

Significant_dvelopments (pp: 196-98)
1. "The necessi.y for continuing education is a fact df moderri,life.

(p. 196) ."
2. Continuing education becoming everyone's business
3. University' s role

a. Training centers for professional development_
b: , Research

a

t
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c. Development- of curriculaand'iiaperiAls ; ;."

Ad. Testing', counseling, and 'referral services- for, adults . .

mergence of a substAnt:41 body of literature rated to the:field

Adult education in colleges,(pp.'168 -204)
"

..1,, James Carey: Groefth Pattern for evenin%rooileges and exten4ion services
-- departmental domination, autonomous development, integration, assimi-

-. ,lation--Are not necetsarily ideal stages . . -'

'.';"-% 2. Organization of adult education ,
:a%-, No set organisational form exists . .

hi."-. )Variety of faculty 4rrangements: prpblems of salay .ind.incentive
differentials as compared 'to regular college teaching

,,' , 7 .Program areas : .'
1 -

J 'i / $a.. Credit and _degree programs
;''

(1) -About 900,000 annuaI,enrollment , A,

. .
(2) AJ2out 806000'engaged in s5udies, for degrees,.yet only aboUt 5%

,..

, ever- eArn-therit-;' .;4 . - ,-

., ^

C3Y 'DeveloPMent ofe.neOcategory of noft7degree credit - -is on the'
,

,

.,...
increase. -- .'

' -

. _

.;--
-

i ,

b. Non-credit prograMs:
\ .... .. . .

(11. Abou:1,800,000'annual-reglstration in non- credit classes, short.
sCdures, coriespcindence'COUrses, and conferences , ,

(2) Great deal of innovation a.

s

nd
,

experimentation poss ibl e in these e '

`rr.' program's .
.

c. Cont'nuing professional eduCation has expanded dr amatically
.

-,-

' d. Lib al adult-zeducation.y '-
t e - ,,

*...

(1) Difficult area to develoteoause thd programs seWom are self-.
,,

supbOrting 4 4. - r ...\ , ..;-
(2) Natural clientelel middle - eyed, middle class,-fargely. profes-

sional grouR *.
. :

e. -Special client le groups.--e..', lebor,,agedp women ,- --
.,... ,... .

. ' -.. ! k.,,, , - -' ,

"With
.
noAable exceptions higher adult education programs have neither money

nor staPPotime f.or.SyStematic prbgtam analis4jand deielppment,(11.i.204).1'. -1.
..., - .

. ' .7 . , .' - .. Mi,.,. 4.,.. ,

--...-
Urban extension, and community eclucatim(pp. a)44-97) 2' 1,.. . ,

...,.., , -

1. Cooperative extension tin ,be an im taA force inAltban.areAp i'n tte '

...

A Kure m; '
c

. ..... .

2. GeneKal*iversity extension ,,
, .

.

N../.."'s ....
a. Has Conducted Many'communitY deliefbpment 'programs ,

.

b. Stillliav e nob:solved the-prgblem of allocation of university
) .

, '... resources, ,' - - . . -.4 ..
-,

c-.. .HaVe servedupwardlyiriobile populations
.... .s.

..:..' 1 ,

Other. programs '..' . ,
...

4

-c, )
, '''''a. Store front university extension

_,,p, .Co*rences, studeea, trainind.prografiel-: -'

V st

,

... ,:
..

.Future approaches t&,Adult learning.pp.:037-9) . .:-.. '' ...
.,N :,..-

1. .Use of.00nferenCe Centers ---,most ful.Ire adult educat.ign progr s either,
. -

-. will Have such facilities orhave,access"to,illeur . .

.
...

. .

, ,.

r"..; --.

-1 f.' , ;
v i.V.:

.. z _ . -..
I 'N.:

; ...

r

f.-

e
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2. Independent study programs (Johnstone: kp5 of'adult,iearners engaged in

. ' suth programs in 1962) -- , ;, ?
.

'..e. r
3. Community learning. centers-- places for' independent study, tutoring, and

ciirect instruction insmalI",groups
4. -Should not be,a.,121onolitt system, but, aii'integraed_whole

5. Most likely universities will monitor such a'tystem-

.

Financing!: tuition, fees, state subsidies, foundation grants
, . . ..

,

Coordination. (pp. 210 -11) :

Alt; National Univertity ExtenSion Association (NUEA)
2.- Association of University Evening Colleges (AUEC) .

3. 'Cl?ser atsdciation of%Cooperative and GentralExtension
4.' 14tter loCal-State-regional planning and'cooidination .

r:''

,

V ., IV t. "4
V V

.

e
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8tirzaier, N.A "University Continuing Education,"sAdult Leadership, 22
(April, '1974')-, 329-31÷.

`,.
,

,- .,'"

Trendconttibuting to increased activity in continuing edupation (p. 329)
$1.. papiatechpoological change' . ... ,

2. Accellerating urbanization
N..,

43. Impact of greater leisure
',

.- .
.

4% 'Steady pressure .on the'voter.to render sound judgmentS'
,

`sound
, . : ,

5,, New-found appreciation,of scholarship .

6,' 4'trition of. conventional frontiers and emergence .af.oth,ers

. 7. Pbpulation press -

. 8. Relative high economic stability level 7-
, .

9'., Populetion'conteininv an.-ever higher perceentage Of adults ..

.

,..10'.: These facors'have created.a sense .of urgency todo,sothething in contin-
'ping adult education-to meet the new demands. Rowever, has led-to great

bewilderment in adult eddtation '-'''

_2"

Problems (p. 329 -32} .'
-_,'

.
. ,

.-
,

1... Lack of Clearly Aefin10 polity statements which concisely enumerate the

.
philosophy of,the institution regarding continuing addlt education

'2. ,StAtic:or deqkeasing campus.enrollmentd have deused faculty to Seek
.

4
othi-ways to guarantee their liveIIhpadr -are becoMing_invdrved in

./
'COntiniiing ediacatii;n..

. . ,

3:' The continuing educatibn function has received little more than lip

. service in'oany institutions of higher' education
.

, -

a. inadeguatie.budgets - N '

-,). Tpck-of.fAcLity.trained in
,

continpinq,educetiOh-. .

.Pioii,fera.tion of.b49aue.. centers, and" institutes on college campuses--
often operate without regard' to. what each it-diing or to The client - le

, .

being served -' !

-5. Spoll bureaus and centers sponsor conferences and short courses often
i

without wlequate
-
knoyiedge"<good educational techniques that.'wili help.

. - . ..
make the pr.ogxam aucsess .

:

'
3

. .

4.

V

;

..
ti .

"('

.

.4'

$

.
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. ,

6. ,Physical plant planning at institutions of higher education has riot

given consideration to continuing edUcation programming .,
.-7 . .....,.._ . .

.,, .

,-
. .

Hopeful indications of better things to come (p. 331, 336)
1. bevelopment of pilot prqjects in universities for continuing education

progrAmsmostly sponsored by the Kellogg Foundation .

i. Small amount of interest inthe development of adult degree prograMs

a

4

4a

Yr.

T
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COMMUNITY SERVICE

.

. 'N,
McMahon, Ernest, E. "The Needs of People and the Needs of Their Communities,"

pp. 25 -50., Chapter 2 in Priorities in Adult Education edl* by David B.
Rauch. New`York: Macmillan Ca.,; 1972.

. i
-........ .

Individual and community needs
1.-- "Communit?is defined as the'specific'population which an adult educator

9r his organization, institution seeks to, reach with respeCt to a
oparticular problem r,set of problems (p. 26)."

A.
, .s.

2.' Historically, adult education has focused on the indv:idual and.his needs,
\ , 1,

but is shifting-stoward an emphasis on the deilmunity (p. 27)
3. - The individual tki. 28-29) '. 4

a. Early nineteenth century remedial emphasis to increase functional
literacy--has evolved intO'Adult Basic Educatibn t

programs
b. .Mrly emphasis on provision of cultural opportunities IQJ individuals
c, First general university extension efforts directed toTAard general

- -
-

education. .

_Iv .

. . . . .

. de'CO;iirses then'offered to upgrade individual job skills
,

4. The community (op.28-29) ,,

.%.i. The failure to add the community dimension is a major reason why
the relevance -of adult edutation programs is challenged

lj. Need to identify common needs and interests as a major step in
. community planning without abandoning efforts to meet indiyidual

. ,

needs -e. ..
- . -

r.

1

- . Meaning _of- aneed (pp. 30-35)
.

.
.1.

1.. Each prOgram must haveits own understanding of the meahing of need --
"The objectives andyurposes:cf the sponsoring institution or agency

.* will have an influence- on the.final determination of need, and so will
the capabilitieiof the Sponsor (p. 30).!" , .

.
, .

2. Interest and r tivations of pbteniial participants affect determination

/1 of need . ,.

3. Shbuld clarify the relationship between-needs and desires
4,' Must be defined in broader terms than. just basic survival -needsneed ,

f - ' 1
and desIie become more congruent as one moves up Maslow's hierarcy

5. Should abcept the notion-and need foe' self fulfillment r
%

6. Should discriminate felt,needs and actual needs--need to retain
. - t ...

e.proper perspectiv of.reality , ,

. :- _
- ,

. :
.

.
. :

it
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Obstacles to program development (pp, i5-38)
1. Lack of adequate funding
2. Too many words;-too little action
3. Unchanging proealMS

ILA. Confusion on the part of adult educator over his role

Who determines need? '(38-40)
N

1. Should-be done in a partnership betweeducators and participants, but
unfortunately, the interpretation of needs usually,continues to be an

:--

.agency decision -
2. "I'd the last,analysis,'it is always the client who makes the judgment

, abbut his own.need and what will satisify that need (p. 39)."

) .
'.'

.

Ways of determining need--BlackvAail's system (pp. 40-43)

.3.. Prescriptive prodiass--someode,decidesswhat someone else needs; not-
f

recommended . ,

. . .

2 2. '-
-..-.

Community study - -the Most thorough method; mus'examine

, 59

. .

a, 1Pbpulation base
,

,.-
,

b., institutional structureof'the community t.

c. Iilue sy4ems of the people to identif riorities)

d. 'Social sttat!ficatiOn
)e. Informal social relations

z-.

f. PoWecstructure of the community' .
.

os.

,g. Ecology of the -commvnity=-spacia3, aria ftnctional divisi4o.ns.osf "a
.

commnian4y 1"
3.'..-qommuniiyjtAay-7Samuel Handis approach (p. 43) , ,

,s.a. Socialtwelfare analysis of agencies ''

'b Stud% of the community as a social unit
c. Use the study itself as an educational process leading to Social

action.

4.' Cheqklists
.

- 5. Surveys pp. 44-45) : -I:',...1'
....

-.1.-- ' ' ''.:

..-,..! pa, Questions must 13e clear --..

-:::-
:---" .b. No 4: '.t9 measure" motivation-.- .

,.

c.. Danger ol.gap,.between intere.s shown-and 'motivat'ion

d., Ask specific questions ,
...

.
e;./---. an Opinion on_a questionnaire is only.an-bpinion expressed
1 at one point in time (p. 45)." .

6. Study of community powe'LstructUre.(15p. 45=-46) ,

a. -Must be understood if community is to be understood

t
b: Power structure elements in order 'of community.importance.

(1) Busin
.

,ess -'

. .,
2) -Government
(3) Civic associatiens
(4) SO,Fiety-Jacti#ties

-

A,

ti
7-7" .
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. ,.

,- , 1.
. -

Office of 2aucation. ProgAm IMPACT. Community Service and Continuing'tduca-
-v

tion, Higher Education Act of .1965 - -Title I. "6th Annual Report. .Bureau of

'.2?Higher Education, Washington,-D.C., Fiscal Year 147k. 18 pp. . 2RIC: ED'068, 759
,,.

-

N.,.

People served (p.5),' , .
1.-

.
. , ' '-

1. Were 365,249 enrolled in higher continuing educatiOn in:584 projects
supported Spy 48 stags through continuing' education grants under' said .

-,legislation . .. .

2. Majority of.prjects focued on well-defined target groups

National purpose of the program (p. 5-6)1: ",Assisting the,,people,of the United
States in ih solution -of community koblems

.
. by making grants to strengthen

the communa. /service programs of colleges and universities.tp. 6i."

Program adminiStration (p. 6)
1: Office of Education responsible for overall administration
2, Designated 'Stage agencies determine state priorAies
3. Federal funds distributed to the states on a"forMula baSis

Examples of projects (p. 6-7)
1. Skill upgrading for paraprofessional personnel in community' agencies

(15projects)
2. continuing education for women

. 3.- Programs for minority businessmen
4. Senior citizen programs (12 projects)
5. Penal ingt#.ution ignnmate projectsis increasing individual success and,'

societal achievement of releases
6. Combunity education and comminity /problems programs--e.g., drug abuse

' pro.97ams, neighborhood councils, concerned citizens groups .

Program statistics (p. 9)

1.- A total of 1,56S educational projects in fiscal. year 19.7,1 with 584

feported completed
2. Types of activity

a. Direct instruction:, "64.8% .

b. Technical assistance: /5.9%

c. Other--research, inXormation dessimination, and multi-media presen-
tations

3. 30% of eligible higher education institutions provided ntiiuing educe-
tion service; to their communities

e..

,
' ti

a

I

.
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ADULT BASIC EDUCATION.

Cortseiright, Richard and Edward W. Brice. "Adult Basic Education," pp. 407724.

Chapter 24 in Handbook of Adult Education edited by Robert M. Smith, GeOr.ge

F. Ader, and J.R. Kidd. New York: Macmillan Co:, 1970.
4

Definition "(pp.' 407 -08)

1. "Instruction in communicative,'computational and so cial skills for adults

whose inability to effectively, use these skills sUbstaptially impairs
their getting or retainingemployment commensurate with their real

, abilityp.ieorder to lessen or Oliminate such inability.aise their

level of education, and enable 'them to become more productive and re-

sponsible citizens (p. 407),"
. 2. ABE programs equip adults to function at :tAe minimum of an eighth grade

level

'Recent developments(bri. 4Q9 -18) -

1. 1960's--"Among 321 selected occupations in the M.S., la revew_df-the
median number of school years completed shoWed;tfiet7none-of the pccupa-
tions'had employees_with lees than erg&t.yearS of schooling:(p. 409)."

2. :"One- third of the unemployed have not gone beyond grade sctiool and twd-

thirds of fhe'unemployed do not have a high,school'diploma (p. 409) ."'

3.- Federal government became directly interested in adult education in the

1960's and aided'programs through part of the manp61:;er developmeht

legislation
4.. Legislation aiding ABE:- Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962,

Vocatiotal EducatiOn Act of 1963, EconOmiC Opportunity Act of 1964., Adui,t

Education Act of 1966 and subsequent amendments to this act

5% Scope of need: "About 23 million people 25 years .Sf age or older were

the e6uCationally disadvantaged population of 1960 (p. 4-10)'."

6. Teacher training- -first federally supported institutes. held in 1966;

Ivere designed tq prepare partioipants'to conduct in-service training for

teachers, admini,strators and volunteers

7. ,Sponsoring agendiesc Model Ci4es program of the Department of Housing

and Urban Development, Departffent.ofLabot-, NatA.Onal Alliance of

; Businessmen .

13. Special projects,--funded with money available from the Adult'Education

'Act .

.

,.

, Goalsand resources ,(pp. 418-20) -
-,

1. Development of. better adult: educational materials becoming a reality

% 1 2! Developme nt of adult remedial and basic education: Adult High Scilool

.2.' ""'" -' ABE) and High Schoor Equivalency (HSE) as well as special college-

. . , egree programs for adults '. "

''. .

s.,

3 e
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3. Growth of ERIC system: for adult education and the NEA Adult Education

Clearinghouse , .
,

. ,
.

s ,.
. . ,

Research (pp. 470-71) ..' ' ,

1. Student characteristics: those in stipend prOgrRms differ from those
enrolled insnonstipend'programs .

2.
.
Dropouts: most in late thirties,married, low reading levels, leave '

after completing less than 50 hours of instruction

Future: Recommendations made by National Advisory Committee on Adult Basic
'Education (pp. 422-23),

, .

1.. Focus ABE on nation's edudational priorities
2. That federal Office of Education look 'favorably on state requests for

,

funds for prqgrams in areas of urban crisis '.

:3. That'Office of Education develop a ten year national plan
,. . .

4. That immediate steps be taken to strengthen the National Advisory
Committee on ABE

,

'5. That .$200,000 be allotted annually to support a committee staff .

6 Strengtheta continued training prograr;1 for teachers, administrators, -

. counselors, and'other leaders .

7, Needs for experimentation and demonstration essential to improving ABE
8.

..

Extena ABE beyond present eighth grade functional. level

Sdholes,,Gene.R. and others.' :Financial AsbiatanCe for Adult. Education -
Programs:lAdultMsitEdUcation," Federal Re aster, 32 (Apri1,217, J967),
11 pp: BkC1 ED 068 7991 , , % , '

1 ,

.\ .- . -
Turooses of paper (p. 1) , , %

1. Examine goals, and intent of the Aduit Edutation Act of1966
2. -Examine pro.gress toward stated goals -

.

3., Consider ways of reaching target population
,

4. Consider conseqUences of
a. Suggested changes in

_
- , '

.

i

b. ',Influences of congressional appropriations,and funding .

Where tie were, supposed to go (p. 2-3) - .,

1- 'Though Congress concerned about illiteracy, only in peYiods of crisis
has leg'isratiop 5een enacted-Le.g, fbr ammigrants at beginning of

-twentieth century, in.gJ reat Depression .'

. - .,

'-2, -Poverty and adult education linked--1966.act designedto atteck.two
. .

precursors of ooverty:' inadequate '49adeniC skillsr and concomitant
lacks in coding .skills ._ ,,

3. Intent,of 1966 legiSlation to .elimihate poverty in absolute terms

4. Intent not to provide each An erican with a minimum level of education,

but to deal with the'eradf.cation of pOVerty
5.` Tools to be used to eradicate poxerty are academic organizations

. f.. 'Stated goals of act to eliMinate poverty' t

a:, Overcome English language limitations

b. Improve` education for occupatlonal training

c. Develop inOre Rroduetive and responsible citizens
. ... .

.. .

f
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7. Act ammended to encourate "The establishment of pr grams of adult public
. education that will enable:all adults to continue heir education to.at

least the level of .eompletioh of secondary school . . . (p. 3)."

8. Possible' explanations for the expansion of the de nition of basic
, educatiorvipeyond eighth grade
a.. That the eighth grade level basically had been achieved -' -when in

- fact net so
.b., Former definition was inadequate to meet primary goal of elimination

of poverty
9, Position--primary goal. of actimot being met because

a. Discrepancy between goals of legislation and goals of easily
reached students-

.b. Specialited program:designs for target groupnot widely instituted
c. Measures of success have not been functiolal in fulfilling intent

of legislation
d. Not enough Congressional funding

Mhere.we have been (pp. 4-6)
1. Findings in six states indicate

a. Relatively few ABE students are "hard-core" undereducated
b. Priorities for class'scheduling first at 1-4 level then 5-8 level

not Met
c. Main reason students enrolled in Program was to pass GED. 80% had

-completed at least seventh grade education
2. Orient needs require goal shift
3. The ABE student (in Appalachia)

a. The qasily reached rather than difficult to reach
'b. More employed than unemployed
c. More females than vales,
d. More over-35 adults
e. More advanced leyel than beginning level students

f. Were already an upwardly mobile grOup befOre coming into contact
with ABE

A. "The literacy goal was the first goal choice of males, black students,
and, beginning level students; while the high school,coMpletion goals
was the first choice of females,, white students, anct advanced level

students (p. 6)." Therefore ABE responded to the goal orientation of
the easilyreached

, .

Where we should be going (p. 7 -8-) ,

. 1. - More resources and better strategies needed to reach the'beginning level
(

students .

,
.

2. Use of,ABE home instruction courses encouraged

The fare for getting there (p. 9-11) .
.

1. Are three potential student groups which may be served under ABE:

a. Elementdry level adult wAo'is very poor dr in-danger of being so"
.

' b. Very ;poor secondary level student
c. Non-poor student with 9-12 grade-educationwho could suffer economic

, deprivation because of lack of flexibility in skills
- 2. Formula: delivery systemiftime + money =,goal

g5
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3. Many past state plans1:have forbidden use of paraprofessional teachers/.

home instruction, or transportation.to educational facilities
4. To make ABE effective present evaluation sytems and funding levels must

be improved
5. Evalu tion methods have been

a. nual average grade level gains.
b. Annual 'percentage of graduates employed

Conclusion (p. 11)

Intent of-1966 Adult Education Act is to eliminate poizerty,
2. Unreached principle target population--young, unemployed, elementary-

level males
3. The easily-reached population has goal of secondary completion
4. Alternative delivery systems to exist for reaching target groUp .

5. Present evaluation methods defeat the purpose of the original legislation
6. Present funding levels actually eliminate service to elementary level

students
fa.

los

..;
f. .'.( ;

,,,
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THE ADULT LEPkgrTp

American Council on. Education. Higher Education and the Student. A

special report. Washington,. D.C.: AmeriCan ccUncil'on Education. October

25, 1972. -5 pp. ERIC: ED 069 238.

Traditional assumptions of the pasthave controlled the directions in which

colleges have moved (p. 1) .

1. College students arall young and financially dependent

2. Fundamental difference between what is learned in residence and through

extension or correspondence

3. The,ideal college'se'rires essentially a middle-class clientele

*4ecommendations: deal with the nature of the,cOmmitment an institution must

make if it is to serve adult students (p. 1)

1. Facts and, beliefs influence recOmmendationS

a. The absolute number of.students.Carrying adult 'responsibilities will

be higher
.

b. Most students in many higher education institutions even now are

over the age of majority

2. .Considerations_
-a. Higher adult education now deserves the attention of the.highest,

administration and faculty levels

b. Decisions to improve adult education Programs must loeaccompanyed
4 with resources and structures comMensurate with the jab

c. Tne recommendatiofis will only be as valuable as 'the attempts to

- implement them , ,-,

3. Commitment
a. Colleges include as a formal elemant-of planning giving independent

. atthntion to adult and youth programs` -45..

b. That colleges express their commitment clearly in aims and programs ---%

c. ,that colleges establish cooperative efforts' to increase availability

of educational resources and reduction of duplication

C4..Struture, -
-

a.' That colleges survey present,clientele, project data for 10,'years

and disseminate information, to the institutional community

h, That each institution formally review academic and administrative

, organizativ5 and modify structures wherever it 'does not adquately
_-,-,

. .

meet student needs--
c. That state, regional, and national supporting, agencies encourage

program exRerimentation . .

5. Cu'rkiCulum .

.,..
.

a. That colleges-advocate the primacy of student needs in Ctrriculum
. t- planning . °'

0
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b." That adult educators advocate and help establish mechanisms for
educational guidance for adults,

c. That adult educators advocate that institutions be more flexible
with curricula, instructional methods, and meeting locatipns to
better meet the needs of adults ,

d. That adult educators inform Curriculum planners of successful
experimental programs in adult-education

6, Educational resources
a. That adult educators take lead .in designing and establishing coo era-

tive activitied that will give adults access to educational resougtes
'b. That adult educators plan and conduct community information plans

about education opportunities,
c. That adult educators devise and conduct experimental programs

7: Technology
a. Move deliberately in the development of new educational technol Y

h. Initiate working relationships between adult educators and techn
ical sPecialiSts'

c. Take lead in developing guidelines for the preparation of technology-
,

based materials . ._
,-.

8. Credit and degrees-
.

a., Stand firm-for adult credit-free learning, credit programs, and
balance between both

b. Give youth and adults equal access"to degrees anerertification J

9. Accreditation and licensure
a. Involve accrediting and licensing agencies in the development of

non-traditional programs - .

b. That as part of continuing evaluation, the accrediting agencies

--.

, review adult and continuing education programs
c. Take steps to inform accrediting agencies of the nature of adult

. , education programs ,
_ . .

10: Quality . '

a. Particular attention should begiven to how each model program

..
effets desired. changes in students , -;

, , b. That professionalassociations (e.g.', MLA), study the' characteristics
and academic necds,of an increasingly diverse 'student clientae

( .

with a view twoard recommending program modifications --. I

11, Faculty and administration -.,.

= a. Engage the faculties bf all appropriate academic divisionsin
.,

meeting needs of adult education . ,
,. .

b. Qualifications, performance standards, and rewards of continuing: 4
, _

education be commensurate with day facilities . z,- -

c. Adult education brganizations identify,'Selece, and reward people
in collegecommunities:Who may be 'available as adjbnct faculty.

12. Research , - .
'

,

a. Establish mechanisms to improve evaluation of -adult education
psograms 4

b'. .Improve the nature, scope, and titling of the collection pf national
data concerning adult students

- .

c; Adult education associations cooperate in forming gdidelines for the-

collection of local and regional data on students .... ,.

Adult educators :.select and de/elop a number'of data collection and
contributio n centers , -.

A

k.

t,
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e. Administrators of conference centers study, ways to expand use

f. Undertake basic Studies of the nature and processes of adult

educt4on, ''. '
,

Af
. .

. g. Enco*Ateuse of adult education programs as testing places for
hiPcitheseen the social,sciences

.13. Costa" .

a. ,Th tit e American pOuncil on Education establish a calimittee toa" , 11

,

, depisraAd promulgate approPriate ways of funding adult *cation
b. that colleges establish present allocation practices and make adjust-
. men4where necessary ,,to equalize moneys for youth and-adult pro- 4

gvaA.. f

ins. .,-,

14. Adulteduca ion orgahizations,
representativea. 15,4 etp strong,national epresentative bodli-for: providing in or-

,

1.00,t adVice to educational'agencies and the public .

b. That academic institutionsdirecly involved in adult,educ pay

a sti8sy to this national organization
. .

. -

`c: That the sever4k.adult education,organiZations develop a means to '

guarantee regular and effective communication

A

,*
4., '.

:

'Anderson, William' H. '"A CompariSon of the Adult Evening College Students and
.. ..--,

-,..the Regular.Collegd Student','' pp. 12-21. ,In Adult-Part -Time Students:

Individuals im.Higher Education ed. by derrold'I. Hirsch. Proceedings of .
.

an APGA convention workshop, March 26-30, 1972. Washington, D.C.: 59 pp.

ERIC: ED. 070. 981.' , "-
f

,.. .

1972'carneigie(ommission Report: Gives, several sweeping recommendations-that

could enhance the lose with which adult students could continue their education:

1.- Reducing timeit takes'a student to-get a degree It

2. Easier entry -exit proceedures .

-3.,.Greater^use of open universities and external- degree programs that

wcruld Utilize the latest educational ,data '-

Finding a-workable-definition bfthe term "adult" has been a major obstacle;

allthOr defines :the eOcht: "'An adult is an essentially self,-sustaining and/or
socially independent person, regardless. of chronological age and he is regarded

by Society and self as fulfilling an adult.role (p. 12)." Definition is

adopted fibm blasloW.
-

. 4%
'he Ss of the study were.residentsof metropolitan, Nashville and mid Tennessee'

who were enrolled for one or more courses at Nashville Un- iversity during the

fall quarter of the a01-72 school year. All,Ss were enrolled in college

credit courses. for either as degree candidates or for personal enrichment.
Data for the-study were collected during the fall 1971 regEstration(p. 13).

Th strument: The College Student.Questionnaire, Part II,publis* by ETS
(p. 13).

,

`Scales on the 011ege Student Questionnaire 5'

,trberals (L Scale) --political-economic-social value dimension
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_High scores -= support organized labor, 'abolition of dapital.punishment
a.

Low scoresopposition to welfare.legislation, etc.
Social conscience (SC Scale)--moral concern about plerceicred socialinjuitice

and'"institutionalized wrong-doing"
- ..x..,

High-scorescOndern about poverty, juvenile crime, materialism, ynethi-
.' cal business practices' ,

- ,.

. ' Low scores - -hack of concern or apathy about Such matters
.

Cultural Sophistication (CS Scale)--an authentic sensibility lo ideas and
N .

art fOrms developed, through knowledge andexperierice

High scores-- report interest in or pleastre from such thing's as reading,
-

modern art, poetry-, classical music ;' ' .
_

- Low scores--lack of cultivated sensibility in the generalaiea of the
humanities (p. 14) P N

..
.

..

Findings
1 a

1. There were no significant'differences between the adult.evening student
and the general college student on the CS scale, the SatisfactiOnvith
Majpr Scale (SM), and the Satisfactiop/with Students Scale' (SS).

2. The scales showing significant,differenceS (using T-test' with .01,1evel
of significance) were:..Family Independence.(FI), Peer Independence (PI),
Liberalism (L), Social Conscience (SC).f.Satisfaction with .Faculty (SF),

Satisfaction with Administration (St), Study Habits (SH), and Extra
Curricular Involvement (EI). 0

3. Not only were adult evening college:StUdents and the regular' college
_students compared, but the male-female subgroups within both groups
'ere compared. Only three significant differences:appeared between
these subgroups: ,

a. Femalt part-time st4dents.scored 'significantly higher than the male
, part-time students on the PI scale.

,
.

,

b. The male part-time student scored significantly higher than the
'female part-time 'Student.on the CS rale.,

C. The male part-time student scored.significantly,hrgherthan the
full-tilfeMale student-on:the SA scale (p. 15).

. .

'a

.
,

-
. ..

. .

Bischof,'Dr, Ledford J. "Adulthood,"Tpi. 1-5., In Adult part-Time Students:
individuals in Higher Education ed. by Jerrold I. Hirsch. Proceedings &f an
APGA convention works pt, March 26-30, 1972. WaShington, D.C.: Americhn
'f.ollege-Personnerssociation, March. 28, 19.72.- 59 pp: -ERIC: ED .070 981.'

Terms
,,

. . ,

1. Irreversibil ityThere comes a period of, time ik the adult when one
' , cannot reverse the processes or go back and undo a.previous activity

.

2. Locked'ina. vocationMany men find themselves locked into a vocation as .
. . .4

they approach the' middle Years - .

3. Locked in a
,

marriage--Two individpals having been married along time,
,

discover an incompatibility, but being unable to be separated or gain a
1 divorce feel locked into their marriage : . .0

..

4. Middle'class norms--Most theory researchIconcerning adults 40-60 revolves
:around middle class, white individuals; thus full data on the very reich '
7

and very poor does not exist,
.

r
I

7
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*Role comfort=-41iddle aged people usually can accept and,solIdify the.
rolesthey,play---iri life.- %.so find greater satisfactiouland.'skill in ..

-the robes they play. Newer roles are miniM 'ized. ; -...
'

,
-

-6. Style of 1.ife,-by_middleage,,apparently chinges'littie .

7. Critical perfcids--The value of v,stexperlekceiandknhOledge,no 1c5n/er '

compensads-tor.deteriorating psychological and PhysidlOgical,,skills

- , 'f- (p. .i) 7 i :
,

,.. .
- 1 ' ..

. _.-

-
, C' . 1 '.'.1.-. . I 44., Z . ,- V

Aqt.Tior conducted research primarily on middle-aced -women over the past eight

years'. Used approximately, 500 women in thg 'sample' far this research qp..43.
r-" ,

Findings

-2.

3:

-
,

There appearvtd be,"-soine role chrifusidn'in mid, -life pgard".to marriage,

and parenthood c

ManY.Middi6,C1
life patterns conti

Persistent worries
Female

-Children'
Husbands. .."

. parents

--Selves '

4. Problem solying
. ' F*male

Solicit advice
-

_source' then

4. mina

,

were;very-proneto over identify with structured
uing toward upward

F:amily-as a singla_unit

, Self' and image
.

techniques,

froth

make

Parents gs a unit
-

; '
4.,

Male _ '

every Stxmli_SensitivatY toward, -

up own r criticism frok-other-then

Only,occasienal,ly_diSbuss
prOblethSf-with wife'lp.04Y

'

74

Knowles., Aalcolm. "Exploring the Strahge World of Learnj.ng TheoFy,". pp.-1711.

Chapter 1 in The ,Adul4 Learner: A lieglected Species. Hou4on: Gylf
,Publishing go., 1973:- - -

..... , .
:

.

I. What,is,a Theory? .

,

A.'A good theory about human learning shodld
1. Explanation of-phenomena ..

provide: 4.

2. Gdidelines for action .. . . ,
7

..

--;
. .

a

3. Assumptions about human, nature, tpe purpose of education,
desirable values (p. 2). ..: :...

B. Defined by,Webster's Dictionary (Intercollegiate) .

1.' The-analysis of 'a set of facts and their relation to one,anotber
'2. , General or abstract pyinciples:of a'body of fact a science .or

an art
,.

31 'A-plausible or, scientifically acceptable'geriergl principle or
body,of Principles offered to explain a phenomena " ',

4. A hypotheAgssumed for the sake, ht.-argument or investigation
5.

-and

Abstract thought (p. '3)
Learning theorists use all five definitions

;0-

1

ti
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.
"t. 'Odier,ixPlanations

1. "Generally, we use the,term theory ' in tenseto, refer'f6
:'any,systeMatio'ordering:of idea's about the Phenomen'a of a field

inquire

. 71

(p 4).." .
,Knowles' definition: "A th ry is a' comprehensive, 'coherent, ,and v.

'internally consistent system o idees'al'oat the phenomena of a

.

,

. f *;* f

. .

o
. .

f,tnqUiry , 1 . ) .".

IL. - Will
. .,

,

.A. ..Oronbaoli.-ji'-"Learning is shown y a change,In behavior al a result 'pf- 6'

! .

experience (p, .7.),!' . -,
....'

. fi
,1 ''', Pc . :BeflaVibralj.StS 2 Regard learning a process through which b`ehhviqr, --

.,i ..-.7-,- -..is changed4 shaped, and-controlledAp.- 8)-..... ,

IC. ...,,,Competency.development,theoristS.tBruner)
seelearning-in-terms of

,-
growth, development of _competencies, ana fulfillMent,of potential

. .41::,, 8t: ..-", 0, A, .-. 2.;
'

',. ''''Ilj .- rtarI Rogers: Learhingqtas the quality of persqflalinvOlvement-; is.
. -

r 1 . "'-sel-tri.nlija,tet4 is pervasive, is Valuated-br,'..the learner, and its'. --

- :, - essence is. its meaning (p. 9-10)::
, . ,...-

. . . . e

. E. ,Maslow: Goal.of,le'arning-is sal -act lization--rull use of-_tAlents,

'..'
capacities, -andpotentialities, (11. lo . . 4.

,,
.. .-

,...
- , , _ .

F'7i,--Sidney Jouiard - -independent learning: Is;,not a task-oi- problem, but
Sc-....,

'' way to be,in the ,world -(g.'ll): : ", -
:.

-

.
G. Gagne and others queition,Nhether learning can be defined as a single

- process. Gagne defines it iii) ters of five domainSof.learning '

proce0:: motor skills, verbal information, Jntellectual skills, ,

.cognitive strategies, and attitudes (p. 12).
..,...,

. Y.

H IMpoptant to-unde2stand personal definition of learning, as it .,,.

inflilences how one theorizes And implements learningprocesses.(p.-12):, "
..; 4. ..'... '"

,

t
2. -

-Knowles, Malcolm. "Theories of Learning Based on- Studies-of Animalt and

Children," pp..12-28. Chapter 2 in The Adult Learner: A-Neglected

Species. HoustOn: Gulf Publishing Co.,_1973.

.1. Some, comments on theories of learning. /,-,
'

.,
- A-, Themajority of theory production odcurred in the fii.st half,of-the

,twentieth century; whereas the bulk of interpretation has appeared
.

' since 1950 (p. 13). -. 4

, B.' Types of theories' (p. 16) - ,
1. Two major families: S-R and cognitive

,

--,
, .

a. S-R: Thorndike, Pavlov, Gutherie, Skinner - ,

b.. Cognitive: ':Tolman and classical Gestalt psychologists
,

2. Six categories of theories (at suggested-by McDonald) p.%16.
. .

a. Recapitulation (Hall)

,15. Connectionism (Thorndike)
. .

c. Pragmatism (Dewey) -. - ..

. .
d. Gestalt and field theory (Ogden, Hartman, Lewis)

. e. Dynamic psychology (Freud) *

f. Functionalism (Judd)

t72



A

4 0

, . , , - . 4
'1'

_,

.

§ .. :,..

- ; -I i
-....

.

'3.
6
Gage Identifiesthree families: 1 Conditioning, Modeling, and

jr i
Cognitive (p. lei-. ...

i . .
. ....

. . , '"
. -....

'....,." f-II, -Mectianie'tio' and ",o'rgoAismip. mo-eBs '
_

' .1
.7-A.. Distindtonibetc.%0:-. - .

f11 ,... .

10 Mechanistic: t40. basic) metaphb4 ia.the machine - -restilts ip a
)k-, . , J.. .

. - reactive, passiv
.1k,

emRty -organism m el of man in whicb activitymodel
its the of external forces .(p. 17).,

.

.,-
:-.1

a -

.... ' -s. .
2. Organismic: 'Basic metaphor is tbe'organim--reiDresentd the

.
. .

unive rse as a unitary ineeractive, developing.organism. The !..

: . .

essence of the model, 'is activity --an' active organism nidclenoT
. mob-. (9. :1.6).. :-. ..; . . .. . .

. -.- . . ,

B4 Theories based on the mechanistic model' .

1. 'Th6rndike (p..I.9- ) .. .-" % . .

.4.*
. .

l

:
. ' ."' "a, ''Completed the tir'st.EIS,sYStematie'investigations of lear ning ',

-

r --
, ,

, (usedlanirolListipjects) --- ,

bl.' Conceived ol'learnefS%a's eMpty orgonisms respofding. to stimuli
..,..'randoml'and automatically".: ," '', , ...

-(.. c: SpeoZfiejl is conneted to 4-fie s-When rewarded .

,

d. Bond r connedtiop: 5sicoation bAtween-serise ippressioni
-..

. P and impulses to activity-This theoZy sometimes called

/ conec onsm .ntii ,

--- - ,

e: Was the `original S-R theory al_learning;_providedlhe
foundations fOx behayioral the6ries pf learning -,

, .. ,
Z. Law 'goverhibg learning . !

'(1) ' Law of readiness

(2) w of exercise

a '2-

-, - '

6.0

(3) '..:w of effect ; ,

4

2. Ivan Pavlov (p. 20 -21) ..,
.

.

'et. .Developed the concept of conditioned reflexes with 'components
of reinforcement, extinction, generalization, and differentia- ,

tiOn. . .

b. His,system called classical Conditioning to distinguish it
from instrumental and Oliprant conditioning'

3. .John B. Watson (p. 21) I , ..

.

a.. ,Generally credited with being the father of behaNiioralism
-b. A science of psychology must be based on that which is overtly

'observable
. .

4. Edwin' A.
...

A. Gutbefie (p. 21) :

a.' Added the, nciple of contiguity of cue_.2ri'd response
b. Law' of leLnin "A- combination of stimuli which has accom=

\ ponied a movemen Will on i.ts recurrence tend to pe followed.

:by that oovement .,21)," , '

c Scanning: 'the part,playid by the learner in screenin4 thp
. .

'physicar'stimuli to yhich.hemi..ght respcind.
. . .., ,

. -'5. B.F. Skinner-and associates: current educational - technology -of

programme instruction 41;id teacfiih machines derrived from his
...

, "Ivork (p. 21)e .

6.' Clarkrp: Hial.: Systematic behavioral theory based on'a complicated '

' "mathemitico-deductive" theory "(p. 21) -

- . ..
, . 4

.. . .

t

. )

4" 4
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4,

.

5 fr;

..',.

1 ,
.

, ...44,.
C.. Theories based on an oxganisMic podel ,..

,, 1. John Dewey (p. --.2.. ..

'''''
--,: .,, ...,,,,, , ..

a. Workis.ediicaiional ithilpsophy i4therthan theorybut haS
$,!..

,
ibnortant theoretical iMplications*

., ,

b. Emphasized 'the core' pt interest and_effb'et,:in a'childs 'i, 4 AP '

-. f. , .. 1 , : - 4

- . 4

motivation
, . .

c, -,,%,s, '....

c, 'clis thoughts.b4asie the-'startirig'poihttlor'the later deVeldped, ,

-4
' theories of functionalism% e'

..-: ... '' -14
. .

t.
. . ' ..

2.-% Edward Toman (pp.-23=34):%represents a!brLage between,the mechan-,.- .

- !'istic and organismic model's\ .
.

.

:
'.

a4 .Theory behavioralistit in' that be rejected introspection as a
. -

''z4'". method for,psyrhologidaa science '

., -... b :' Saw ISehavi6r as purposive - -i.e, regulated- in accordance with
. . -

f . objectively deterMined Ands: calledhis theCry ourposLve t--
, behaviorism (HulIxalled i't sign- learning) .

< .

,

3, -gestalt the6ri'sts..(pp.:24-25)-:,Weetheimer, Loffka, Xohrer 't 4 ,, \

a. Broke most completely with-behaviorism with the notion of
. .. .

..

insight learoing-
, ,

b: Learner tends to organize perceptual field according-to four
. t ,

- - -.)--:--.laws .
._,

(1) Law of proxmidity-,-close S iatternS nd to be' nrCeived'-

asa group '''.
. .... ..,

721
.

-(2) Law:of similarity andfamPliarity--,objects -Simililar
.

..

.-in shape et.,. tend to .be grouped in' perception; atailiar-,.

ity with an objeci tends to facilitate the establishment

. of figurerground patterns :: . .

(3) ;1...*4 of closure -- learners' try to achieve a satisfying end

. state of equilibrium
.

.

--,

t:(4) Law of continuatien-=perceptual org#nizatioccurs in

.
' such aimanner that a straight-line continues-to appear

as a straight line
-...,-,

...

c. Often called field theory: proposes that the taal--,pittein

i
>.

- or field of force determine learning

4.- Kurt Lewin.and field theoryAp. 25) :-..

. : a. ',Eacti-individual exists in ajife dpaCe intwhichltoiir
.

forcei
- , _

are operating
_

, .
...

, , .

b. ,Leekruing occurs as a result .of change in thelocsgniti:Ve

- ',structurei .; ,.',..

(1) Change'in the structure4Of the cognil7ive,fi4)-0...
(2) Change in- the internal need and motiVation df.-*bi individ-

_....
nal .. .

-
_. -.,

.0 C. Felt 'Success Vas a more potent motivating forcethart-reward.
, _ --,-:::---:---;

III.
-

Other theories _' -

A,
.

*I'Phenobenological psychology.isperceptual psychology,'Muiftpsti*_
isychology; third -froce psyctiology--all are the same the2Sieritially.
(p. 27)--ere,co,ncerned with the' study ,of the progresdi-04-AWeiopaent

7 of'the mind 'see man'as always seeking greater personaP7piugoy, '.

-tha-efore.self-actuAlization is the motivating force r--

B. Piaget'and.evolutionary stagek of learning (p. 27).

1, Formation of the symbolic or semiotic function- (ages 24 :or 8} ,'

.

k°^141
1-411,



.

....
I . /. ,

a , 73. -I At , is.
. 4..., ',-.

--....
-, , .. ,

st'% ForMa-eion c:1:condrete mental objects (ages 1-or43-11 or 12) .',

, y 3: Formatibn of conceptual thought (11,x,$ 32- adolescence)
.

A .C.JerometiArunerApc 4)1 Thepry abialt t4 act'of learning - occurs in
.

),.1 . ws ,.-_,.... - ._., J

..
.., -. -4_,...,

. :... ,tnree,..almosgzsiMultaneous"ptocesses.
.-.,

,

,

43 gqgais 1 i,ok ofonew'informatiohT -%
: '.

I, .

".-- .7.

c
. ',2 Transformation:. .tmanirdlat..j.ng. knOwledge to fit:Aaw tasks

..-

, -.',1-. Eva:Vuation .i'' .
: . ...i,

.0. cther ne,k theories---neutOphysiology, mi.ltematidal modeling, information
piocessfn.lia0 qyberntics, creativity,, : -and ecological psycho ogy

...
.

1 ' . ;'
, s

.. ..

. - . . f" ... . . ..
Knowles, Malcolm.... "TheoNles of Learning Based .on itictie.s of Adats,"spi. 291-

49. Chapter 3 in The Adultlearner:- A Neglected ..uecies,, Bouson:' Gulf-
PublishinckCo. , 1973...:.

,
.: 1

_. . , -. \ , .

,
I. ioontrfbuions fromPsychotherap1)%.

- .
,

A. Is the discipline that has contributed most todearning theory op the
-.-

,basis of woik with adulti'. (p. 29). . ..

B. FreU--saw mar' as i'dynimiC animal-growing and developing "through, the -:..,.

interaction of biAlogical forces,' goals, and and
...

, ..,

, unconscious -drives, and *envirqnmental influences.(p. 3()).", . ''-
. . -' I .. .

.. C. Humanistic psycildlogiStA refer to selves as third- force psycholog ists
(p. 30); i . 41111C'

i .
.

J. .,

.

. .10,.. Mas)oW:placed a sPeci41'inieest On the roles of safety as a'*adiness
'owl:cation for effealve learning .(p:'.31) ,'.

,,

.

Carl 'Fogers7.'%DevelOped a theogrof personality and behavior evolved
from..the stuffy of adults in therapy then applied these to` education --

,
. .

le&hIm to develop the concept ofistudent- entereeteaehing as parallel

%.,
witli Client-Centered therapy; his theory- sed on five%basic hypotheses

, ,.
1. ="W cannot ,teach another: person directly. we can only fAcilitate

..
:ids learning (p.32)." '.-1

...

i..

. ._ ,r
2. A-person learns'significantly only,those hings whidh Ile petceives

. .

maintenance
.

as being involved in the4laintenance of, or enhanCement oi, the -

structure of-self (p. 33) '.." :

- .3. "Experience wig; hl if assimilated, would involve change in the'
4r organization of seci tends to be resisted through deAialor die-,

, tortion of.smboliiatiori (ip: 3q)." . - .

..
..

4 4. "The stiucture and' organization of self tends to becoMe more rigid .

under threat . . . (p. 33)." , .

, . .
.

5. "The educational,s ituitioh which most effectively promotes.signiki-
- cant

.
learhing is one in wrilch (11 minimum, and (2) differkntiated

p
.

erce
.._

ption of the field is facilitated (p. 33)."- . , V. i '.
,;

6..'Regards learning as a comoleteli internal process, butTia natural/
_ required'life'procesS (p. 341 , : .

. =.,

. ,. .11."
.

.
.

A

II.. 4Contributions frorq, adult education
.

I 0. 1 i iA. 'Howard MdClu%: (p 3435) ,A.

. . 1. Working up a theory'of differeritiai,..psychopogy of the adult paenaiir7 %

2. Central concepts' of margincommitment, time perdeption, critical
, r . -..,

periods, and 4elf"cbncept -... ,.,
. 1

4

. ' ;I rif.

L.a
.

- . ,

,. 9
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.V. . 0 ' .

6 ,.. B. .Cyril 0. lioUle and Ailen,Tou# (p. 35-39)
.l. House--soupt why people .engage in continVinveducation

.4. Goal oriented learning--no even, continued flo4pof learning'

_ b. Acii'vity oriented learning--cour.se-takers and group joiners ..

. '.:,c. Learning oriented people -- continuity and flow of continued

education f .

.._ -_ 2. .Tough's findings .
N'

.

. .

a. -Most .everyone undertakes:a-Min/11Am of one or two Major learn-
, ing projects a yeai. -' ...,- L

b. Abort 70% Of'projects are plahneo b y the learner
p. .Project phases -- planning, deciding to begin, engagement in '

iearqin episOdes . -

-.,-

'
`,:

-...,,'

0

,.. . .

Progiesslveiy regressive education (pp. 41-43). .
'

,
, .

,

A. 8est;educkionalTproced'ures for helping people learnare used in early
years aqd,,get worse"as one ascends t:he educational ladder because
',frOm seeond grade on most forceS"deal with achieving rather 'than with

Learhing:
..-

B. The,p0agogy millstone: Work from .,;:reek and literally means the art

or science,Of teaching children; ther9.fore is inappropriate to speak
of adult educational pedagogy .

IV. uldrogogy 4349)
A: Means the education of `the man (not child):
B.. 'Recognizes that people's needs and-capacity fdr-

illa-urg,

C. Assumption
1. Changes in' selI.Ooncept--as °be matures, he

2.

learnidg to grow as, they

becomeg more indepen-

dent
.

' .
,

' .
. _ ..

-Rolekof ekperience - -increased experience with increased age leads
'to learning needing to have less emphasis on tiansmittal.technigues
ana';Fore emphasis on expelential tethniques '

. .
. . .

3: 'Readiness to ./.learn --a's person matures, readiness'to Lan is,
- decreasingly h.broduct ot biological development end increasingly

s a product of the developmental,tasks'required.for ongoing. life-- '..:

readiness, and tieing of,educat;ion must coincide with developmental
tasks. . . .

,
4. prientatioa to le arxing--children,Subject-centereZ: adults problem;

'dented ,2 s
.

.

. .
. ,

,Know/es, Malcolm. "Theories of Teachin ,1! pp. 50-91. Chapter 4 in The Adult
. :Learner:. A Ilegleceed Species. Houston: ,Gulf Publishing.tp,'1973:

, , 0 -
.

.0'.
, . ,

. .1. Principles of teaching from theories bf 'learning . ' , ..

,

"Wflile Vieories ofolearningdeal, with the ways in' which an organism

learns, theories bf-.-teachin4 'deal-with the ways in'which'a person :

ithuenCes an-organism to ,earn 0: 50.).". '4' .
.,

Hilgard--identifies 20 prineip/es of learning from S-R theory, cogni
tive,theory, and'inotivation.aod personality theory (pp.'511-53) -.L- . . .

,.. 4

. .. . %
1

. .

.

1.
- . J -

0
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r:

1. S-R theory principles
a. 'Learner should be active rather than passive ,

-b. Frequency of repition.is important :
c. Reinforcement is important
d. Importance of practite in various contexts sham-by geperalizZ-

tion and discrimination -

e. Novelty in behavior enhanced through,imitation Of models
f. 'Drive is important in-aearningr ..'" . ,

.

g. in the learning process, conflicts and frustrationsihevitably
rise

2'. Cognitive theory, principles
,

.

important
t

a. Perceptual featureS seen. by the learner are condi-.

tions of learning
:

b. Organization of knowledge should be an essential,teacher.cda-
cern . .

o c. Learning is culturally relative '

-',.. d, Cognitive feedback confirms correct knoi.tledge .

e. Goal setting by the learner is important ,

f. Divergent thinking leads to inventive problem-solving and
convergent thinking leads to'logicall'Y .correct ,nswers

Motivatioh and personality theory principleS -'.' . N

a. Learner''s abilities are .important . ''

b. 'Postnatl development as important as heredity
c. Leatning.is culturally relative
d. Anxiety lefIel dqterMines effects of kinds pf encouragements to7 s

learn . -
. . - ,

- e. The same situation may prompt appropriate motives .for one
;

learner and not for another
f.. Individual organization. of motives and values is relevant

g. Group atmosphere will affect satisfaction with the products of

o learning '

,
d

II: Conceplt of teachihg derived from theories of learning of animals and
.

.childien

A'. ThOrndike: Tpaching--thcOntrol of learning by the management of .

,reward; manipulate learning situations so learner accepts the probleJm

. because of the rewards involved (p. 53). ,
, . '

'S. Gutherie (pp. 53-54.) ', -t
.

...z.,.

' 1. To encourage a Particular behavior,by discovering
,

the cries

aio

leading-

to the behavior in uestion
.

. , .

2. Use as many stimulus supports as possible to Solicit desired
t

behavior
C. 'Skinner: "Teaching is simply thp arrangements of reinforcement

contingencies (p. 54)."=

D. Hulldevelopment of habits and skills Proceeds from the simple to
tb§_complex with a clear undeZstanding of'tp.e*stiMuli and responses
to be associated (p. 56)

E. Tolman--teachei's task conceived with creating stimulusi.cdnditions so
thelearrier.can 'clearly perceive what leads to'what and to understand
the different ways in which a. goal can be reached (p. 56).

,

t

4.

-

7:

-
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F. GeStalt--teacher's task essentially to help individu4s see sigpifi-

cant relationships and to organize experiences into functional

'patterns (p.-56) , r

G. Gagne--functions of tne instructionarsituation (pp. 68-61).

1. Presenting the stimulus

2... Directing attention',
3. Providing model fOr terming. performance,
4. Furnishing external prompts

5. Guiding the direction of thinking
6. Inducting transfer of knowledge

Assessing learning attainments
8. Providing feedback

' Concepts of teaching. derived from, theories of learning of. adults

A. Carl Rogers: `Teaching . . . is a vastly over-rated,fuhction (p. 62)."
.1.. Because man lives in a continually-thanging en'vlionment the aim

S

of education must be the` -facilitatiOn of learning s

2. Learning, facilitators must .possess certain attitudnal qualities.

, a. Realness or genuineness

b. Non-possessive caring
c. Empathic understanding ,

B. .Maslow--wouid probably subscribe to Roger's theory, btat place more

emphasis on.theteacher. providing iafety'.(. 63) --

C. Tough sees teacher as an ideal helper with certain qualities-
.

1. Warm and loving
2. Has confidence in the learner's-ability
3. _Reasons for helping Must be unselfish -

4. Is an open, growing person

IV. COnCeptsof teaching derived from theories of teaching (pp. 68 -73)

Dewer's system
1. Key concept is experience--select and 'present'experiences that

'live fruitfully and creatively in subsequent experiences

42. Other concepts: democracy, continpity, interaction
..

3. IS not the subject, per sei that is educative

B. Teaching through inquiry--variously called the discdvery,,me thod,

inquiry method, self-directed learning or problem-solvin'4Iearning

(pi. 74-77) '

1.. Jerome Bruner
a. Difference between expository and hypothetical 16arning

(1) .Expository: dedisions'principally determined by' the

teacher .

(2) Hypothetical: Teacher and-student in more cooperative

position,
.

.2. Postman and Weingartner: observable behaviors in teaching using

inquiry method
a. Teacher rarely tells st ents what he thinks they, should know

.

I

b. Questioning is the basi mode of discourse

c. Does not accept a singl statemexitas an answer-to a question

d. Encourages student -stun nt interaction; avoids acting as a

mediator or judge

,



,77

e e. Rarely 'summarizes 'student positions

f.- Lessons develop from responSes of students
g. Each lesson poses a.prob3Ato students
h. Success measured in termi of student behavioral changes

3. Cruchfield--four sets of skills involved in productive thinking
(pc). 78-79)

a. Skills of problem discovery and formulation
b. Skill in organiziing;and processing problem inforuation

Skill in,j,deeogeneration,
d. Skill in idea evaluation

*e. "The notion that the development of skills of inqui'ry should
be a primary goal of"yout education is the cornerstone Of
the concept of educatioh as a"lifelohg process (p. 79)."

C. Teaching t' ough modeling (pp. 79-82) ;

1. Al Bandusa: Social learning--teadheri,s basic technique is
role modeling

2., Sandura's teaching considerations'.
a. Selection of nell-dpfined objectives an 'essential ascedt of

any self-directed prograeof change
Contractual agreements used ici'proinote self-Jdontrolling
kehaviors

c. Objective'records of behavioral change used as an additional
source ofireinfordement

d. Frequency of engagement in'activities. can be regulated by
altering seimUlus conditions

e, , Work ;toward'progressive narrowing of stimulus control over
.

oenavior
. f.' Increases in desired behavior attempted gradually

D. Cfnge theory (pp. -82-88)...

I Concerned with-influeciding.the educative quality of total
environments

2. Characteristics of an educative environment
a. RespecE for personality
b. Participation,in decision making
c. Freedom of expression
d. Mutuality of responsibility .

3. =%Concerned with the planning of change and humah'relations
training and the ethics of change agentr2

4. Useof groups as insttuments of "individual and organizational
`change

E.

.

arilogical'psyphOlogy: 'concerned'with effects of environmental
' -.settings on humnn behavior anct

settings (p..89)
Constructing a th'eory of b'efilvior

.
-

%1 % I \ . k

Oft ../
. Knowles, Merldolm., "Applying Theoties of Learning.and.Teaching tolitman .

', Resources Deyelopment)" pp.:92--124. Chapter 5 In The Adillt Learner:,
` A Neglected Sped-Les. Houston; Cu),fs'Publishing.004 1973: . -'

..".
"

r
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Z. Considerations in selecting a theory
A. .QtAtions to ask

1. How.does a proposed theory fit one's Organizational Manageme nt.
policy (p. 93)

2. How,congruent is theory wi th.organization's long range goals
94).

B. "Different theories of learning and teaching might be appropriate for
different kinds of learning'-(p. 99.)."

C. Also'must see-theory within a larger theory of'humarelastions
development (p. 100)

D. Eclecticism--iisks ending up With a hod'gepodge which fails'to increase
objectivity and leads nowhereAp. 101)

An an dragogicar model of human relations development (pp. 102-10)
A. Is a process model rather than, content model
B. Teacher responsibilities

1. Establish climate'condusive to learning
2. Create a mechanism for'mutual planning
3. Diagnose learning needs
4. FormUlate program objectiyes to satisfy needs
5. Design a pattern of learning experiences
6. Conduct learning experiences
7.''-Evaluate learning outcomes; reaS4ess learning needs

C. Establish'a condusive learning climate eL

1. Prbvide for physical comforts
2. Make a rich source of research materials' readily available
3. Human and interpersonal climate

a. Reinforce desired behdiriors

b. 'Importance of a psychological climate of orderliness
c. Respect for individual and cultural differences'
d. Control of anxiety levels--safe, caring environment

4. Organizational climate
a. Policy framework for human relations development
b. Effect ofmenagementRbilosophy on program
c. Organizational structure
d. Reward system -

5. Climate setting the most important component of K nowles' androgog-
ical model because if'the climate is not condusive to.learning,
then all otherelements in the process are jeopardized

D. Creating a mechanism fOr mutual planning--learner should be actively,
involved in this process

t,t

-' -.

III. diaghosinglearning needs (pp. 110-16) ,

.. .
.

A. 'Need a-Modelcan be constructed from data on the individual, the.

ry

organization, and society .

. ...
-

B. The androgogical model assumet'a high degree of responsibility on the
.

part of adults; however, for the most part, adults have not yet learned
to:be-self-directing inquirers--have been conditioned to be dependent
on teachers,--because,of this might structure,some preparory learning-, \

to:tearnActivities_ : . ,....
. .

.

\
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C. Quality of fjacaty resources the 4ucial fabtor in program operation

D. Evaluating the programDonafd Kirkpatrick's method , 0,

.
1. Reaction evaluationr .solicitirig participant reactions while

activity. is taking place
/ a

.

,2. Learning evaluation -- pretest and postest to measure learning

3. Behavior evaluation -- actual changes_in learner behaVlor

4. ResUlts evaluation -- effects on turnoer,Cdsts,'efficienCy; .

--- tardiness . .0"

5. Rediagnosis of leerningneedswill hilp learning,become an
,

ongoingr process

. 6% Use control grbups whenever possible
.

Knowles', Maicolm. "Tbward'.a Model of Lifelong Education,'; pg. 16Q-164.

-Appendix D ip The Adult Learner: A. Neglected Species. .Houston: Gulf

Publishing Co., 1973.
fr'

,
r

. ,

I: Introduction (pp:' 160 -61} .

A. Until first Taarter of the twentieth century, the tithe span needed for
major cultural changes was longer than the life,span of individuals;
therefore it was appropriate to define education as-a process of trans-'
mittal of what known. .

s
. - ,

. .

B. , Now the'.time'span for change is much shorter than the individual-lge
span; therefore education must ptepate individuals for anovelty of
conditions , -.7.

.'1. Role of teacher must shift from transmitter of.information to
,facilitator'of self-directed inquiry

- , .

. .

,
..

2.-.Unfortunately; schools stilliory and large remain'tied tOthe-trans-
, .. .-

mittal function ,. ,
' ..___

1 iI. Competency development-for'life roles (pp. 161-64) '

.

A. Assumptions ,
).

-. . 3A ' ._

`: 1. Purpose of education-is-the development ofcOmpeteacieS, to meet
various fife roles--need a taxonomy of these roles

. 1 2, - Prithary purpose of.schooling is to aid children In Ieaftling the .

,

skills' learning
.

, -'-'
- .,

.
_

S. The organized eauCa4onal ourricurim will most effectively achieve
the.ob..jic4ves of schooling if..organized in a 4;iralingeeries of,

.

learning projects : ,

.

,.

,B. -Will be no -such- thing as graduation; no such thing' -as adult education;
.

_
will-only be life10,ng_learning c

. . -
1 .

Kreitow, Burton W. u-Research and Theory," pp. 137-49. Chapter-9 in Handbook -

of Adult Education edited,by Robert M. Smith, George F..Ader, and J.R.

' Kidd. New Yorkr-vMr4cmillan Co!,, 197p. .
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Graduate programs ill adult educatpn expanded in the 1960's as a result of
popular demand for adult education in order to deal.with social problems--

"research took, root as an adjunct,to the graduate programs.

Where we are (pp.' 139-43)
1. Zositive.developments

a, National Opinion Research Center study: important
tione data, and research

_
b. Bruner and Associates Study:- overview of what has

be done
c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

.10'

data about motive- -

been and needs. to

. . . .

proposesBurton Kreitlow:, relates adult -education to oiher areas and p.
priority areas in researCh in adult education
Harry Miller study: developing a conceptual framework for the examina-
tion of motivation and,,participation , --. -,.
Ad Hoc Committee for the Study of Research in Adult Education

-,

-%
Research Committee de.the'AEA: seekingto focus greater attention ,

on research
.

Evan R. Keisler0ComMittee on Learning'and'Educational ProCess o'f
the Social scieFbe Research Council: prepared a study,of adult
educational research

h. New research arrangements in the U,S. Office of Education
2. Categories fcp research application

a.. -Adult as am individual and a learner
b. Adults,responpive,to social-cultural phenomena,
c. Adult education enterprise

.

How field reached its present research status (pp. 143-45)
, ,.

1. , 95% of all doctorates in adult education are still employed in adult
' education or related fields '

2.,, Changing social atmosphere'

3. 'Annual upward sai'ial of research seems to parallel the expansion Hof
.

_graduate programs
.

.

. t ,

4.: Federal government and foundation's havg teased along university research
.

4 ,
., 4414 1

,9_

New ideas about adult learning (pp: 145,-471 /
. -

.
. )

1., socialization over the ,lifespan.is of great concern to adult educators
2, "Research into, the nature of adult'learning has only recently provided

. 4 base for making operational judgments (-p, 145).1: .

3. Adult instruction should be adjusted to'ihat has become known'aSout
adult experiences

'
"'

Miller,'Harry Gs andRobert L: Buser, Developing the Individual in the Adult,
Classroom._ Carbondale, 'College'of EducatiOn, Southern Illinois
University: 197.2, cl.DJT: ERIC: ED 070 961.

.. , .

.. .

Developed a self-instruetionarprogram (p., preface)
1. Students asked to work individually and ih grouRi -

2. Group size:, recoimended 8-15
. ,

3. Directions accompany each activity

t

t
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'4. Program (#vided into four majorsections
a. Role,bf'adult education

- b.. 'Techniques' for building a positive'self-image

c, Self-application Of.techniques -

d. Behavioral adjustment
5. Instrument takes one hour to complete

SectiOn.Irole of aLt education (p. 1-3)
1.. Summary statement, regarding rapid technological advancement, job

81

^

Nobsolence,end. need for adult educatibn , .

2. .Set Of'10 statements which students are to indicate whether they are

, valid, partially valid or invalid- -e.g., the primary purpose of adult
education is gainful employment..,

3. Discuss responses and reach a group consensus on eadh ,item

-Section II-- techniques for building a.positive self -image (p. 4-6)
-1. ,0pening discussion ol!'

'' How modivation affects learning
b. How to .build a pOsitive self-image-T.-use

(1) Positive comments
(2). Comments which recognize and acknowledge but do not reward
(3) Directions provide clarifying, definitions of-each of the three

'types ,of comments
/-

2. Series of teacher' responses presented and students must decide which of
the.three types of comments they are

3. Group discusrs-individual responses and reaches group concensug

Section IIIself-application'of
1. Ecamples of possible stude
,2. Students asked to provide

responses

techniques .(p. 47-8)

t claSsr6om statements given
sponses using the three'Xypes of positive .//

3.- Group comes-Logetyler( coMpares types of responses selected

Section IV-'-lpeha.abr adjustment (p. 9)

. .1. Lit....three or more phisical or verbal be viors that student' would like

to change 4 ,

2. As a iro.515 ddentify,the three behaviors listed most.frequently and disu-
't cuss poSsible sbletions

:
e 1

.

1, John A. Communications with tht So-Called Disadvantaged - -Can We Find a

Common Ground? 1972. 12pp. ERIC: ED 069 747.

Prefers the term ' "culturally different" over disadvantaged Atcause the tter
.

,has_adquired pejoratiVe-connotationdexplains that in the North Ameri an
culture, e6ulturally'diffreA" has -its traditional meaning df referri to

groups. of'people who share .distinctive dekign's for. living (p. 1) . '
_

-'

,

. 4
. t ,

'concerned' with rural poor and urban poor cp.

Focused did colomunify problems with the culturally different (p. 2) .,
I
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Defined "communication" as the proceSs'involving ate exchange of meaning between
the sender (,Encoder) of a message and t ],receiver (Decoder)7-includes verbal
and nonLverbal transmisiOnS4k. 2).

0

Bases for .differing perceptions of reality cause impedements to communication
sroCesses--e.g.,-different'value systems and attitudes springing from social,
economic, and other fordes,operating in the environment. Other impedements
include differences in language and,the extreme differences between the "hard
core poor" and those trying to communicate with them (p..4).

Implications of communication problems for adult educators planning programs
for culturally different people .

1. must realize his own background and training are likely to give him
different perceptions of reality than -those of the adult'aearner--to_
avoid this, is essential to involIe the target groups fully'in the
prograM planning process.'

2. Must respect and understand tie language of subgroups. ,

3. Shbuld probably plan not, to make head-on co tact with the groups rather
ought to seek out "sophisticated and knowle eable insiders to assist
him (ID, 8) ."

,4. Should have empathy with the students, ". . .4 uding patience with
theirfears and a sincere regard for their value systems acid modes of
communication (p. 8). °

5. Must be aware of learner sensitivity to nOn-verbal clues jp.
'0

Marcus, Edward E. "Introduction," pp
Image of the Older -Aged Learner by
papers. ,February 14, 13, 75 pp.

In Factors Affecting the self
Edward E. Marcus \Collection of fOur
ERIC: ED 070 '9&7X

* "Older-aged rsoh do not constitute a large segment of people enrolled
in, adult education course offerings, and there is no evidence that they are
Clamoring to get into them. Nevertheless, reason does exist for belief that
the field will serve a somewhat larger number of persons in years to come (p. 1)."

,Seems to be a reasonable hypothesis that general differences with respedt to
learninmexist,between early and later maturity because

1, '."Society determines that later adulthood is, like adolescence a
specifically identifiable period of human life."

4 2. yocial change and demands of the presept era regu,ire that spedial stress
.. be placed'on the education of this age-group."

3. "Older persons probably have distinct type-Of _learning difficulties)."
A. "Motivation for formal learning undoubtedly undergoes considerable

change during the life cycle- (p. /) ."

Argues that 4The mos important aspect.r of the older-aged learner for the
x: ,

eduCator is his; concert o imself, whl.ch...is likely to have been 'phanged' by

the experience of coming,to be regarded a 'old' with all the invidious
concomitants of that idea in or cultur (p. 3)."

C.) ogi
ti
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Marcus, 'Edward E, "'The' Educational,

pp. 19 -34.. In Fadtors Affecting

by Edward E. Marcus. Collection

: 75'pp. 'ERIC: ED 070 957.

"gore than 70% of those Who are 65 Aars of age and oIde'r have had no

gore than an eighth-grade education. Manyhave had much less, Seven per cent

have had no schooling at ell, and,a
illiterates, constituting a third of,

(p. 2,0 )11"

Quotes Ecklund: "Though retired fxom his job, the healthy older
retires from an intimate, uniquely.human:trait with which he has
a continued search for meaning and purpofefulnest,in'his life (p.

-
83

Plight of Today'6.Elderly," 1972,1

the Sekf Image of thg Older-Aged Learner,

of four!papeh. `February 14, 1973.

ut a fifth are considered functional'
he nation's population so classified

person never.

been blested,
23)."

rangeReitterates McClusky's summary oflong- range goals of education for older

people:
1. Growth in-fulfillment of life-time potential. .

. DeVelopment of abilities uniquely avaiiable'in the later yeart:
.

3. Facilitating the service of the old as model's for emulation and guidance

of oncoming generations..
.

4. Acceptance by all'of the tekrabilitY, legitimacy, and feasibility of

these goals. '

5. Promoting continued opportUnity in.life-long learning. .

6. P'tclVisionof specialized programs to meet the particular needs of the.
1,.

old. .-,
.

7. Delivery of educational programs to those who-are non-participating
and_isalated_from,.the,Mainstreamof community seryices (p. 20-- -i'.

,deWolfe, Virgin and Patricia W.Lunneborg. biscript'ive Information on Over-

35 Undergra3Cia 1e Students. University d:Wshington,Seattlei ,Bureau of

Testing. Dede r, 1972. 17 pp. ERIC: ED 072 745.

. 1

Report summarizes info tion.about the 100.women and 53 men over 35 years of

agd who entered the University of Washington as undergraduates between Spring

1970 and Autumn, 1971. Information gathered through a biograPhic study

completed at the same,time.as the' Washington pre - College Test .(abstract).,

. . . ,

High school background and early family life
. J I

- ,l. The majority were high school graduates--with all women being graduates

-and eight men saying they got high school'equivalencies.,
.

."-"',

2. High school GPA: Women quite superior to pen -

Women ; Men

Below 2.0 40%

Above 3.0 . . ...... 28.5%

3. Participated in two.:,,Cr more high school activities

Men 3042%

Women 47 0%

'4. Men and. women had similar family backgrounds (p. 1).

4

r,e
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General profile
1. Average age: Men--42; women--43
2. Veterans:, Men=-79%,; women- 3%
j., Financing edUcation no problem to 41% of the sample; little significant

difference_hetween men and -women
4.: 99% said their health was good to average
5: Only four in. the Sample had had no college experience prior to the test

date. Such experience was gained at flour -year colleges for 55.8% of
the men and 37:1% of thetwomen

6.. Three-fcurths of the sample were juniors at test tine

7. Most cited non-vocational reasons for'coming'to co],lege; most often

84

, cited reasons were'
a. Improve Self intellectually and personally

Women--51.,0%; men--37.7%

b. 'To provide "insurance" in case need arises to support family ,

Women - -35 %; men 11.3%

8. The majority of students were married or remarried
9. Source of income for education - -While women were more depehdent on their

.spouse for support, men were supported by full -time employment or
savings or the G.I. Bill

10. Paiticipation in community activities since high school
-Men--68%;women-,=89% (pp. 4-9).

11. 6 % of female,students had htisbands,with a college or post graduate
degree; and 86% of the husbands had at least some college; while-only
31% of the 1.7ixes had a college degree and 63.33 of the wives had some

collIgge wbrk.

12: FeinaPes-averaged more children (3) whereas 2.5 average for males (p. 9).

t-
, .

Academic profile
1. Majors

Men
Business-'37.7%
Humanities-26.$%
Social.science711746 li"

2. In good adacemic anding at
Women-86%; men-3

3. University of Wadhington GPA

Women
Humanities-39.0%
Pre-:major-21.0%
Social Science-:-17.0%

the 'University of.Washington

Men Women

Below .0 . 36.5% 28.0%

Above 3.0
4. Over'50% of each sex expected

women-34%
5. Expected length of time to teceivedegree

Men

27.0% ' 43.8%
to go.beyond the B.A. degree:

4
One year or less . . , . . 39%

e
73%Two years

' three years 86%

;'

Women. '

13%
$

54%
83%
*

Men- -69 %;,

e'

4;*



MINORITY GROUP EDUCATION

Berry, Jane and Rosalind K. Ldring. "Continuing Education for Women," pp-.
499 -511. Chapter 30 in Handbook of Adult Education edited by Robert M.
Smith, George.F. der, and J.R. Kidd. New York: Macmillan,CO., 1970.

Programs for Women have more than doubled in size and number during the past
decade (p. 499

Sociological and bultural factors relevant to programming.for .women (pp. 499- )
5007-

1. Women's roles have chaAged dramatically during.the past decade
2: -Discontinuity of women's lives is apparent in their educational patterns
3. Educational attainment of women prior to marriage and child rearing

,higher than that of women of previous generations
4. Many women now co?vinced of the overwhelming value,of :education
5. Appropriate timing and location of programs necessary to accomodate

diverse family patterns and varied schedulei of women
6. Labor demands and shortages have'led to some financial support Sf, adult

educatiOn:for women
7. Almost every family desirei a higher standard of living
8. Technological improVements have, radically affected housekeeping
9. Indreased emphasis on education for leisure

10. Women becoming increasingly concerned about themselves as individuals

, .

Program goals (pp. 500-01) , .
- .

1. Have tended to be broad and unfocused

,..2. Major emphases have been on '
.

a. Training or,retrainipg in specific vocational and educational areas
b. Personal enrichment .-

.

... c. Improvilgcommunity leadeTship abilities ..
..

d: Promoting better understanding of self al4d fam ily '. . .'
.

'e. Improvement/development orwork and/or homemaking skills' :
c

f. 'Para-professidilal training
-.....

. . *

:Patterns of sponsorhip (pp. 501-02)
. .

. - 1. Continuing education programs sponsored by special divisions or ztension
,divisions, colleges ,,,, .-

I,'

2. Jpint community sponsoredprograms f9r women broad and specific
.

4
3. A few private, commercial programs .

.

. ,

I
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Program development (pp. 503-06)
.

1. Need to locate competent personnel to staff programs

2. Women seem to prefer concentrated periods of .time to be scheduled for

classes ,

,

3. Credit courses have played a relative small role, but Change is being

, encouraged in this area

4.. Need a wide"range of sup rtative-services .

41;

a. Counseling ,

. 1 b. Scholarship funds

'c. ConsUftative services
.,

.

. 5. Sufficient funding for
.

.programs usually,nonexistent

Clientele slid promotion (pp. 506-07)
,..

1. Number of women in programs is increasing all over the, country ,

2. Women eend.to enroll on 'the recommen.Astioh of former.participants

Resources (pp. 507-,09)

' 1. ,Aslistance often'requresed from
LabOift--provide printed materials

special projects

86

the Women's Bureau, 'U.S. Departmehtof

, speakers, continuing information, ".

.

,

2. State Advisory Commissions on the Status of,Women

.3,--Women's Organizations
..

4. Self-help groups

5. :Local,libraries '

,

.

Further needs (pp. 509-510) , ,
, . .

, '

_I- ,Being able to employ a counselor for'women On the continuing
education

staff of _colleges

2. More extensiit ecaluation of. on -going prOgiltis-.'

.3. Careful examination of the researchers; qualifications

4. Maintenance of better 'records , , .

More certification-type programs
.,:.

.1.
0%

A. LosaI information clearinghouges .

. .

4. No
---,:(----:--

7. More educat_ional.opport.unities
for women seeking high lEko.cupatiOnal

." fevels. ,
. I %

8. More InformatOn concerning the effectiveness of University extension
r I

".' programs k . .

4
Byes.; Dr,, Wil

pis. 6-7.

-.26-.30, 197

March 28,

a
i

.

lidm. 5Sociologica3i Impacts of Education on Adult Minorities,'

In Adult Rart-Time Students; Individuals In,Higher .Education If:

I. Hirsch, 10FOceedings ofan'APGA Convention $/orkshop, March

2. Washington,'D.C.: American OollegePersohnel Association,-
4 ,

197. 55 pp. ERIC: ED. 070 981. ,=,. .

. ,

, .

.. "The exposure to higher educatiQnS1 opportunities.tor adultinoriti.

'($lack, Chicano, Native
,A,merican)-eften gives them a greater:awareness,and.

.
.put:sA.hem'intopdsitiorr to reap the benefits of-the following -institutions:

-
,

1. Economics, -, .3. Housing
'

..2. ..2. Politics . T ,
4 t 4. EdUcation (p. 6)."

_ - .

cs 1 . X

Tfie-fOuxissues are intricately rtlated.:'',
.

-.

- , : '..,

a

ft.
4

IC

p
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Economics: ". .

getting.iny,olved

" Which determines

L.

ti

87

, .

. economi:os is the chief motivating:agent for minorities
in education at the adult level (bec'ause),It is economics

our political structure- (p. 6).."

`.3
.'. . .

. .

Politics. Adultieducatiori should work toward. unlocking Minorities' minds, tp_
'the extAat that they:'can easily tee that the political structure of this '

nation Kasmore influence on them than all other institutions combined _(p. 6) -
1 , .

. . .-. . .

,... .

.
Housing: Att.has been proven-that our neighborhood deteriihes the type of

scholols that our'kidsare.e)cposed to. 'ThiSissue of schools is pne rdhich

..

adultlmtrit4es Must, be highly concerned with if their rposure to higher.
_education will-reallx mewl sdmething to, them (ip., 7)-" .

- . ..

Davis,,.Earl E., Warren A.-FrenCh, and Rudolph L. Kagerer. "Training Black

Entreprentiers," Adult Leaderst4p, 22,(March, 1974), 304-309.
V

*

. ,

Efforts to assist tusinessmen (p. 304-305) . ) .

.. .1. Pre-busitiess traihing programstrained in skills and assisted in
.starting a.businesg .

. .
.

2. Post- business operationsconsult'ation available for minorities to
overcome their Problems; nbst Programshave been of this type

.3. 'Article focused on'thetraining pltase7-joint effort between the College
'of.Business, University of GeOrgia in participation with the Athens
Model Cities program to develop a pre ,business training program for '

-

Trairialg_stages-(in-pfbiosai)--(p: 305)
1,E:4"t"Troral philosophy o'f.flexibility and a focus o spedifics,

ttage
a- Pteparation--selection of a bus/mss opportunity and-planning for it

b. "Formk instruction -

. (1) Achievement training r
(2) .Training in-business.management
(3),.'ltaini,ng methods

(a) Modtilar units--e.g:, accounting, marketing

(b) Use of .self-instruction, particularly programmed, tests

(e) Prtdom&ant instruction -- small groups and in one-to one

tutoring ,i.
.

(d) .,Problem oriented instructiOn7using seminars and workshops
(e) :Emphasis on inforial training -- retreats, case studies,

' ' business games .
-

3., Use on the job instruction
4. -Fc9.1oty-up,;iaining .

k
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,

..PriPpsal implementation and evaltration (p. 305-08) ,

1:'-Began in June, 1971 with 16 participants; only 5 trainees completed the
program with only one successful in business -

2. PropOsal fer implementing formal instruction' stage 4

a. Proviae paq,ic4ants with an 'understanding of the small business
environment/ .

-..a. .. .

b. T2ain participants. in the use 6f stall business tool's ,

(1) Accounting curriculum .

,

(2) Management curriculum . , 1

,(3) Marketing curriculum
. 1

3. Degree to Which the our training stages met expectations
a. Preparation stage -- included assistance in businessidanning-=major

problem was the inability-or-UriWillingness of graduate assistants to
perform required tasks adequately ,,

b. Formal instruction methods -times when the fbremat seeme4 to work in
6pposition to the philosophical guidelines of fie*ibility and meeting;
4_

, individual reeds .

(15 Modular units -- modular blocks of,20 hours to be assigned in
. three study areSb; did permit flexibility in scheduling but
.

sometimes at the.cost of sacrificing adedluate coverage or
integral 'flow of subject matter '

4
(2) Self-insttuctiondifficult to find suitaple books for the

students in the program as'most books focused oh abstractions
rather than principles--use of thil.method proved unsatisfactory

(3) . Small groupsvery positive results but extremely demandingiOn
instructor's time

t

t (4) Problem oriented, essions--\,tudent reaCtibn to this section.
.very positive; problem in keepeg Students attention whose
problems were not being discussed at a particular tine

, .

,.-(5) Informal training - '-used
.

,

-(6) Retreatdeemed impossible becaus9 of time constraints
0

A i

(75 Case;studiesused only in management training ..4
..

.

c. On-the job training -- internship program was not implemented because
of financial and time constraints -- should not have been, neglected'

0
.. d. Followup training-'-failed largely, because of disorgal4zation

. 1

Prograth assessment (p: 308) . , - , f 1

1, Goalattainthent in training-.7problem o'f evaluating instructional
effectiveness'compounded by failure to determine initial compentenci,'

s .' levelg and of defining the total system within which the new business-,

menwoula operate: ' , , 1 , .

,.

2. Faculty program assessment: . . .'

p...elfusinegs success would demand more commitment-ot the trainee's time
. ,

b. 'SdPoess'requirep motivation, understanding of functional business
.4 aspect's, pbtentiapyprofitable undertaking, strong financial

. backing==Majority of participants deficient in at least two criteria

"c. Achievement of functional use of business tools -- success indetermin-
,

ate; trainees.tended to fear numerical calculatiohs . .

d. Only one participant entered business and the 'follow -up guidance'

not gdod, for him, ,;

,

.0
. .

/-
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,Participant's assessment (p. 308-09) t

.

a. 'Several thought' they would glt a stipend while in program
, b. Felt training portion should not have - existed in a vacuum -

c. 'Were,notcritical'of the formal training .

Sumthary and donclusiohs 4),-*30).
1.' he priiary'community.goal of training and placing businessmen; was not

.

. ,

fulfilled by the program , .
.

2. Thedevelobmentof a pre-business curriculum for mihority groups cogid-,
not be evaluated "

3, Progranisucoanted because of lack of managerial expertise and %financial ,

. resources- -the same reasons that most business fail

..

. ,. s

.Nesbitt, Charles. "Designing Relevant Programs forlUrbag Blatk Adults,"
..0

, Adult LeadersHiP;.22 (January, 1974), 249-52. --.\
, ,.

: .'
.

. ..

Introduction (p. 244) .
P

A

1. Specific emphasis must be placed on the development of programs for
adult lea'ners `

i

.

2. Are the professionally trained people equiped to provide relevant
programs in 'Black, urban America?,

,3. Adult educators'and,agencles.need to establish a set of criteria for
d4veloping ABE prOgrams for Black urban adults

ABE program characteristics (p.'249)- ;. :

-.

1. The designed programs are biSed ton middleclass American concepts of .-

education . .

2. Too many ABE programs hod up"Mhite, middle-clags valuepto the Blacks
as reasons why they should succeed .in their educational endeavor

3. ABE programs should be individually designed fot the clientele they are
to serve - e prospective adultIlearneemust 'be included in,every -phase

. of progra6 p nning and' evaluation ,
"

P . .

Author conducted study to learn from three groups-Of experts their consensus
about he'structure of.A13E programs'for"Black urban America (p. 250 - )51)

1. Expertsl(nine total)
a. -Group Ar-Black urban ABE participants

%

.
-b. Group R--Black'profesgional people from local, state, and national .

levels of government , -

c. Group g-profetsional adult educators drawn from the °Omission of. ..

the P fessors-$f Adutl'Education :
i 2. Result .

,. r 3
..

,

a. Blacks defined as functional illiterates reason as well as the so-
,

called educated ' . .- ' .,
. .. . .

b. Most needed criteria 'for thedeveloppient of relevant ABrprograqs
- , (1) Curriculum must.'refleetthw.education and age levels of the

. geotgrap4ic a;ea-invOlved 4

- .,, - ..
.

, -
(2)4' Course of study should.provide emEloyment skirls'
(3) Existing values of the,community must be considered

60 t.
6

. . .., ,

.

. .

N
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(4) Personal, esteem must be-built through adequate rewards and-

s,

,reinforcement
(5)' Realistic recruitment must be continuous using participants',

as recruiters
(6) Multiple, modern learning' facilities should be built
(7) Teacher trainingto fostersincere concern for.Black ABE students
(8) Structured verbal. techniques developed to enable,adults to

teack each other
(9) Staff should be Black

'(10) Participants part'of program from inception to evaluation

(11) Differential staffing a must: grofessional to volunteer-'
(12) Planning should be on ,an inter - dependent basig with existing

RBE agencies

".
t.... A.

.

.
6

.

7
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"..e. THE ELDERLY''

. .

,
Marcus,,Edward,E. '"Educational Interests of the'Elderly as Motives to Seek

Out Organized Instruction," June 8, 1972,'po. 57-74. In Factors'Affecting

the Self Image of,the Older-Aqed,Iearner, by Edward E. Marcus. Collecti.ion

of four tapers. FabrOary 14, 1973. 75 pp. EPIC** ED WO 957s ,

AVPrOblemwith th,e;teim-"Interesfs:" HistoriCally, the term "interests" has

c4een'used fo refer to
1. Some aspect of all forms of motivation.
2.. Special' forms of motivation.'

-3. The place Of interests in persdnality and ego-structure.
'Crites listed six 'theories about interests:.

1. it at they are learned.
-0

' 2. That theTare.40ustment modes.
.

' 3. That th4y are ah aspect o personality.

4. That they are an exprdssionsof the self-concept.
.5. That they are motivds. - ---. .

.

6. Tfiat they are multiply- determined (p. 60)."

. .
"Many atthbrities appear to feel that the transition from middleage to

lo- called retirement years brings a shift from inte_ retts of an ins ental

typetcthpse that are more expressivein ture. But an interes hat impels

tnle to se-ek to acquire education as a mean4 to fulfill the interes has an

instrumental thrust (p. 61)." . - 5
,

.- .

p."There ,is little evidence bhat any significant number of older persons
. . .

-
i15 impelled tetseek out education. . ". . Yet, a major current.-emphasis n.

social gerontology is upon education (p. 61)." " .
- - '

:: .-
.

- . .
. '-

,

.,
.

,
"Studies of the vocational'and leisure-time interests' of adults coo not:-,y

? throw much light on their educational interests.'. . . Si .larly,'a recalled'

interest igan unsatisfactory 'indicator of educatibhal in rest.: That is most

- , unfortunate, since practically the only,empirical,stndies of the-interests of

the el'derly relate to their usqof leisure time (p."61).." se
'-

Found few studies, al clf which were less thansatisfaciory on the educational
. !

.
1 ,

r.

.interests of the old as -entristed with .claimg of edUCators concerning what

older people "need" (p.,,63).. . 1P '
,_

40-

, .
.

: -
, ;

.-

Questions ethez any study of-interests operationally. defined 'as "a response

of liking" ld convtry.any iAformation beyon&what,people_Say 'hey like ,or

dislike. "If -the concept of interests'has,not been th-orciughly'though't thpugh

s

s
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empirical infestrgatiop of the subject probably would reveallittle about,
effective motivation (p. 67)."

'probably all practioners of adult education proceed . . to obtain
information about the interests of. adults by asking the individual. I have no
objectiOn.to thatt surely Only the individual knows best what motivates him.
But the persons who come withinreach of adult educational institutions, Vho
get their interests counted, are a select group: they are -already impelled to
seek out education .(p. 69)."

Studies of free time_ availability and changing time perspectives also can be
applicable for planners of adult education (p.- 70).

.

-Notes that Havinghurse.and Feigenbaum have concluded. that ". personality
.more than situation, determines leisure style. Successful leisure patterns
:tend to be autonomous, creative, instrumental, vital, and egdPintegratiVe,
whether community centered or home centered (p. 72)."

Morkert, Carpenter E. "Pre-retirement Education: A Community Responsibility,"
Adult Leadership, -22 (January, 1974), 233-35.

Some effects of early retirement talk (p. 233)
1. Many middle-aged individuals feel increased, stress When their organiza-.,

'tions begin becoming involved in pre-retirement planning
2. Retirement talk can be physically painful to many people

Univer$ity of Oregon study--found 9 out of 10 who retired early Would
do so again

4. Toner: "Any-signs of overzealousness in 'talking-up' a pre-retirement
education program may.just as likely be i nterpreted-as 'talking-down'
or demeaning the employee''S-worth (p. 233) ."

5. Many people. want to work; besides few pension'plans.provide .sufficient
income

_Confused "Progress (p.-234-35)

1. Often the idea that progress meant change becomes twisted with.the per-
_ ' ception that.chapge means PrOgress
2. "Middle age is especially Vulnerable td the vicissitudes ofthe labor
Market (p% 234)."

3.. "What was generally considered to, be a well - intentioned interest by
organizations4in educating employees for retirement (and may still be)
is now becomi4g vaguely suspect (p. 243)."

,.. .
.

Int6 ommilnity hands,(p: 235) ,
,

1. There has'. been evidence that the community college is the rightful place
..

, for pre-retirement programs.' -:

. '2. Author's study of a program7in -Iowa City revealed-that attAndees pre-
,

fered night classes-'away from their-,places of employment.
3. Courses have,coyered psychology of retirement, health, nutrition, housing;

'in'Vestindfor retirement, estate planning, 'and money management

. 0- , , . 0

t.
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4. When an organization develops s-pre-retiietent programs, a delicate balance

in 'cpmmuilication arises

5. "Paternalistic pressures in urging, early good-byes seem to increase as

one getscloser to the end of his career journey. And when a 50-year-old

is identified for retirement education, the gesture takes on a special

meeting . . (p. 235)."

6. -Recommends"
a. Company sponsored pre-retirgmentprograqs negotiated w ith the

community colleges
' b. Use of older adult Counselors in community colleges to assist

cofapanys in devising such plans

I,

it

.
,

Scott, Frances G. "Innovative Educational Opportunities for the
Adult Leadership, 22 (April, 1974), 337-43.

'

Report- prepared for the Annual Conference of the AEA of the USA-,

Aging--discusses programs at the University of Oregon

Elderly,'"

4

Section on

Recommendation! "For older perspns to participate in educational prOgramS,
agencies, organizations,'and government must provide incentives: These incen-
tives should be aimed at eliminating specific barriers to the availability
and accessibility of educational services for older persons including trans-

portition, free attendance, subsistence, auditing privileges, relaxecUadmIssion
requirements,flexibfe hours, convenient locations, subsidiessto sponsors,
removal of legal barriers (p. 337)."

The olde i'adult as "Teacher7Learner" (p.,337-42) _

.1. View senior citizen not as learner-but teacher--enable University:
Students to have a close interpergonal relationship with a normal-,,

-elderly person who was not a relative
7

2. Positie approach because
a. Asking the olderpersori to Campus CO learn someth ing iMpliek that

there is something he needs to,learn*

b. Role of Student often difficult for`v4deriy'people te. integrate .

into their self- concepts

3. Examples of learning'sktuations'u sing senio/ expertise

a. Psychology of aging seminar
(1) Class meets off-campus to make it easier on the elderly ,

consultants ,

0.

(2) Every student paired-with an elderly consultant for the,semester
(3y- The experience evaluated very positively by students and the .

elderly
b. Education for retirement years--summer worfcshpt

(1) -Purposes=-teach uniiiersitistudents

(a) Some ener

(b) Increa e
for th

(c) Provide

1 gerontology
,

areness and ability to-useliommunitytserViCes
-

ucation of the elderly
model of a post - retirement planning program



(2) Senior citizens involved in.the progvail as .cOnsultants, panel

Members, demonstratiOn groups

(3) Have learner that "The-best wv%to interest mature and senior
adults in learningA.s.to present'a service which has helped

their friends... r. . If your program is successful, it will

. -7 become popular jp. 340)."
(4) Are hoping to expand this program into an In-service,progrmm

for all University of Oregon classified staff over 60
Field plaspment experiences
(1) For university students
(2) Examples--working in a cooperative food market, senior citizen'

centers, working at a locil.tavern where senior citizens
'gather

ExpansiOn of higher education programs for the elderly (p. 343-43)
1. Useful incipres

a. -"Ask the snior to PerformAin a'role which he finds_acceptable
343)."(

b. "Do not imply that the senior.§hould doh further skills or,oughtto
allievate skill. deficits 'Or should be interested_ in new learning,.

,c. "Put control of' participation in the teaching-learni g situation,

in the hands of the elder. (p. 343)."
i''''

d. "The best way to interest.mature and senior adults in learning is

to present An educational service which helped 4y,,leirAriends

(p. 34)."
e. "Establish a strup4red method for insuring Xhat.senior''scholars

and university youth meet each other in situations that Will.enhanoe

their joint participation in 'teching-learning (p.,3435-.'. .

2» Are currently planning a mature and senior scholar program at the''
...

Univertity of Oregon . .
..."'"'

,.
. .

O

fr
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

'
,

Liveright, A.A. and John Ohliger. "The International Dimensions" pp. 45-57.
Chapter 3 in Handbook of Adult Education edited by Robert M. Smith, George
F. Ader,,and J.R. Kidd. Neork: Macmillan Co., 1970. -

I. Introduction (pp..45-49)
A. Adult education assuming an increasingly international dimension
B. Factors inhibiting growth:bf international adult education

1. Has been sldw to emerge as a legitimate area of university study
2. Has been developing in so many different ways in different cAnItries

that is difficult to make comparisions
C. In underdeveloped countries, has been used as a major means of elimi

ting illiteracy

D. An international definition (p. 47-48)
1. Potentially acceptable: "Adult education is a process whereby

persons . . . undertake sequential and organizatized activities
with the conscious intention of bring about changeS in information,
'knowledge, understanding or skills-, appreclItion and attitudes; or'
`for the'purpose of identifying and solving personal and community
problems (p. 47)."

2. Adult: is a person who no longer attends school full_time and is
over=n

3. Concept of education permanentelifelong integrated education with
a concept of a planned, integrated educational system

II. International organizations and conferences (pp. 49-53)
A. The growing number of organizations and conferences is the most promis-

ing development on the international scene with UNESCO being perhaps
the most prominant

B. Specialized organizations: the three international labor organizations
have adult educational programs; also the Interriational Conference of

University Adult Educators
C. Re4iona Associations
D. Foreign travel by adult educators both to and from U.S.
E. Promoting international understanding

1. Comparative adult education,coUrses on a graduate level-
2. Internationajl adult educationAmerican foundation support for

adult education overseas-a-e.g., Carnegie Foundation, Peace Corps,

churches

34

ti
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III. Conclusions and recommendations (pp. 54-55) n
, .

A. Programs are not as organized as they should be ,

B. Should expand as the two majoraSsociatione concerned with adult
education -- International Congress of University Adult Education and'

,

the Adult Education. Committee of the World Confederation of-Organiza-
,tions of the Teaching Profesion-

C. Need closer ties between the various regional adult educational organ-
izations around the world

D. More efficiently distribute adult educational 'programs on an inter-
national level

E. Wider national participation in international adult educational
conferences

F. Greater participation of U.S. adult educators in overseas conferences
G. More overseas exchanges
H. Expand the ERIC adult.education research and clearinghouse program

Sheats, June Dow. "AlWays on Sundays," Adult Leadership, 22.(January, 1974),
231-32.

'Article is about an open air school which meets every Sunday in Chapultepec
Park in Mexico City

1. 168 faculty members teach in the school (a. 231)
2. Is an experimental program launched in 1965
3. '42 subjects currently being taught to adults and youth
4. The fee is either zero or three pesos 240..
5. Two-pronged reason for the inception of the school.

a. Educate parents and provide simultaneous studies for the whole
family

b. 'Help women gain homemaking and income-earning skills
6. The teacher-learner role is flexible and interdhangeable
7. %The basic orientation is o nature

Financing and administration (p. 31-32)
1. Sponsored by a'widower o a lawyer, Profesora Abad Guerreto; no out-

side support .

2. Four similar s'Aols lapched in outlying Mexico City and a fifth
1 being planned in Pu 1

3. School is-non-profit a d profit-free
4. 'Government has wanted o lend support, Guerrero says no because

"Bureaucrats in any 1 nd bring bureaucracy and can skew the learning
experience (p. 231)."

. s5. Eschews publicity; r lies on word-Of-mouth

Some Inotivations-(p. 32.3)
. 1. Improves ability t earn a living

2. Self-improvement, .

e

1
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Typical enrollee (p. 232)
1. Acts as a re-entry port for adults who want to continue t eir education
2. Many cannot satisfy educational needs just on Sunday, so enroll in

regular schools

Easing the transition.(p. 232)
1. Classes perform an enculturation function
2. 'Invited families to study and pl together

UNESCO. Adult Education in the Context of Lifelong Learning' Ba i working
"!- 'paper for the Third International Conferenc' on Adult Ed . Paris,: ---

.-France,, July 25- August 71,1972. Paper dated April 28, 1972. 35 pp.
ERIC: ED 068 761. ,

The paper basically reviews the main results of the 1960 Montreal conference.

Adult education is one of the key areas of lifelong earning as an educational
activity ". . . and, by its very nature, is firmly looted in the manifold
realities of life and is essentially concerned wiLerman in his environment;
without claiming it as a sort of panacea for every ill, one cannot deny that
it is a particularly important' factor in the broadening and democratization
of access to education (p. 6)."

"But the broadening of access to education does not mean simply pro-
viding, side by side with the existing school system educational facilities
for adults who have had no schooling; it means devising structures that will
do away with the'frontiers separating formal education from informal education.
It means recognizing the need for a life-long education that will teach people
how to learn and take possible for them to supplement and renew their store
of knowledge throughout the course of their-life (p: 6)."

Latest statistics have indicated that out of a total member nation population
estimated-at 2,28r million, 783 million are still illiterate (p. 6).

-Notes that among significant trends in the provision of programs in adult
. education, six have been especially noteworthy:

1. The introduction of functional literacy programs.
2. Increases in the number of programs for rural populations.
3. Training and retraining courses for labor and managerial personnel.
4. Popular education.
5. The education of women.
6. To a'certain extent, the education of unschooled-or insufficently

schooled youth (pt 8).

Regarding education as a continuing activity clearly entails far reaching
conseciliences--requires a rethinking of the function of the school and univer-
sity !in their traditional forms (p. 8).

4,
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In several member states more than 25% of the adult population is actively
engaged in organized learning activities during any one year (p. 9),

"The participation of non-government organizations in developing adult educa-
tion has been one of the main features of the recent past (p. 9)."

! "Many Member States have established centres especially designed for
the use of adults. These centres are broadly of two kinds: (a) those which,,,

provide general community and cultural facilities, including educational,,,-
programs, and (b) those which exist solely to provide educational programs
(p. 9)."

"Within the context of life-long education, the necessity of which
has been univerSallyacknowledgea, adult education has been increasingly con-
cerned, to foster the develigErnent of the individual's productieve-.caRa- city by

-
training and refresher-training-com,Eses, to contribute to the development of
human relations and to the.respect n rights, and,to assert the ideas of
peace and international understanding 11)."

\---1 .

Continuing problems
1. Adult education is still all too often inefficiently geared to (a)

economic And social development priorities, (b) efforts to improve the
material and cultural life of individuals and society, (c)-demoerati-.-
zation of educationof Societies.

2. The fact that,the.generalacceptance of-lifelong education has not
resulted in substantial reforms of formal education has hindered the
development of adult education.

3. Adult education has largely remained the concern of educators and has
not been made the subject of systematid and pluridisciplinary investi-
gation and practice.

4. The number of those who have benefitted from adult education has not
been sufficent, nor have they participated toa significant extent in '

the conception, administration and application of the teaching designed
for them.

5. Despite significant advances in respect of literacy work, the abSolute
number of illiterates has continued to increase.

6. Development and modernization programs rarely contain an adult educe-
,

tion component.
7, International aid and cooperation have been inadequate (p. 12).

.

Priorities for,adult education
1. Democratization of education. -1+

2. Become as functional as possible.
40- 3. Eliminate distinctions between "men's" and "women's"-education.

4. Contribute to'the regeneration of education, as a whole.
5. More definite, diversified, and intensive adult participation in their

own education.

6. Get public schools to encourage lifelong learning.
7. A good pre- primary education is the only way of insuring the success

of all subsequent education.

/' or",
It g



8. Main organizations'grouping people tak)a more7Yeave role in promoting
adult education--e.g., universities (p. 16).

9. To better meet the needs of diver ituations, much more decenterali-
zation of administrative.funct ons would seem to be necessary (p. 21).

NOTE: "It has.been estimated that in certain highly industrialized countries,
notably in the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R., the total resources, physical, finan-
cial and human, allocated to educational activities for adults are nearly equal
to the total spent on the formal school system. On the other hand, in the
marjority of Member States, the portion of the budget earmarked for adult educa-,
tion is negligible (p. 22)."

. ,

1

Fi/iancing adult education
1. The responsibility seems to be primarily, but not exclusively,

.

7 1-.;', reside with the public sector.
2. Question: Should local Communities, universIties, businesses, neigh-

borhoods, and representative organizations be required to finance( ..

--adult-education of their constituencies? (p. 22),

New approaches and techniques
1. Ecological approach--is based on a thorough knowledge of living and

working environments (p. 24).
2. Adoption of modern media (p. 25).
3. TI12113;ation and training of staff required to expand.adult education

J t
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FAMILY LIFE EDUCATIO

Castille -, Elsie H. and Etta Pearl Brew. "Teaching Family Life to Adults;4
Adult Leadership, 22 (February, 1974)'',, 263-65.

Article describes family life education program in St. Martin Parish, Louisana

1. People-(homemakers--175) receive morthly extension letter, and visits

(p. 263)

from a home agent and librarian four times a year
6

2.' Educational attainment for the parish averages fourth grade level

Home Life aimed at'many different audiences (p. 263-64)
1., Couples contemplating marriage

a'. Pre-marital courses conducted
b.- "Bridal packages" given to couple and their contents described
c. Annual attendance of 150-200 people

2. Young marrieds'
a. Very receptive audience, eager to learn
b. Do not'like to meet-in regular monthly groups, so conduct special

interest groups
c. Further assistance through educational literature, newsletters,

workshops, clinics, and home visits-
3. Pregnaht women

a. Groups meet twice a month with doctor and public health nurse
b. .Group generally lacks knowledge of...basic health needs during

pregnancy
c. Make use of follow-up home visits

4. Working women
a. 35.7% of the women in the parish are employed.full-time,' many

V others employed part-time
b. Hard to meet in groups, so use bulletin racks set up in places of

employment
c. Some night groups of.working mothers do meet '

5 Fatherless families
a. 6'3% of the families are fatherless with an average family size of

5-6 members
b. Need for family planning a-necessity

6. Elderly
,

a. 6.6% of homemakers are over 65
b. Have monthly meetings with home agent
c., Enjoy demonstrations on food and nutrition
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7. Housing projects
a. Counsel with parents about heir children's needs
b. .Volunteer leaders provide programs on maintenance of their new

living accommodations
8. Federally funded programs

a. Parish has been awarded government funds
b. Bi-lingual groups and hools established (French)
c. Parent-advisory group established
d. Meeting with Headsta t parents

9. Other groups
a. Food stamp recipient
b. FHA.clients
c. HOMe demonstration club work
d. Expanded foods and nutrition program

Hendrickson, Norejean and Andrew Hendrickson.' "Education for Family Life,"
pp. 439-55. Chapter 26 in Handbook of Adult Education edited by Robert
M. Smith, George F? Ader, and J.R. Kidd. New York: Macmillan Co.,'1970.

In urban society, family patterns tend to break down (p. 440). Complex society-
deemphasized the fancily even though the family is the oldestsOcial institution.
"How the family survives depends on our wisdom (p. 441):fl

Definitions and terminology ,

1. "/n its early dayS parent education was an excellent example of an
American folk movement. . . . parent education had two qualities. It

was geared to parents and-it was voluntary (p. 441)."
2. The interest in parent education developed into a'broader concern for

family life education (p. 442):
3. Definition: "Education for faMily living is that branch-of adult

educatiOn. which deals specifically with the values, principles and
practices.of family life. It has for j.ts general objectivesthe
,enrichnient of faMlly experience -through th,e..mord skillful particiPa-
tion of all family members in the life of the family group- Its
offerings include learning opportunities for both sexes and allage,

° (p. 442). ".

4. Is a multi- professional area,including the disciplines pf home,
economics, social work, law,,,pSychology,etc. (p.. 443)

Research and practice
1. In California, courses in parent education are part of the general ;

.

adult education program .(p. 445)
2., Co-op Extension: have made the most systematic efforts in family'life

education at the state level (1). 446)

3. Antipoverty programs:' reaching parents caught up in the poverty
syndrome is a new experience (p. 446)
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4. Local communities (p. 447)
a. E.g., in Denver - -local boards of education employ teachers to

work with parents of pre- school children

%br'programs for low income families being instituted through public
school home economic programs

5. Voluntary organizations (pp. 447-48)
a. National Congress of Parents and Teachers
b. State ,PTA Congresses

Methods and resources (pp, 449-50)
1. According to Auerbach and Brim, mass media, counseling, and group

discussion are the three basic methods in parent education
2. Greatest limitation of the group discussion method is the shortage bf,

trained leaders

Problems and issues (pp. 452-53)
1. Logistics: how to produce better leaders and materials and make both

more available
2. Determining which organizations,should.serveArhich groups and under'

what circumstances
3. Lack of organization and focus in the field

1'

or
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LEADERSHIP AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT

.., .,.
Godsell,,David R. "Adult Leadership and Conf-Pict Resolution," Adult Leader-

' ship,, 22' (January, 1974), 236-38. . .,

. -

2/

Role of the supervisor (p. 236) ."
1. Must have a positive self=illiage

2. Must never "teach down".
Must regulate group so-members do not 4:1 ge each other's self concepts

4. Must resolve conflicts whether between self and group members or among
'group members ,

Conflict resolution (p. 236)
1. 'Traditional methods

,a. Leader,in authoritarian role faking strong, dominant actions-- leaves
-the adult learner with a feeling of inferiority

b., Either ignore conflicts or turn to thspolicy manual-
2, Important to realize that conflidt is a fundamental ingredient of change

"Therefore the way conflict is managed, rather than suppressed origndred
will bear directly On the improvement of adult educational methodology
(p. 236)

TechnigUes of conflict resolution: Burke (R.1236+371 -. .

1. Withdraw: is easier to avoid confli4t. than risk losing or heing wrong i

2., Smooth:- important to down play issues that might lead to disagreement
3. Compromise: bargining yields an intermediate position
4,.,Force: outcomes depend on the relative power held by Conflicting parties
5. Confront: _open exchangeand discussion permits both parties to win
6. Burke found no correlation between compromise and.the dimensions of

superior-subordinate relationships; also found that Withaac.4 Smooth,

N. 4 and Force were negatively related. Only Confront,aiways yeilded-a
t

-, .. positive relationship
, 1

.

7. Adult educators can learn from such
.

as c
. .

a. Recognition that change is fundamental to the educational process .

. --
and conflict,as being a healthful.erement of education,

-b. "An-essential part of their role iito manage conflict through
. 2 .

confrontation , - -
.. . .,

. -.0

,Adult .educators must understand the dynamics of Confiiet resolx4:1Air 237);Adult
"All parties approach a confrontation with selectilie perdeOtions (p.:-2371."-

2.' -Usually :acertain amount of distrust aTong participants' ..

3. Educator must rise above his own selecti(re perception to clarify the
whole situation 4, ,

.- 't.
.



4. Educator may initiate conflict, may be efendant, or may be the
,conciliator',

5. As an initiator- -can serve as an agent for c
a. :Timing important
b., Sticking points D
c. Failureof'an initiative may
d. ,...Overt behavior can stifle influence

6, Defender- -how well the educator performs this role will set the tone of
group respect for him
a. Conflict initiated by.others should be regarded. a's an opportunity
b. Poise Is essential
c. Defenskve confrontation: 'plan ahead and have alternate plans
g Must be no sign of defense--must trust group-members so they will

104

,... .., trust him; simply require that the "issue be defined
e. -Admit' when you are wrong - ';

7. 'Conciliato ust resist temptation to let things work out for,themselves;
-,

-rarely d
.

1-77
'-a. Sup= visor:, do not take sides in the issue
b. Hel participants see the.p. a solution exists-
c. .Obj ivi and coolness are requisites

,

d. Par icipant may be surprided at how much they actually do.agree
e. "T e goal o inningshotldbe replaced by the goal of problem '

Sol ing (p. 238)."
,

A -

"Conflict management techniques are learning techniques for the.supervisor 14ho
recognizes that-the concept of change includes himself (p. 238)."

,

Griffin, Virginia R. "Alternative Philosophical Positions," pp. 1 -9 in
.iThinking About a Graduate Prograt in Adult Education. Toronto: Ontario,.

Institute for Studies in Education. August,4,1971. ERIC: 067 527.

. , ,.-

Can assume either one of two philosOphies at either end of the educational
Oontinum to run an adult education graduate program or may choose a pluralistic
philosophy-7in order to choose Which one, need to compare the philosophies on
a set of common dimensions' (p. 2=7) .

1. The, predominant value -

2_ Kinds of learning thqught to be most valuable' .

. ,. -
- 3 Concept of graduate study ,

e'
.

: 4% Justification for existence of a department ofadult education
5: ,Belief regarding student ability to identify own learning goals.,
6; 'Belief regarding student abilify.tO'lan. Own learning ekperiencas ',

7. Belief regarding.gtudent ability to'evaluate own learning experiences
,

' 8. ,COnception.of 'competencies Most.needed by graduates' t-'
-

9. Nature
.

of curriculum _ - '.. _ , *

10. Basis. for, making cUrriculum,decisions

11. Basis far selection of students
...

12. OptiMum faculty-student ratio %.'

13. Qualities required in-faculty
14. Nature Of general diviiion function' : ,
,

4
v,

4.4
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1

15. Mg.th2S of advising theAs students
. 16. Requirements, stana4rds forgraduatiqp

'4).17. Who evaluates-
/518. Basis forAprming rioritipp (in general)'
iontipn a ma' Author plac'ed these dim'

or 'positions

105

rig''with the three philosophical/stances

t .4
4t1160Sini. the pluralistZZ alternative.(g.'8)

. -

4 1,.': Perhefist is'eillest sboice'tecauSe:do no have to be bound by a Singular-
.,,

istic p4oSOphy
A ''5 ':

2. Also aneeasy 'choice bediuse-it is easiett to believe im I

: ; 4 3. AlthoUgh; this-is'thephilosophy,that ladeto the greatest amount of,

4 >
A .

. ambiguktYinlirogrgps
,
)

,

1.

'

. .

s,

.
. :),

Houle, Cyril 0. The Educators'of Waults,",kp: -109-19.
of Adult Education edited by Robertmith, George
New York.; MacMillan"Co.,4,1970e .,'.-5 .

.

.

Education oft-adults'has no central instructional forms.

'Chapter 7'in Hanaboot
F. Met, and a,R. Kidd.

,

like 612 (p.110)

.

Leadership ivramid: 'divided into threCleVels (pp. 111-13),
1. 'Widespread base-t-layileaders in a' great,variety of cgiuildlity settings__
2..-''Smaller, but large ;i0up people whose adult educational serviCes is.

part' of their josswho'accept'supplemental employment4in the field _

3, ApeX--peoEke-who have shade adult educglicin their. carem fdcus
4. Need to Create a' sense of coMmon3dentity among those21evelvof 'the

.

pyramid'. f`_ . : ,
, "41

,

Adult educatiChal leader:Ship:, an analyiis (pp. 113-15):. 'Adult educators may
be Classified In terms of the functions, they perform .

1. Part-time and volunteer worWsconcerned with direct guidanceof learners
2. Design an promotion of he program -- ability to use basic'theory to

develop sequential learning adtivities for adults
3: Administration of program-- concerned with budgeting, staffing,.. organizing,

.controlling; and public interpretation ', ,

(,s-
.

.'4. Advancement of adult education as a,fiela--responsibility of pkofestors,
and other adult educators an like R,rofes'siorlals in the field

,
"...

Training of leaders (pp. 115-19) 4'
1. Often a trial and error process ,.,

, 'i
2. Largest body

-
iof,organzed training occurs within the institutions which

.

sponsor adult education prOgramp
3. Some institutions have accepted staff training as a major institutional

function-4e.g,', CopperatiVe Extension - ' a
.. 4. Mbre training material's becoming available

,

5. University 'as a.trainer ,.
,, '

, -
a. It-the major institution} most often concerned with training adult

, , edcatorS -
.

f,

O

. I (17
If . 0,
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-i.c),

..

,:'b. 'Graduate studymuch of what is knOwn about adult education has
.

. been-produced in graduate programs
.c. University departmental, programs

1 l' ,

--;

d. Courses ih adplt education. being offered to thoseiiitereatel,in-.-
the area as a supplement to'their major career gOals

,e..' University- offered training opportunities for pert-time and
volunteer workers ,.

6.; Thp leadership,pyramid probably is not increasing in'size, but is .

,becoming more, stable

-

'Feeney, Helen 'M. "Voltnteer and Professional: The Role of Adult,Education,".:
pp. 83-105. Chapter 4 En Priorities in Adult Education edit'.01.by-David B.
Rauch. New'York: Macmillan Co., 1972.':

' "To work successfully with volunteers,certain skills and -qualities are vital?
sensitivity, :thoughtfulness, interestand,concern for people, the ability to''
listen and to identify with them, and a'genuinexespect for their skills and
their strengths- (p. 85)."

Building sound relationships (pp. 88 -90)
,lt .First assignment should, be simple enough to insure success.
2. People work best in a frieildly atmosphere -and ;Theretheir efforts are

- % .,-needed and ap ,--5,,preciated !,-' - ,
f, 2 . ..,

3, geed to see the relationship_of their.jobs with the totalleffort:, should
be',Able to feel theAtgortandp:of their contribution

,4. Will work best when opportunity exists to learn -and grow
, 5. Recognition,and,reward prompt continued partWpation . . '

%
6. Build Soundelationship between volunteer and, professional staff.

\ f '
1.1Types of members (pp. 91-'96),

, ,

, .
.

,0

1.\ Professional ds,avOlunteert, may make the difference between an' :''''

t l
,

'.. effective` and indifferent program . ,

: ,2. Ad hoc Consultant or ad-v-ies2 work on a-temporary

latibasis
.0

.

3. Board and cOmmitted meMber: ea their public eonS leaeto
, uccessful programs ;

4% Direct Service: thote who givetheir time actually helping with the4 program
5. Membership vdlunteers: members of the organization entitled to;a voice

in the operation, may hold electiveoffiee . .14

Supervision (pp. 96-97). 0 ,
, .

, 1. Approach it as an educational relationship rather than' as a,_.. ,agement
responsibility ' c
a, Individualsal lowed to maintain personal .integrity

. ' b. Individual given increased motivation to work on Problem
c. Individual may be offered specific help ,,, . ,

2. Supervisor and supervises both'should, be willing to change and.grOW

4,

'
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, ,. AOheiving effectiye service (p. 97)--remember that Yolunher onlyerforms a
, supportative kfunction .. ,

,, , -1
. 0.

-Itends in yolunteering for adult education
1. .'!Tea'ditional" trolunteeis -, .,

.

2. *iallireforMed individuart--former alcoholici or trisonew
3! ,Retlired executives '' ,

..

4. Independently wealthy ,

: I
5, t' t ' ,

/ I
.

7.
.

.
1,,,

..7'

" Knopf, Nort rsonal Growth and Professional Growth': -Do the Chicken and .

the E rst? . Chicago, Ill.: . Paper,presented at the APGA
eetin 1972. 14* ERIC: ED 066 6944

i
. 'ck..:.

v

.-7411.4ational ProceSa,used in the Vocational Counseling Institute (p.

"laboratory,education"--a program which integrates the_T-group method with other.
techniques such as-lectures indgrouP problem solving; is distinguished from ,

other training methods by .

1. The type of -learning goals -lthe'ult* aims
,

/ LT

a.; Promote spirit of inquiry
b. Wand interpersonal consciousness it',

l'
c. Increase authenticity in interpersimal relations

. . ..

d. Indrease ability to act in a collafoorative and interdependent manner
lartkpeers-isupe4orsfl-and tUbordinates

6. R
a ..

. 7

esope conflict 'situations through Ibibblem'Solving
f. Promote-increased self4insight , i-
g. increase sensitivity t behavior of others

.

h. Increase awareness pf group processes --/

i. Heighten diagnostic skill in social, interpersonal, and intergroup
, .

situations
.

3. Increase action skills--ab4.1ity to intervene sucligatily in
situations .

k. Learn how to learn
2. Processes used to' focus on goals

,a. .ContinuouSly meeting groups that stay together for one year periods
--meet bi-weekly

b. Groups of30'broken into three sections=-meet on. campus
c. The groups--are leaderless; behaviOr in groupothe main topic of

conversation;,to act in supportative, non-evaluativeflway
d. 'Problems wit the groups

(1), Trying/to deterMine what really happened
(2) Guaranteeing transfer of behaviors from group baCk home

Perceptions about.the training program (p: 7)
. .4

' 1. Little that,trainees coulddo to put-knowledge gained. into immediate
.,

> . action
--2. listening skills dimprove 1- ,

.

. ., 3.,:, Groups really wanted to dear with current issues
4. Were intolerant of observers

, . , ,.

4



5., "The distinction between persona
probably an artificial one, for
has effects on the person in his

..Was a training program for EMpioyment S

Nadler, I,,eonard. "The Y:unctioning of
,, pp. 51-81. Chapter 3 in PrfOrities

Rauch. ,NeYork: Macmillan Co., 19
c.

Committees and boards are people, not

Zefihitionsjp: 52) '

1. _Board: a legally constituted bod
,constru,ction

2. Committee: more flexible, usuall
board; are temporary arrangements

1o8 *

growth, and professional grov$th is
t'Seems that a wise personal decision
home life and in his work life. (p. 4)."

rvice counselors

Wsand Committees in Adult Education,"
Adult Educatiom edited by, David B.

St legal artifacts (p. 5fi

;essentially inflexible in terms of

Works within the framework of a

.

History (p. 53)'

in.1950's ,

:1. In 1960's ,
e*tensive use of committees and boards ;

committee inactivity and more emphasis on community action
, boards

1. In 19761s ,

education
committees again becomfng a significant element of adult

CdMmittees (p15.-54-72)
' 1. Functional areas

a. --Activity committee: short life, established to accomplish-a parti-
cular task .-

.

-b. -Administraive-committee: executivecoMmittee 4"

e'. 9. .CoOrdinating committee: 'can serve internally-or externally
d. ,Dialogue group: provides members with opportunities.to share ideas

and feelings
e. Judicial committee: concerped with legal or semi-legal events- -

hears grievances, reviews bi-laws
f. Inspection committee: outside body that oversees efforts of an

institution '

g. PrOgr# committees: related to ongoing aspectS-.Of the organization
h. Study committee: group of individuals within an organization who

come together.to explore a loarticularitopic--sombtimes called
learning group *

2. Purpose (pp. 58-62)

A

a. Sfiould he established when'there'is a'need
b. Purpdse should be clearly stated and'Understocd
c.. AdviSorlr:* provide advice only
d. - Problem solving
e. Fact finding; purpose of gathering particular information
f. Decision-making:, makes specific decisions regarding organizational
'' activities' -

g. Multipurpose committees: clearly state purpose andagoals

OP
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(3) End report or project
..

4. Closure: "Feedback to the committee'members about the results of their
, final report can be helpful for their own information and education

(P. 72),H
z

o t

1.
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3. Life _cycle (pp. 62-70)
a. Needs starting and stopping point
b. Starts with identification of needs , .

c. Starts with specific instructions from organization_then should set
goals 44t 1,

.

d. Life expectancy should be'estated

e.
Coordinate work with the large organization

f." Try to define possible end product
g. Activity sequence

(1) Set goals
(2) Task operation period

Boards (pp. 73-74) , -. .-'

1. Operations: usually is a decision-making body which may'use coMMittees
.2. Membership

,
, . .

. .,
a. A matter that is 'legally decided ,

'

b. Members usually elected by a process involving -all members of the
organization : .

.
. ,-.

3. The meeting: prepare for by sending materials to participants before .

the meeting.

.-

Scaggs, WilliamF. and Curtis Ulmer (ed.). Guide-to Adult Education Counseling.,
Englewood Cliffs, N.3.t Prentice-Hall, 1972. Prentice-HalL_Adult Education .

Series. 48_ pp:

. -1. Adult, counseling as'a learning process,(pp. 7-10): A. l'
,

't.C. "The ,process of adult counseling exists to,help'adults ide. ntify those _ 1

, .. .

behavior changes. that are personally :significant (p. 7):".
B: Through new learning experiences, thb-adult may learn to view himself'.

in slightly or profoundly different ways . ,

C.- Human development
1. Defined: 'Assisting people in*their efforts 60 becqme more effective

4.

ti

human- heings , '

2., Counseling services for adults have developed from the concern for
furthering adult human development ,

3,_. 'Counselors must see their role as supporting the learning process...
D. CounselOr is a specialist-in helping adults to become more effective

-.,
learners. ,

,

4
E. Counselor must"recogniz e. the uniqueness of each adult

.

II. Assumptions about adult learning (pp: 10-15) .

A. View counseling as a learning prdcess; therefore need to know how and
why adulti learn

B. "Adults learn more effectively when accepted and valued as persons (p.
10)."

C. "All human beings desire to sae themselves and their behavior as having
some meaning or significance (p. 10)."

D. Imporant to start with the immediate concerns of the client

P'S.

111
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E, "Learning is more effective,when.directed toord an achievable goal
. s (pr. 11):"

F. "Learning is more effective with the adult can see opportunities for
4. self enhancement (p. 11)."

:,
.1

G. ". . . needs, aptitudes and interests of adult learners.vary greatly'
(p. 11)."

H. Counselor needs-to have a knowledge of the adult learner's environment,
as "Each person will interpret learning 'activities in terms of the
context which has unique waning for him (p. 12)."

,

I. Must believe in or acceptladults as they are-lo do so, must
).. Be open .

2. Be non-judgmental
:

t

3. Be supportative .

.4. Be'adeep listener and communicate well verbally and nonverbally
Jr Emphasis on client-centeredqualities of understanding, realneiS, and

...,

unconditional positive regd 1

- . A

III. eiontinued professional expansion (pp. 15-18) 'S
,..

, . '

".

A. Adult counselors must possess professional knowledge,and,the necessary
.

i counseling skills
.

.

B AlSo mist have a broad knowledge, of human behavior--is basic to the
- counselor's knowledgeof other areas of professional concern

Must"algohave a knowledge-of .-.

. 1. The adult learner ,..

2. Counseling techniques .
.

-!. 3. Educational tests and measurements /

:',4. , -''Occupational-information ...
, A '

=!5. The' -communitiv--in which the adult learners live *

- :6. Existing adult learning opportunities,
A

... , ...-.

P
7. Referral 'agencies . .

,
I

IV: ,Altit counse/iA4 tasks (pp. ;18 -25);

, , A.; Setting objectiVes .

(
.

i".'1,. Goals should reflect the counselor's commitment to human develop-
.$ ment , ,

. 2: Are frequently stated ,in -terms of';ervices'tOhe provided,
. veci. .:i 3. -'Should belrequehtly rem4ewed

.

e...

. Br Informing'adults about available opportunities - -show be.involved in
the recruitment process . '

i

0
Agsisting-acfults in_course selection--may-assume a more directive role
i2 the initial;phedes. % .

_DI lovide.leadership in insuring that the registtation process is as
2 undoMplicated,as'possible ,

J3*'--Aid adults in making aiDpropriate,educational and /or vocational plans. .",

I.

Fe.; Assist adults in findingresolp4Ons to their personal problems .. -

GV Testing and test interpretation: -dust' be sensitive to the feelings,
..,

adults,have about testing , l

: .

'" Dissimiting'information --results of follow4s, pertinent inf9rmatiori
about students, exit interviews. , ,

Evaluating the,program--besic,,purpose is to find new ways to improve,
the prograt .

i .
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V. The adult counselor and the adult education team,(pp. 25-29)
.A. A team approach should maximize benefits to students /

'' B. Counseling must be concerned with the professional relationship with
teachers--interest and empathy for the teachers must be,geuine

C. Should develop a sound, professional relationship'with the'supporting

staff.,-should be familiar with-the roles and specialities of these'
people and share insights about students with them /1

D. The counselor and his supervisor should provide each other with
mutual support -- should have open, frank communications

E. 'The. counselor should be a responsible, understanding member of the
adult education team

VI. Special-problems of adult counselees (pp. 29.7310)
.

A. Need to ascertain what the '"real" concern of he client is 7'
B. Need to seek out the unique factors which prompted a given individual

to ask a specific question or present a particular problem at .given
point in ,time ,

C. Jointly define the problem with'the cli ent
...

D. Contribute relevant information 'slowly
E. Draw out the feelings of the adult

,. , F. HeIrthe adult seek alternatives 0

G. Do not give advice to client '

H. Let adult solve his,own problem
,

...,:I. Summarize
, , .

,

,

--N

VII. Adult Questions: Stated and Unstated (pp.31-42)-,
. .

:Pt-, Clients stating they are too oldto go'toschool,......

1. A frequent question faced by counselo.s of adult learners
42. Must avoid the routine, responses

.*. 3op....Whole pr'oblem; must convey positive-attitudesabout age
B. Client stating he would like to withdraw

1. Drop Out rates-in most adult.programs high I

2, Counselor needs to help student determine whether withdrawal, can
be avoided or is desirable , .

3. "Many adults'view withdrawal as a personal failure
. .

4. counseldi helps,to determine "real!' causes for withdrawal and can
be of help-in informing teachers' f the nature of the teason

5: Adult nay wed help in making the transition, from student to ,'

4 non-student
C., Client experianc ig difficulty in getting away, from home in order to

go'to school
. .

% . . , .
r. .May represent many unstated proBlems.like frustration with-A class

situation . ,

.4

'rk, .

...

2. Need to'define the home problems aS specifically as po ssible
'3. Some family counseling may be needed

D. Client statement,that he cannot afford schooling.
1. Program costs;should be within reach of the target group
2. Tuition only one cost; others include transportation,. meals, child

care '.

3. Assume leadership'in developing financial aids programs
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E. Problem of making time for counseling
1. Class release time
2.. Counseling outside class hours
3. Most acute piqblems are in the part-time programs which also

usually haye part-time counselors -

F. Clientconcern that his,employer does not approve of client's enroll-
,

ment in school,
1:' Must reinforce'idea that most employers encourage continuing

education of employees
2. Projected employer objections may be 'an expression of clientq

insecurity
3. Where real employer objections exist, client can be assisted in

the effort to educate.eMplqer to the value of continuing
1education .

.

G. Client ,Concern over low test scores
1. Careful test interpretation should minimize this problem
2. Need tobelpIclient decide whether his expresied.concern is -,

"real concern i . . ,

! I3., Client feeling about scores is much more impontantithan the scores

,,-. '-1- themselves

H-eient.concern over whether he can still learn at his age, as directly
1 ;gT4ted to job oblescence and need for retraining $

I. Client statemen "I.don't understand this applic ion folm."
'Preverft problem eliminating need for ,the estion t9;arise,

-2.0 Provide-ample o__ rtunities for adults to r se Specgic questions'
,

J. Client concern over time needed to complete pr gram ,7

;,1. Is this what the client is really asking ' 1
.

2. Help client develop.long7range educatipnal plans-. ' .
.

K. Negative client reaction to earlier educdSional experiences -..'
.

.. - '.1. Need eo remember that adults are voluntary students who will react
. . V positivefito pleesant educational experiences /

' .2. Counselor can help in'reducing negative feelings about school--
, best accomplished through open-discussion

I:. Client concernabout grades in adult learning,eregrams
.

1. Clients often see grades as a statement of overall personal worth
2. Counselors must provide opportunities'for client to express self .

about grades ,.._

,

VIII. "Adult couns elor questions: stated and -unstated (pp. 42-48)
A. ' Concern about'moonlighting

;Hurried schedule
2. Bring with them the problems of*the day
3. Problem of developing sufficient'identity with their adult.educa-

tion responsibilities-
.Problems of getting together with clients"

5.' Staff communication prbblems
R. ,Problem: HOw doe one help them all?

1. Counselor must recognize that many of his activities indirectly
Affect many people with whdM be never comes in contact

2. By assisting other professionals,to understand the concept of human
development, counselor is indireitly'assistingstudents'

e .

r

r '"
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f

3. Must recognize that direct one-to-one contact with adults may
not be essentail

C. Problem of leaving.work.at the office
1. Need to have faith in the ability, of adults to solve their own

'problems,
2. ,Worrying about a client's problem does not contribute significantly

to the client solving that problem
D. Counselor feeling -of beingoffice bound-

1. Does not lead to maximum effectiveness
'2. Can avoid by seeking out adults

E. Coping with case "failures"
1. Must be careful in determining what constitutes a counseling

failure
2. Must recognize that adult behavior change often is a slow process

F. Coping with the different value systems of clients
11 Differences should,be openly acknowledged by the counselor-
2. Must communicate sincere desire to understand client

G. Concern.oVer own professional development
1. Must set up oyn schedule for continuing education
2.. Must-make time for adeauate involvement in own contin

education

1. 4

C

".1

S



Miller, Paul. "A Glance at the
of Adult Education edited by
New York: Macmillan Cp., 197

"The deepest wound in-the charac
to;win more than marginal status
paranoia--that learning In later
body of educational activity (p.

FUTURE

Future," pp: 151-67. 'Chapter 10,in Handbook ,

Robert M. Smith, George F. Ader,'And 3. R. Kidd. '

0. . ,

.

'''-..
ter of adult edVation, a result.

1

of. the strtiggle, .

,,,was akoirWerlying suspicion--a,1Zind; of"
life was only partially- welcome in tthe min

1) ." - '' -,-
-4..15 y,

::
-...,.;

Changes in-society r(pp. 152-54)
1. Point increasingly to the need for adult educaio
2j. Far reaching turbelances in social fiber
3. Loss of individuality

a. Rapid.growth of the- imporfailSe.pf. the public sector
b.' Large functional units of administraive acion-7communication

within the blocks is mode effective than airtiong`them

,Commitments to program (pp. 154-59)
-1. Basic citizenship
2. Dissatisfied with the narrow.focus of education upon the refinement of

occupational skills
3. Training of community shifting from interpersonal

system interactions
4. Education for public responsibility
5. Need to strengthen public professions and find new forms for their,

activities
6. Need to do a better job of applyingieducational theories

family life
7. Education will continue to be asked to contribute to the solution of a

myriad of urban problems
8. Schools must become community centers

Commitments to competence (pp. 159-166) 4

1. New leaders on the scene who have selected adult education as their
life;s work

interactions to person-

to improve

0

2. Challenge in Struggling with the issue ofvesources management
3. As people become increasingly dissatisfied with present institutions,

they will be looking for alternatives--will-cause educators to become
interested-in the techniqUes of adaption

4: Adult education moving toward forms of incorporation within
institutions as wholes
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5. Problem: "Why do institutions-whose sole function is education see fit
to sponsor divisions of 'education' and'continu ducation'? (p. 16) ."

6. Problem: Access to education in the megalopolis
1

.

7.' Managers of adult education will have to become tter masters of the
media technology

.8. Community colIegesto.play a new'and,importan role in adult Wucaticin:
"Having emerged as an inventive response to theegalitrian idealsof
mass higher education, the community college has grown with a
comfortable feeling about being part of its local area."

.

9. Vital centers of neighborhood life needed more.sonow than-ever before
--can use the public schools anahave them,return,to the ancient role
of citric center.

"One is led to say that education does not change becSuSe Some reformer demands
it. Bducation,changes only under the impact of profdund forces-of charige within
the Society itself. This is what is happening today,, and what adult eduCators.
must continue to explore together (p. 167,"'

Messer, John and Fred Bujold. "Adult Education in 1993," Adult Leadership,
22 (January, 1974),

Travel,and learning (p. 239)
Adelphi University graduate, school on a subway car.

.2. "Travel and /earning are a ,logical marriage because bothvare necessities
and bdth use large protions of our time (p. 239)."

3. ProjeCtion: Learning'packageS available oh supersonic intercontinental
flights for. credit and for.personal enrichment

.

Indications that. the futur may. be as described above (p. 240)
1. Growth of mass transportatiOn in many communities

.Need to individualize instruction because of the wide variety of adult
_backgrounds

3. 'Personalized program.designs would not beloulky or heavy
4., Are developing a new generation of standard teaching machines
5.' Adult education now required by many professions for members to remain/

functional.
6. The versatility of the individual packaged learning system providesi

something for everyone

t.
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